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Abstract 

An improved confinement regime such as the H-mode is critically important for 

the realisation of a fusion power plant ba.sed on a magnetically confined plasma. 

The performance of the plasma core, stability and confinement are strongly influ

enced by the interaction of many diverse physics processes. Among such processes 

is transport at the plasma edge, and particularly the physics of field-aligned fil

amentary structures which have been observed using high resolution cameras to 

leave the edge and hit the confining wall. A thorough characterisation of this 

transport in H-mode is therefore paramount since the filaments are directly re

sponsible for power deposition onto material surfaces. 

This thesis presents experimental analysis of filamentary structures at the plasma 

edge in the l\1ega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) during H-mode inter-ELM 

periods. Using a background subtraction technique, camera images recorded at 

a rate of 100 kHz during these periods reveal that similarly to L-mode and ELM 

events, field-aligned filamentary structures also exist in inter-ELl\1 periods. Anal

ysis of their corresponding Do: light emission shows that inter-ELl\1 filaments are 

the lowest amplitude fluctuations in the MAST scrape-off layer (SOL) relative to 

L-mode and ELM filaments. 

Using magnetic equilibrium reconstructions of field-lines, filaments in the cam

era images are tracked in radial and toroidal directions both manually and using 

semi-automated techniques. Analysis of their spatio-temporal evolution confirms 

that despite the reduction in turbulence levels seen in the H-mode, inter-ELM 

filaments exist on timescales ,..., 50-120 J.ls, and during this time contribute di

rectly to transport: they are found to rotate in the vicinity of the last closed 

flux surface (LCFS) with a mean toroidal velocity of 9 km S-1 in the co-current 

direction, and propagate radially outwards with a constant velocity in the range 

1-2 km S-1. Motion of these filaments is found to depend strongly on plasma 

density such that with increasing density, there is decrease in toroidal motion 

and an enhancement of the radial transport manifested by an increased number 

of filaments which leave the edge and travel faster into the SOL. 



Semi-Automated methods are also applied to the inter-ELr..l camera images in 

order to determine physical properties of these filaments. A wide range of mode 

numbers is found (6-48) with a mean of 24. Analysis of toroidal and radial widths 

indicate that inter-ELM filaments are elliptical in size with an average toroidal 

width of 16 cm and a radial width of 4 cm. Camera images recorded at a rate of 

100 kHz have been compared to data recorded simultaneously by the mid-plane 

reciprocating probe. This cross-comparison shows that intermittent fluctuations 

in ion saturation current (ISAT) signals correspond to inter-ELM filaments pass

ing the probe, appearing immediately before and after the ELM. 

Peak detection algorithms have been applied to ISAT signals in order to isolate 

the peaks corresponding to filamentary structures. Based on these ISAT val

ues, a density estimate for inter-ELM filaments is found to be in the range 6.5 

X1016 - 6.7 X 1017 m-3 • This result has been compared to L-mode and ELM 

filaments. 

The ISAT signals from single and neighbouring probe tips have been used to verify 

the properties of filaments at the edge, finding toroidal widths, mode number and 

toroidal velocity - in good agreement with camera estimates. 

The radial motion of inter-ELM filaments is also captured in Langmuir probe 

data through measurements of the radial fall-off of I SAT , denoted ASAT. Fits of 

the ISAT values as a function of distance from the LCFS yield particle e-folding 

lengths of A~~~ rv 41 mm at high density discharges (0.55 ~ nelnGW ~ 0.75 

where ne is the line-averaged electron density and nGW is the Greenwald den

sity), and '\~AT rv 28 mm at low density (0.3 ~ ne/nGW ~ 0.45). Similar trends 

are also obtained in simulations of a filament propagating radially with a velocity 

v,. and losing particles on ion parallel loss timescales Til, such that A rv v,. Til where 

Til = Lll/Cs (LII is the connection length and Cs is the ion sound speed). Cru

cially, it is shown through simulation that this simple model is only valid when 

the radial dependence of Cs and LII parameters is included. 

Radial velocity and ISAT measurements reported in this thesis have been used in 

order to test predictions made by the different models, namely the interchange 

and sheath-dissipative models. The observed data are at least a factor of 2 smaller 

than both model predictions. In fact, the scaling observed has been found to vary 

as a function of distance in the SOL - a feature which is not captured in either 

IV 



model. 

Finally, physical properties of inter-ELM filaments are compared and contrasted 

with those of L-mode and EL11 filaments. Observations would indicate a strong 

similarity between L-mode and inter-EL11 filaments which leads one to specu

late that these have a common driving mechanism which is different to the ELM 

instability. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of industrialisation, mankind has become increasingly de

pendent on cheap and abundant energy. Energy consumption has grown steadily in 

the past, and it is now widely accepted that this energy demand, which is currently at 

5 x 1020 J /yr [1], can no longer be sustained through the burning of fossil fuels. Growing 

global industrialisation, emerging economies in China and India, increasing world pop

ulation, demands for higher standards of living, the strong dependence of economies 

on ever decreasing amounts of fossil fuels and their environmental impact on climate 

change [2] all make for a certain energy crisis. \Vithout a reliable supply of constant 

energy, the industrialised infrastructure of the 21st century world would collapse: agri

culture, transportation, waste collection, information technology, communications and 

many of the pre-requisites that a developed nation takes for granted would vanish. 

The renewables (biomass, hydro, solar, wind, geothermal and biofuels) show poten

tial as clean and abundant sources of energy. \Vhile small now, rv 9% of the global 

power usage in 2005, it is possible that they will provide a significant share of the 

energy in the future. However, it is unlikely that these sources will provide a baseline 

electricity generation capacity due to fluctuations in the outputs. 

Conventional nuclear energy that is based on the fission of heavy elements, like Ura

nium, can contribute to energy production and does not produce any greenhouse gases. 

However, the fission power industry suffers from poor political acceptance due to the 

risk of a serious accident, long term radioactive waste and its connections to nuclear 

weapons. Furthermore, without breeder reactors, uranium reserves are questionable. 



Introduction 

1.1 Nuclear fusion 

A promising alternative energy source is fusion. Fusion reactions are brought 

about by heating a hydrogenic fuel to a sufficiently high temperature that the thermal 

velocities of nuclei are high enough to fuse into a heavier nucleus. The mass defect 6m 

in the reaction is turned into energy € according to Einstein's € = 6mc2 law. Fusion 

brought about in this way is called thermonuclear fusion. Energy production in the Sun 

occurs through nuclear fusion which proceeds predominantly via the proton cycle [3]. 

Despite the low cross section for this reaction, reaction rates are sufficient to produce 

most of the energy output of the Sun (E I'V 3.86 x 1021 J [3]) due to its large volume 

which is confined by gravity. 

1.2 Plasma 

Due to the increase in the binding energy per nucleon up to mass numbers of 

A ex: 50, fusion reactions between light nuclei are generally exothermic. For the short 

range nuclear forces to take effect, and hence fusion to occur, the nuclei involved must 

approach one another with high relative velocities in order to overcome the Coulomb 

repulsion due to their positive charges. In thermonuclear fusion, the energies required 

are supplied by heating the reactants to high temperatures with the resulting ensemble 

of electrons and fully stripped ions forming a quasi-neutral gas called a plasma. 

1.3 Controlled thermonuclear fusion 

In practice, only the reactions involving the hydrogenic isotopes (H, D, T) and the 

lightest elements (e.g. He) are of interest. Fusion reactions involving these elements 

include: 

D+T ---+ 4He + n + 17.6 11eV 

T+T ---+ 4He + 2n + 11.3 MeV 

D+D ---+ 3He+n+3.27 UeV 

D+D ---+ 3He + p +4.03 UeV 

D+ 3He ---+ 4He + p + 18.3 UeV 

1'V21'V 
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Of the e, th reaction b tw n deuterium and tritium i th most favoured for use 

in a fusion pow r plant. This is be ause th fusion ross s ction, (J, for this reaction 

is much larger than other reactions within achievable t mperature rang . Figure 1.1 

shows that (J reaches a maximum ( (J rv 7 X 10- 2 m- 2 ) for a deut ron energy of 100 k V 

(lkeV ~ 107 K) on a stationary tritium nucleus - considerably higher at this impact 

energy than th ross s ction for alternative combinations (D- D, D- He3 ) [4]. 

Figure 1.1: Fu ion cross-sections for th most important fusion reaction as a function 
of the centr -of-mass nergy of the reacting particles. 

More specifically, the plasma ions will b characterised by Maxw llian velocity distri

butions at temperature Ii, and a more relevant parameter is the r action rate ((Jv) 

av raged over all velociti s. Due to th contribution of energetic ion in the tail of th 

distribution , ((Jv) is found to reach half of the maximum value for ion t mperatures as 

low as 20 keV [41 . 

In these reactions, the charged 3.5 f V helium atoms remain confined by the plasma 

s rving to heat it through collisions, whil the majority of the en rgy rv 14.1 MeV is 

carried by the neutrons. These scap the plasma and intera t with a urrounding 

"blank t" transferring their en rgy into h at which is then carried away by a suitable 

oolant ( ith r water or He). This coolant is then used to drive a conventional turbine 

to generate lectricity. 

While deuterium is r adily obtained from water with an isotopic abundance in nor-
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mal hydrogen is 0.015% , tritium, which is an unstable isotope of Hydrogen, occurs 

naturally only in negligible amounts due to it being radioactive with a half-life of 12 

years. For this reason, the blanket capturing the neutrons is also engineered so as to 

allow the breeding of tritium from lithium, in order to fuel the D - T fuel cycle through 

one of the following reactions: 

n + 6Li __ T + 4He 

n + 7Li __ T + 4He + n 

where the reactant neutron n is supplied by the D-T fusion reaction. 

1.4 The Lawson criterion 

Since in any future fusion device, there will be continuous loss of energy from the 

fusion plasma, it is clear that the minimum requirement for useful power production is a 

minimum power output in excess of the total loss. The Lawson criterion is a statement 

of this condition for the specific case of energy input from an external source. An 

idealised process is assumed in which the power output can be converted to electrical 

energy and regained later as useful heat. 

Denoting PH the heating power, PL the total power loss, and PT as the total useful 

power leaving the plasma which can be converted to electrical energy with an efficiency 

ry, then for this simple model it is at least necessary that: 

(1.1 ) 

be satisfied for power balance within the plasma, PH = PL' 

The thermonuclear power per unit volume per unit time from a fusion plasma with 

deuterium and tritium species of density nD and nT is given by: 

PTn = 'nDnT(av)DTE = ~n;(aV)DTE, 

where E is the energy released per reaction (17.6 MeV). 

(1.2) 

Taking into account losses due to Bremsstrahlung radiation, and writing the remaining 

power loss which result from other processes as a ratio of the total plasma energy 
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density IV and the characteristic time over which it is confined TE: 

P
L 

= W = 3 neTe + niT;, 
TE 2 TE 

(1.3) 

the total power loss can be written as: 

P _ (3 T 1/ 2 3 neTe + niT;, 
L - neni e + 2 ' 

TE 
(1.4) 

where (3 is a constant (3.8 X 10-29 J~m3s-1 [5]). The total power leaving the plasma 

is thus: 

P _ 2 ((aV}OTE (3Tl/2) 3niT 
L-n· + +--
'4 TE 

(1.5) 

Substituting equations (1.5) and (1.2) into the requirement of equation (1.1), the cri

terion for a system with net power gain is: 

3T 
nTE(T) > 1 • 

- ~4(av}oTE - (3Tl/2 
(1.6) 

For rJ = 1/3, the curve of nTE versus T has a minimum of 6 x 1019 m-3s for tem-

peratures in the range 20-30 keY. Since for a future power plant, nTE must exceed 

this minimum value, the condition for net power gain, formally known as the Lawson 

criterion becomes: 

(1. 7) 

. 1.5 Ignition 

The continuous source of external heating power assumed in deriving the Lawson 

criterion would not be required if the energy released from the fusion reactions within 

the plasma volume could be used to balance the losses. \Vhen adequate confinement 

conditions are achieved, a point is reached where the plasma temperature can be main

tained against the energy losses solely by 4He (a-particle) heating. In a D-T fusion 

plasma this is possible through the retention of charged a-particle reaction products 

by the confining magnetic field. When the heat losses are balanced by the a heating, 

the plasma ignites and any external power input may be discontinued. 

By analogy with equation (1.2) the a-particle heating power per unit volume may be 

written: 

(1.8) 
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where Ea = 3.5 11eV is the a-particle energy. Using the relation (1.4) for the total 

power loss, the condition for ignition Pa ~ PL is: 

3T 
nTE> 1 . 

- G"4(O"v) DTEa - f3Tl/2 
(1.9) 

In common with equation (1.6), nTE(T) has a minimum value at T rv 30 keY, giving 

for the ignition criterion at this temperature[4J: 

(1.10) 

However, since TE is itself a function of temperature, it can be shown that the ignition 

criterion becomes: 

(1.11) 

Ideally, fusion devices would seek to maximise both nand TE parameters in order to 

achieve the conditions of equation (1.11). However in practice, two existing approaches 

have been followed. The first favours maximising n at the expense of TE, and is known as 

Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). The second method adopts the reciprocal relations 

where it is sought to maximise TE through magnetic confinement. 

1.6 Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) 

The ICF method attempts to produce high densities and temperatures for a short 

time to satisfy Lawson's criterion. Fusion reactions are initiated by heating and com

pressing a fusion capsule (typically D and T) situated within a gold-plated hohlraum 

cavity by the use of intense laser or ion beams. A process known as "indirect drive" 

is used during which the laser beams rapidly heat the surface of the hohlraum which 

absorbs the energy and re-radiates it as X-rays. The X-rays then uniformly heat the 

fusion target leading to (1) an explosive detonation of its outer layers, and (2) the 

acceleration of the remaining target layers inwards, thereby creating a shock wave into 

the centre. As a result, the fuel core in the target is compressed reaching a high 

enough density (typically n rv 1031 m-3 ) and temperatures so as to ignite and cause 

fusion reactions on time scales TE f'V 10-11 s. For a multimedia animation, see [6J. 

First experiments are scheduled for 2010 at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory {LLNL)[6J. 
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1.7 Magnetic confinement 

The second approach to fusion, which is the implementation considered in this the

sis, is to use magnetic fields to confine D-T plasmas at temperatures of T tv 10 ke V at 

relatively low densities n tv 1Q20m-3 for long periods of time TE f"V lOs. As previously 

mentioned, the plasma energy density must be maintained to ensure significant reac

tion probability and power output. 

The basic principle of magnetic confinement may be understood by considering a 

charged plasma particle. In the presence of a magnetic field, the particle will gyrate in 

a plane perpendicular to the field direction, and thus it follows that the flow of particles 

across the field is restricted. \Vith no other external influences, the particle will to first 

order simply follow the magnetic field direction. Thus, by controlling the direction of 

this guiding magnetic field, the plasma as a whole may be manipulated. The ionised 

fusion fuel and charged a particles will be affected, whereas the neutrons released from 

the fusion reactions will pass through freely to a surrounding absorbing blanket, where 

they will generate tritium and deposit their energy. 

A variety of magnetic confinement devices have been proposed. The two basic con

finement concepts which have been successful are the stellerator [7] and the tokamak 

[4]. Both confine a plasma in a toroidal configuration but differ mainly in the structure 

of the guiding magnetic field, and the way it is produced. 

Stellerators generate all the confining fields externally using highly complicated field 

coils. Some important stellerator experiments include the \Vendlestein stellerator (Ger

many) and the Large Helical Device (Japan). The main advantage of the stellerator 

concept is that they can be operated in steady state and do not require an internal 

current. The expenses and complexity therefore of current drive are avoided. However, 

the complexity of the field coils and asymmetry of the plasma complicates theoretical 

stability analysis and the implementation of experimental diagnostics becomes more 

difficult. 
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1.7.1 The tokamak 

The tokamak has emerged as the leading concept for high temperature confine

ment of plasmas, with a simpler magnetic configuration in comparison to the steller

ator. It was first developed in the Soviet Union in the early 1960s - the name, an 

acronym from the Russian words Toroidalnaya Kamera and l\IAgnitnaya Katuchka, 

meaning "toroidal chamber" and "magnetic coil". The progress of experimental work 

on tokamaks towards reactor conditions can be illustrated by the fusion triple product 

where most of this progress is based on building successively larger devices rather than 

through improvements of the thermal insulation. The largest and most powerful toka

mak devices, JET and JT-60U, have reached plasma parameters equivalent to break 

even. There are now two categories of tokamaks: the conventional tokamak such as 

JET, and a more recently developed spherical tokamak. The two designs have similar 

fundamental properties which will be described briefly in subsection 1.7.4, while their 

differences are outlined in section 1.8. 

1. 7.2 Magnetic geometry 

The principle of magnetic confinement in a tokamak is based on an equilibrium in 

which a force balance is achieved between the expansion effects of a hot pressure-driven 

plasma and the magnetic forces acting on it. The magnetic field arises from both in

duced and self-generated plasma currents, as well as externally applied magnetic fields. 

This section will describe the magnetic fields necessary for tokamak confinement. 

z t 
I 
I 

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the magnetic field configuration with the topology of nested 
flux surfaces in a tokamak. The toroidal coordinate system (R, </>, Z). 
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Toroidal field 

Two basic components of the total field are necessary for confinement: a toroidal 

and poloidal component. First, the toroidal component which is responsible for the 

basic plasma shape is discussed. 

As mentioned earlier, charged particles follow the direction of the guiding magnetic 

field line whilst gyrating around them. The idea of confinement is that all particles are 

charged and that their orbits in the magnetic field remain within the confined plasma. 

This implies that there can be no outward component of the magnetic field at the 

plasma boundary. It was shown through a conjecture made by Poincare that in order 

to achieve this, the plasma confining surfaces are toroidal in shape, and that guiding 

magnetic field lines would densely cover these surfaces. The confinement region within 

a tokamak plasma is therefore described as a series of nested flux surfaces which ideally 

provide a barrier to radial motion of charged particles. The innermost magnetic surface 

is known as the magnetic axis, and is simply a toroidal line. The outermost surface 

which marks the boundary of the confinement region is referred to as the last closed 

flux surface (LCFS). A toroidal angle, </>, is introduced to define the toroidal location 

along the torus (See figure 1.2). In the tokamak, this component of the field is referred 

to as Bq" it prevents end losses from the plasma and plays an important role for its 

general stability. 

Poloidal field 

The toroidal field alone does not allow confinement of the plasma since the field 

gradient would lead to a charge separation between top and bottom of the torus as the 

electron and ion guiding centre drifts are in opposite directions; the resulting electric 

field would then force a further E x B drift outwards in the direction of the major 

radius. To eliminate the charge imbalance, a field line connection between top and 

bottom of the torus is necessary. In the tokamak, this component of field, Bo, is known 

as the poloidal field, and serves to maintain an equilibrium in which the plasma pres

sure is balanced by the magnetic forces. The poloidal angle () is introduced to define 

the poloidal position around a flux surface. Toroidal and poloidal directions are thus 

shown in figure 1.2. The trajectory of charged particles can now be visualised through 

the total magnetic field line which is helical and spirals on a given magnetic flux sur-
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face. Note that r - the minor radius, is the distance between the magnetic axis to the 

plasma edge. 

Axisymmetry 

Axisymmetry is an important feature of the tokamak since this property greatly 

simplifies the engineering and mechanical challenges as well as introduces a tractable 

mathematical description of the system. It can be shown that an axisymmetric mag

netic field in a quiescent plasma may be written as: 

B = 'Vt/J x 'VcjJ + !(t/J)V'cjJ, (1.12) 

where t/J is called the poloidal flux function and represents the amount of poloidal 

flux lying within each magnetic surface (Le., between the magnetic axis and the radial 

location R). The poloidal component of the magnetic field {which lies in the (R, Z) 

plane), is represented by B9 = V'cjJ x V't/J, whilst the toroidal component of the field is 

B¢> = !(t/J)V'cjJ. As the system is axisymmetric, it follows that B.'Vt/J = 0 and magnetic 

field lines lie on surfaces of constant flux, referred to earlier as magnetic flux surfaces. 

Figure 1.2 shows a section through the nested toroidal flux surfaces. Details of the 

derivation for equation 1.12 can be found in [8J. 

Note that any deviation from axisymmetry for the magnetic field, for example due 

to a current perturbation, will result in magnetic field lines which travel through flux 

volumes (rather than magnetic field-lines being confined to a specific flux surface). The 

exact structure of this magnetic field depends on the currents inside both the magnetic 

field coils and the plasma. 

Safety factor 

The magnetic field lines are located at the magnetic surfaces winding on them as 

helical lines: under angle displacement dcjJ along the torus, the magnetic field line 

rotates by angle dO in the poloidal direction. Since the arc length along cjJ is equal to 

Rd4>, and along 0 is equal to rdO, their ratio is equal to the ratio of the components of 

the corresponding fields, and thus measures the field line pitch. 

r B¢> 
q= R B9' 

This is expressed as: 

(1.13) 

where q is the safety factor, R the major radius and r the distance from the axis of 

symmetry to a given flux surface. 

'" 10 '" 
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The value of q is of significance in a tokamak. The field lines may either be closed, 

in which case they meet themselves after one or more transit of the torus, or open, in 

which case a single magnetic field line densely covers an entire flux surface. \Vhen the 

field lines close, the value of q may be interpreted geometrically: q will be a "rational" 

number and may be written as q = m/ n where n is the number of toroidal circuits a field 

line makes before completing m poloidal circuits. If q is irrational, the magnetic field 

line is never closed and the definition of q as the ratio of number of turns is understood 

asymptotically, i.e. as the limit when the number of rotations tends to infinity. The 

name derives from the requirement that q ~ 1 everywhere for gross stability against 

certain plasma instabilities. 

1. 7.3 Equilibrium force balance 

The basic MHD equilibrium force balance which must hold in the plasma in 

order to contain the plasma energy density, or pressure, by the magnetic forces will 

now be outlined. The momentum balance equation for a plasma species, denoted by a 

subscript a, is expressed as [9J: 

d~1 ) mana dt a = -V'pa - V'. na + zaena (E + Va X B + Fa. (1.14) 

This is similar to the Navier-Stokes equation for a fluid, with the addition of the 

Lorentz force and the friction, Fa, between the plasma species. Here, ma and Za are 

the mass and charge of the particle respectively, e is the unit electronic charge, na , 

Ta and Pa = naTa are the species' density, temperature and pressure respectively, 

na is the viscosity tensor and Va is the flow velocity of the species. The convective 

derivative is taken in the frame moving at the velocity Va. To determine the plasma 

force balance, the sum of the momentum equations for each species must be taken. 

The inter-species forces cancel, as do the terms dependent on the electric field, due 

to quasi-neutrality. To determine the equilibrium, the inertia and viscosity terms are 

neglected [9J. Defining the total current j = eEa naZa Va and the total plasma pressure 

P = EanaTa, the force balance takes the form: 

j x B = V'p. (1.15) 

The dot product of this equation with B gives B . V'p = 0, so that, in equilibrium, 

the pressure is constant on a flux surface. The plasma may be understood to evolve 
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slowly through a series of quasi-equilibrium states. The force balance equation holds 

at each flux surface, so that, at each radius, there is a balance between the pressure 

and the Lorentz force due to the current contained in the interior. 

By using the explicit form of the magnetic field in an axisymmetric system (see 

equation (1.12)), the force balance equation (as shown in equation (1.15)), becomes 

the Grad-Shafranov equation [4]. This is solved to give the 2-D description of the 

magnetic flux surface cross-sections. Typically this is done numerically, using exper

imental measurements of the magnetic fields to reconstruct the equilibrium magnetic 

field distribution which is established in the plasma. 

Plasma beta 

The efficiency of confinement of plasma pressure by the magnetic field, as expressed 

in equation (1.15), is represented in a simple way by the ratio: 

(p) 
{3 = B2/2110' 

(1.16) 

where (p) is kinetic energy density, and B2/2110 is the magnetic energy density. For 

the most effective use of the generated magnetic field, it is preferable to have values of 

{3 as high as possible. 

1. 7.4 Principles of a tokamak 

Typical plasma densities in a tokamak are of the order of 1019 particles/m3
, which 

is roughly five orders of magnitude lower than air density. Therefore in magnetic 

confinement devices such as the tokamak, the plasma is produced in a metal high 

vacuum chamber, and evacuated to low base pressures. The chamber is then filled with 

a gas mixture which has to be heated to temperatures in excess of 10 keY. Note the 

temperature T=1 keY corresponds to 1.16 x 107 K. The confinement of this plasma is 

achieved by the combination of magnetic fields generated by external current-carrying 

coils and by current flowing through the plasma to produce a closed magnetic field line 

system. Figure 1.3 is a schematic representation of a standard experimental machine 

configuration. 

rv 12 rv 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic view of a tokamak and the three magnetic fields: Toroidal field 
B</>, poloidal field B() and vertical field B z. The ratio of the three components is typically 
B</>, B(): Bz ~ 100:10:1 for conventional machines. 

The main toroidal guiding field, B</> is produced by a series of discrete toroidal coils 

which encircle the plasma in the poloidal direction - see blue coils in figure 1.3. The 

number of toroidal coils varies depending on the device but are equally spaced in all 

devices so as to minimise deviations from axisymmetry. Amperes law applied to a 

toroidal circuit within the toroidal field coil gives: 

27r RB</> = /-LoIr, (1.17) 

where IT is the total current in the toroidal coils. It is seen from equation (1.17) that 

the vacuum toroidal field varies as B</> ex 1/ R. 

The poloidal field is produced by a toroidal current induced in the plasma by trans

former action with the plasma as a single turn secondary. The primary winding, or 

primary solenoid, sits along the symmetry axis - see in green inner poloidal coils in 

figure 1.3. 

"'" 13 f'V 
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In addition to toroidal and poloidal fields, a vertical magnetic field Bz is produced 

by external toroidal windings. This component is also required to counteract hoop 

forces which expand the plasma ring due to toroidal geometry. 

In addition to providing the poloidal component of the magnetic field, the induced 

plasma current, denoted in this thesis as Ip, is also a source of plasma heating through 

the resistance to the current caused by electron-ion collisions; this is known as Ohmic 

heating. At low temperatures the Ohmic heating density is large but, because the 

resistance of the plasma, "I, varies as Te-
3

/
2

, this heating power Pw = "Ii is less efficient 

at high temperatures [4]. 

One limitation of the tokamak design is manifested in the short duration of the 

plasma discharge which is limited by the maximum current that can be driven through 

the transformer. 

1.8 Spherical tokamaks 

The shape of a torus is characterised using several parameters, the most im

portant being the major and minor radii, denoted respectively as Rand r. Initially, 

all tokamaks were of conventional aspect-ratio (A), that is with A = R/r ~ 2. This 

evolved, and the concept of spherical tokamaks (STs), or small aspect-ratio tokamak, 

was introduced. This is primarily obtained from a conventional aspect-ratio tokamak 

by reducing its major radius while keeping the minor radius fixed. A further distinc

tion is the natural vertical elongation which ensues from the compact design. These 

two distinguishing features are illustrated in figure 1.4. Shown in (a) is a conventional 

aspect ratio tokamak with its large distance between the machine axis and the plasma 

such that A = 3, which is in contrast with an A = 1.3 ST tokamak characterised by a 

distinctive D-shaped poloidal cross-section. 

The main motivation for a smaller aspect ratio tokamak stems from the desire to 

extend the operational limits, particularly in terms of higher plasma current. This can 

be seen from the scaling of plasma current Ip in a tokamak which is expressed as: 

(1.18) 

f'V 14 f'V 
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Introduct ion 

Figure 1.4: Illustration showing difference between an (aj large a pect ratio tokam ak 
with A = 3 and (bj small aspect ratio, A = 1.3. Maj or radius R shown as red arrow, 
and minor radius r as black arrow. Overlaid are also field lines on the outer m ost 
urface. 

where any advantages of high current are more r adily obtained with a small aspect

ratio. Furthermor ,th ST benefits from being able naturally to exploit the high field 

r gion near th c ntral column. Indeed , as the pIa rna in the ST is closer to t he cent ral 

01 noid , the toroidal field whi h mu t be gen rat d to nsure plasma stability i g n

rally I than that r quir d in a convent ional tokamak for the same plasma current. 

Con id ring that the power required to generate the magnetic field is the mo t signifi-

ant co t for tokamak operation, the ST design is an conomically at t ractive opt ion. 

Th th or tical advantag s of the ST d sign were introduced in a publication by Peng 

and Stri kl r[lO] and pr di tion were ub equently v rified experim ntall on a rang 

of mall ST ( .g DX-U, HIT TS-3 , MEDUSA, ROTMAK-ST), and in part icular on 

the START d vi at Culham. Promi ing results hay I d to the design and on truc

tion of th urrent generation STs including PEGASUS (USA), GLOBUS-M (Rus ian 

F d ration), ETE (Brazil), and TST-2 (Japan), and two larger M ga-Ampere devic s, 

STX (USA) and MAST (UK). It i from the lat ter d vice that data for this thesis are 

f"oo.J 15 f"oo.J 
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presented. Key parameters of the MAST tokamak will be outlined in the next section. 

The Tryon-Sykes limit 

The f3 value, (as expressed in equation (1.16)) has a maximum achievable value given 

by the Tryon-Sykes limit [11]. This is a pressure limit, and is related to the so-called 

ballooning instability where magnetic field lines experience a "swelling" on the outer 

region of the plasma where they are convex with radius of curvature. In this situation, 

the magnetic tension of the field-lines provide a restoring stabilising force and draw 

the field-lines back. However, if a critical value is exceeded, an instability occurs at 

f3 = (p) I B~ rv r I qR. Since the safety factor can be expressed as q rv B</>r2 I I R, the 

expression for the limiting value of f3 is given by: 

I 
f3n = g-B = gIN 

r </> 

(1.19) 

where IN = IlrB</> is the normalised current. The 9 coefficient is called the Tryon 

factor which may be considered a constant: g ~ 3%. Spherical tokamaks are capable 

of achieving a higher f3 due to a higher normalised current. The START tokamak was 

the first ST to produce a hot (2: 100 eV) plasma, and was able to produce record f3 

values of 40%, which was much higher than the previous maximum 12.6 % obtained in 

the larger aspect ratio DIII-D machine. 

1.8.1 The MAST tokamak 

The Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) is a spherical tokamak which be

came operational in December 1999. It was designed to test the promising results 

obtained from its forerunner; the START device, which was operational at Culham 

from 1991 to 1999. The objectives of the MAST programme are to establish the 

physics basis for a Spherical Tokamak-based Component Test Facility (CTF) and to 

advance understanding of key tokamak physics issues for optimal exploitation of next 

step fusion machines ITER [12] and DEMO [13]. In support of these objectives, MAST 

is equipped with two neutral beam heating systems, a cryogenic pellet injector, digital 

plasma control systems, error field compensation coils, and internal coil arrays for (1) 

control of edge localised modes (ELMs) and (2) excitation of Toroidal and Compres

sional Alfven Eigenmodes (TAEs & CAEs). 

rv 16 rv 
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In addition there is a comprehensive array of advanced diagnostics including high 

spatial and temporal resolution kinetic diagnostics (Thomson Scattering, charge ex

change recombination spectroscopy, etc.), a multi-chord ~lotional Stark Effect (~lSE) 

system, extensive 2D imaging diagnostics (visible, infra-red, multi-wavelength narrow 

band systems), numerous spectroscopic systems including edge Doppler spectroscopy 

and new beam emission spectroscopy (BES), magnetic measurements (integrated and 

unintegrated) up to 5 MHz and an array of Langmuir probes. 

1.8.2 MAST engineering parameters 

Key ~IAST parameters are summarised in Table 1.1 below. 

Table 1.1: MAST engineering parameters 

Major radius, R (m) 
Minor radius, r (m) 

Aspect ratio, € 

Elongation, 6 
Triangularity, K 

Plasma current, Ip (MA) 
Toroidal field (T) 

NBI heating (M\V) 
Pulse length (s) 

Plasma volume (m3) 

1.8.3 The vacuum vessel 

Design Achieved 
0.85 0.85 
0.65 0.65 
2.5 2.4 
2.5 2.4 
0.5 0.5 
2 1.35 

0.51 0.51 
5 3.8 
5 0.65 
10 10 

The MAST vessel is a stainless steel shell. It provides the ultra-high vacuum 

enclosure, and supports vessel components such as external toroidal field coils and 

internal poloidal field coils (as will be described in section 1.8.5). As shown in Figure 

1.5, the vacuum vessel is a large cylinder, 4.0 m diameter and 4.4 m in height. Access 

for heating and diagnostics into the vessel is provided by three rings of large ports in 

the outer wall with additional ports in the top and bottom end plates. 

f"V 17 f"V 
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Figure 1.5: Th MAST vessel is ylindrical with access for heating and diagno tic 
provided by thr, ring of large ports in its out r wall. The int mal view (right) also 
shows th open urfac ar a, known a divertor, and the primary poloidal coil referred 
to a th c ntral column. 

1.8.4 Toroidal and poloidal field systems 

Ext mal to th va uum ve sel ar 24 toroidal fi ld coil limb each capable of up

porting a urrent of92 kA (see red outline in figur 1.5(b)). Th coils ar water-cooled 

conductors onn t d in eries giving a total current of 2.2 MA - thi i known as th 

r d current and give ris to th vacuum magnetic field in the toroidal direction B</>. 

In additi n to th poloidal curr nt (from toroidal oils which link the plasma) a 

t of 6 poloidal coil , hown in figure 1.6 exi t in-v el and provide toroidal urrent. 

Ea h oil pair i d ign d wi h ap ifi purpos and will be de cribed bri fly. 

The main oil PIon i t of a 01 noid wound around th central rod. Th current 

ramp d b tw n ± 50 kA in PI , and lead to a flux wing of IV r quircd to produce 

toroidal urr nt in t h pia rna, and an as 0 iated poloidal magn ti field. Thi ompo

n nt of th fi ld produc an inward for n d d to balance outward force (along the 

minor radiu ) du t the pI rna pre ur. The r maining flux vol - econd r maining 

aft r th ramp, in onjun tion with that provided by the other poloidal coil (as will 

b d rib d) will then u tain the flat-top curr nt for typically 0.3 - 0.5 . 
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The solenoid and the TF centre rod are made as a single ntity, forming the MAST 

centre column. During operations, a full-power shot typically raises the bulk tem

perature rise of the centre-column by rv 40°C. In order to prevent softening of the 

epoxy-resin insulation system, and maintain acceptable lectrical re istance, t he heat 

a cumulated is removed between consecutive pulses: demineralised water flows in par

allel in each layer of th solenoid taking typically 10- 15 minutes with the aid of booster 

pumps to cool the syst m. 

P1 (solenoid) 
P1 

P6 
P2 

. P3 

e~: m=----:---

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
RIm] 

Toroidal electric 
field from current 
ramp in P1 

Figure 1.6: Layout of the PF coils in the vacuum vess l. The internal support structure 
i d sign d to provide adju table support to the internal components. The divertor coils 
and targ t plat s are supported from the ve el end plates while other internal coils are 
support d from the ve sel side walls. 

The five pairs of poloidal field coils P2 , P3, P4, P5 and P6 (shown in figur 1.6) 

are u ed to produc the wid variety of plasma hape in addition to providing plasma 

po itional control and providing a v rti al fi Id to counteract the hoop fore . The e 

oil ar inside th vacuum tank and on ist of wat r-cool d conductors encased in 

stainl t I jackets. 
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1.8.5 Typical current waveforms 

A typical plasma current waveform is shown in figure 1. 7. The evolution of the 

plasma current is directly linked to specific PF current waveforms, each serving a 

different function. Prior to plasma initiation, the PI waveform is marked initially by 

a pre-magnetisation phase lasting rv 100 ms. This is closely followed in the plasma 

current waveform by an induction phase where Ip ascends to Ip rv 200 kA in 5 ms. 

Subsequently, the current is ramped up to the desired level and at a desired rate. This 

value is then held constant during the flat top. Plasma termination is marked by Ip 

reducing to zero, typically on rv 200 ms. Also shown in figure 1.7 are the typical PF 

current waveforms which illustrate the different functions of the PF coils. 

• Premagnetisation 

The PI coil is ramped up to its maximum current f'V 40 kA in f'V 100 ms . 

• Initiation of the plasma discharge 

The P2 waveform tracks the solenoid current in order to minimise stray field from 

PI. It is also used to make a null in the poloidal field, otherwise known as the 

X-point, by running a current in the same direction as the plasma current. The 

P3 coils are a pair of induction coils used to initiate the plasma current. The P3 

waveform shows a steep current rise during which deuterium gas is puffed in at 

various locations in the vessel. A fast PI current decay dlpI/dt then causes a flux 

variation which induces an electric field able to ionise the low pressure deuterium 

gas in the vacuum vessel. The gas breakdown is promoted by the toroidal field 

which channels the electrons thus amplifying the avalanche effect . 

• Plasma current rise and fiat top 

The PI current (and therefore the flux variation) is controlled in order to 

achieve the desired rate of rise of the plasma current and, once the current has 

reached its nominal value, to maintain the current during the flat top duration. 

As the plasma current ramps up from its post breakdown value rv 200 kA to its 

flat top value f'V 500 - 900 kA, so do the currents in P4 and P5. Negative currents 

(i.e, in opposite direction to direction of plasma current) in these coils provide 

the v('ftical field and the main plasma control. During the flat top phase, the 

flux rate of change is determined by the resistive voltage in the loop: P4 and P5 
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currents are held constant and the plasma loop voltage i typica lly in the range 

O.7- 1.7V. 
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Figure 1.7: Typical waveforms for Pl ,2,3,4,5 coils. P2 are used to produce a divertor 
coil to generate a double null X-point plasma. P3 are a pair of induction coils used 
to initiate the plasma curr nt. N egative currents (in convention of positive current 
being that of the plasma) in P4 and P5 provide the vertical field and the main pla ma 
control. P6 are conn ct d in anti- eries (upper and lower in oppo ite directions) so as 
to produce a radial field used to control the v rtical position of the pla mao 

• Plasma termination 

When the urr nt in the PI coil reache its second maximum value (this may 

also be in th oppo it dire tion) impo ed by the structural and thermal limit , 

the plasma di charge is terminat d. At thi point, th PI curr nt (and flux) i 

r duc d 0 a to induce a rever e 1 ctric fi ld and ramp down th plasma current. 

P6 coils ar conn ct d in odd parity in ord r to produce a radial fi ld u ed to control 

th v rtical po ition of the plasma. The curr nt waveforms ar th r fore dep ndent on 
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feedback signals from pick-up coils which detect vertical instabilities in the plasma. 

During MAST operations, both P2 and P3 coil packs are particularly prone to 

interactions with the plasma which may lead to significant thermal loading of the 

stainless steel case and increased erosion. For this reason, graphite arm ours are fixed 

to the faces that are most likely to interact with the plasma. 

1.9 Introd uction to the edge plasma 

Much of the early experimental and theoretical efforts in the field of tokamak physics 

was devoted to the study of global plasma parameters (Te, ne, TE), their scalings with 

important machine parameters (Ip, B</>, R, r), and of the numerous instabilities which 

prevent stable equilibrium. This emphasis on core plasma confinement derived from 

the need to establish steady-state parameter operating windows in which optimum 

plasma performance is achieved. However, it has become progressively clear that in or

der to achieve steady-state operations with sufficient confinement, the performance of 

the core plasma the physics of and edge-related phenomena could no longer be treated 

independently due to a strong coupling between collective core and edge pressures. A 

thorough understanding of processes that occur in the edge region is therefore vital. 

A generalised picture of overall research programmes of present day tokamaks con

cerning both reactor design and plasma scenarios is presented in figure 1.9. Research 

topics from a reactor design include fuelling (gas, pellet, beam), heating, current drive, 

magnetic coils systems and exhaust systems (control systems, cooling circuits). Also, 

from a plasma scenario development, the exhaust of particles (He, impurity influx) 

and power (neutrons, photons, plasma), heat loads to plasma facing components and 

impurity influx all influence plasma edge conditions and are therefore pertinent issues 

which parallel research on confinement and core plasma condition studies. 

\Vhile the power exhaust in both neutron and photon channels is spread over the 

whole vessel surface area, this is not the case for plasma exhaust which is found to 

be localised in narrow regions. A crucial problem of realising next step devices such 

as ITER is to handle the energy flux into the Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL) and control the 

energy flux onto the deposition areas. A requirement on the first wall is that it must 

withstand and exhaust the a: particle heating power and helium-ash must be removed 
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Figure 1.8: Current research topics concerning reactor design and plasma scenario 
development. Exhaust issues ranging from particle and power exhaust to plasma facing 
components and impurity influx are crucial to the realisation of future fusion reactors. 

(pumped). Furthermore, design materials for the first wall must take into account 

the combined effects of numerous processes (su~h as erosion, ablation and sputtering 

which will be described later) which not only lead to fuel dilution and energy loss due 

to radiation from the plasma centre (within a single pulse), but also seriously affect the 

lifetime of wall elements, reactor reliability and cost effectiveness of fusion as a whole. 

1.9.1 The plasma edge 

No unique definition exists for the "plasma edge", or "plasma boundary". The 

region immediately inside the separatrix (to a few cms) is generally called the edge, 

while the low density region between the separatrix and the wall is called the scrape-off

layer (SOL). The plasma region of interest in this thesis is the entire plasma boundary 

region comprising the SOL as well as part of the edge of the confined plasma. 

As previously mentioned, the edge plasma is a complex region providing the interface 

between the core and vacuum. Not only do heat and particle losses from the centre 
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pass through the edge, but numerous processes sweep particles in the reverse direction 

through the edge into the core. Among the processes which have been shown to have a 

significant impact on the properties of both the edge and core plasma, are the processes 

of recycling, sputtering, along with a host of atomic and molecular reactions. 

Sputtering is the removal of atoms from the surface of a solid as a result of impact 

by plasma ions or atoms. It gives rise to impurities which cause power to be radiated 

from the plasma. 

Plasma ions which are lost from the core plasma often reach the plasma again. This 

may occur either through backscattering of ions incident on a solid surface of the vessel 

wall, or diffusion to the surface of the solid after becoming trapped in the lattice. This 

process is called recycling, and is often associated with many atomic and molecular 

reactions which occur in the boundary layer as the incoming hydrogen isotopes meet 

the energetic ions and electrons of the plasma. Further reactions also occur when 

impurities created by sputtering and by other plasma surface interactions enter the 

plasma. In most cases the dominant atomic reactions are excitation and ionisation. 

These lead to emission of radiation and cooling of the edge plasma. For example, 

considering the recycling of hydrogen isotopes from the wall, the following reactions 

occur: 

Excitation: 

Ionisation: 

Charge exchange: 

1.9.2 Diverted plasmas 

H+e -- H*+e 

H+e -- H+ +2e 

H+ +H -- H+H+ 

As described in section 1.5 the fusion plasma is sustained by maintaining a power 

balance between power input and power losses. The power loss which is not radiated 

away or carried by neutrons must be carried by electrons and ions across field-lines 

into the SOL ultimately reaching plasma facing components. To prevent the ensuing 

plasma-wall interactions, limiters or divertors are used to "scrape-off" or divert particles 

and energy in the peripheral zones of the plasma. 

An illustration of the divertor configuration is shown in figure 1.9. It is produced 

using an external coil carrying a current in the same direction as the core plasma 
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current , thus producing a null point in the poloidal field (an X-point). A sink action is 

achieved by introducing a solid target which cuts through the flux surfaces. The sink 

action is due to a sheath which forms ju t in front of any electrically-i olated object 

inserted to the plasma edge, namely in this case upper and lower solid target . As 

such, part icles and heat which leave the plasma through diffusion aero the separatrix 

flow along a narrow r gion to the divertor tiles - se green arrows in figure 1.9. 

Upper X-point 

Core plasma 

Lower X-point 

Divertor 
target 
plate 

Private Flux 

Last closed 
flux surface 

Vessel wall 

I-u.....;e~~[;;;;:;;:::=----I Divertor 
outboard 
plate 

Figur 1.9: Sch matic of plasma flo ws in the SOL. Cros -field diffu ion shown as red 
arrow . Parall l flow along open field lines to target is indicated by the green arrows. 

Sheath and presheaths 

The formation of the sh ath is a imple consequ nce of th large di crepancy between 

th random th rmal v loci t ies of ions and electron in the plasma. The gr ater mobility 

of the lectron compared to the more mas ive ion : 

(1.20) 

mean that I ctrons tend to leav a plasma surface ahead of the ions. This give rise 

to a negative urface harge of sufficient magnitude to repel all but th highest energy 

electrons. A floating urface thus resides at a negative potential with respect to th 
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plasma potential at the sheath edge. The layer of negative charge is followed by a 

region of positive space charge where ni exceeds ne and the potential drop occurs over 

a distance of the order of the Debye length, A.D in the edge plasma, where 

A. = vEokTe 
D 2 • 

nee 
(1.21) 

The Debye length for typical SOL values (Te = 20eV, ne = 1019m-3 ) is of the order 

of 10 pm, meaning that the sheath is extremely thin. The Debye sheath shields the 

plasma inside the sheath from the negative potential at the target. This shielding 

is however not perfect and leaves a potential, a small electric field, in the presheath 

penetrates the quasi-neutral SOL plasma. In fact, it is pre-sheath potential fall which 

results in the ions being driven out of the source region toward the sink provided by 

the target divertor plates. At the target, both species (electrons and ions) have a fluid 

speed equal to the ion sound speed: 

(1.22) 

where 'Y is the adiabatic coefficient, along open field lines which connect directly to the 

solid surfaces. 

Connection length 

The presheath extends a distance LII from the target up to a stagnation point, which 

is defined as the midway point between one point of contact on the target (say the 

lower divertor plate) and the next point of contact along the magnetic field line in 

the SOL (say the upper divertor plate). Electrons thus find themselves trapped in an 

electrostatic potential well between the two surfaces, and crucially, their drift velocity 

is much smaller compared with their parallel velocity along the field line. The safety 

factor q is often used in theoretical models as a proxy for the connection length since 

LII rv qR. 

1.10 The scrape-off layer 

Under the assumption that there are no ionisation sources in the volume of the 

SOL, and that the sources are located inside the confined volume, the SOL is filled 

solely by a cross-field diffusion in the radial direction T, with a flux density r.l such 
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that: 

r1.. = -D1..onlor, (1.23) 

where D 1.. is the cross-field diffusion coefficient. This is generally known as the simple 

SOL. In this picture, flux across the magnetic field is balanced by flows along the 

open field lines toward the plates. The width of the SOL is determined by the radial 

variation of particle density which can be derived from a simple ID calculation based 

on the conservation of mass along the field line: 

(1.24) 

The outwards flux from the core is balanced by flows along the field lines. Assuming 

the latter to be constant, and that 0ll(ncs ) = nlTIl where Til is the characteristic ion 

parallel transport time to the target, the particle density shows an exponential decay 

inside the SOL, such that: 

n(r) = n(O)exp(-rlv'D1..lll)' (1.25) 

The exponential decay length is given by the expression: 

(1.26) 

and is oftm used to first order as an approximation for the width of the SOL. Taking 

typical values of D 1.. rv 1 m2 S-I, and Til rv 1 ms gives a radial width for the SOL rv 3 em, 

which is much smaller than the plasma minor radius r. The high power density in the 

divcrtor, resulting from the narrowness of the SOL defines the heat load problem in the 

developmmt of a fusion power plant, since there is a maximum tolerable heat flux for 

solid surfaces. The upper limit to what presently can be achieved in the best designs 

for steady-state heat transfer is 10 - 20 M\V m-2 and, for high reliability, values of 2 

- 5 M\V m-2 are more typical. A proper understanding of the underlying mechanisms 

giving rise to the cross field transport, and ways of controlling the deposition of heat 

loads is a vital task on the route to a future fusion burning device. 

1.11 Thesis outline 

This thesis may be divided into two major sections. The first three chapters give an 

introduction to the edge plasma and various transport processes leading to important 
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evidence for cross-field transport relevant to this study (chapter 2). A brief review 

of the various experimental diagnostic evidence of plasma edge turbulence during L

mode and EL~l phases is also outlined and finally theoretical efforts of edge turbulence 

relevant to this study are presented in chapter 3. In the second section, a description 

of the experimental setup and introduction to the data are presented. Chapters 5 and 

6 encompass all experimental results of inter-ELl\l filaments from both camera and 

Langmuir probes, with a detailed description of various analysis methods adopted for 

each diagnostic: chapter 5 reports on results specific to the camera, while chapter 6 

those of Langmuir probes. Overall results of inter-ELM filaments are compared and 

contrasted with those for ELl\1 and L-mode filaments leading to a global picture of 

filamentary structures during the inter-ELM period. Chapter 7 summarises the major 

findings of this research and outlines future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Turbulence & Intermittency 

Transport studies of heat and particles have shown that the plasma is a turbulent 

medium, with major fluctuations dominating a significant part of the observed transport. 

The turbulent transport is an issue which receives much attention in current fusion 

research. In this chapter, basic turbulence concepts are introduced leading to the topic 

which this thesis is based on, namely, the intermittent transport in terms of filamentary 

structures. 

2.1 Transport 

Transport occurs in a tokamak because there is a source of free energy in the 

system. \Vhen this occurs, the system relaxes toward a global equilibrium, removing 

the driving thermodynamic forces - the gradients - via transport. Understanding the 

transport properties of the plasma is therefore understanding the relation between the 

observed fluxes and the gradients. This is further complicated if the plasma is turbulent. 

Initial expectations of the level of transport which would occur in a tokamak were based 

on predictions for linear devices. Transport in a straight magnetic field is known as 

classical collisional transport. 

2.1.1 Collisional transport 

The most obvious source of heat/particle loss from a magnetically contained 

plasma is due to collisions between particles which are gyrating along adjacent field 

lines with frequency We = eB / rni,e where B is the magnetic field strength. Particles 

will suffer collisions with a characteristic collision time/frequency Tie/Vie, which allows 

them to step across the magnetic field in a random walk with a step length equal to the 
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particle Larmor radius, p == Vl./wc where Vl. is the perpendicular velocity. The resulting 

particle diffusion coefficient DC is approximately the square of the step length: 

{2.1} 

where Vie and Tie are the ion-electron collision frequency and times respectively. Note 

that collisions between like-particles do not produce net particle diffusion. 

Since both collision time and Larmor radius of charged particles are proportional 

to the square root of the particle mass m, the ion particle diffusivity Df should be 

a factor of J md me higher than the particle diffusivity for electrons, DC;. However, 

it is found that particle diffusivities are similar for both species, Df = DC;, since any 

difference in the particle diffusivities generates a radial electric field which slows the 

diffusion of the ions. 

\Vhile the classical picture may be sufficient to describe the diffusion processes which 

occur in a simplified homogeneous and stationary straight field-line configuration, it 

does not apply for toroidal tokamak geometry. This is because transport processes in 

the classical picture are by definition insensitive to the gross structure of the magnetic 

fidd: they are spatially localised, that is, the classical fluxes are driven by forces at 

approximately the same spatial location. This in turn arises because the plasma in this 

regime is collision-dominated to the extent that the mean free path is much shorter 

than the gradient length in the direction of the magnetic field. 

It was shown in the early 19GOs that global g('ometric characteristics of the confining 

machine have a strong influence on the transport. The predictions of classical theory 

could not be tested since end losses from early linear machines were so large that 

scalings could not be determined for a tokamak. 

2.1.2 Neoclassical transport 

In toroidal devices there are oth('r, stronger, collisional transport mechanisms which 

are sensitive to the magnetic field structure and arise from the friction experienced by 

particles as they move in the direction of the magnetic field. Indeed, as particles travel 

along the parallel direction, particularly in a plasma with low collisionality, they may 

explore most of the flux surface before suffering a collision. The theoretical efforts 
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which emerged from these con iderations are what is now known as the neoclassical 

theory of colli ional transport. Three di tinct r gimes have been identifi d , namely the 

Pfirsch-Schluter plateau and banana regim s. The relevant regime depends crucially 

on the collisionality of the plasma, Vei, expressed as: 

where In A i the Coulomb logarithm, and ne, Te, me , are the electron den ity, tem

p rature, mas and charg , re pectively. A heuristic con ideration (as was pr ented 

for the las ical tran port) is us d to identify the magnitude of th neoclas ical tran -

port in th r gime . The d p nd nce of th timated diffu ion co fficient , and hence 

tran port on olli ionality is hown in figure 2.1. 

o 
...... 
c 
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!E 
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o 
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c 
o 
'(j) 

~ 
o 

Banana Plateau Ptirch-Schlutter 

Collisionality, v 

Figur 2.1: D p nd nc of n ocla ical diffusion coefficients on pIa ma collisionality. 

t low t mperatur for which th plasma i oHi ional, a proc known as 

Pfir h- hlu r diffu ion oc urs. This pro s i du to the gradient in th toroidal field 

drift v rtically. Since the 1 tron and ion drift in oppo ite 

dir ction , an 1 tric fi ld is produ ed whi h cau es an E x B particle drift resulting in 

nhan d diffu ion. Thi i only lightly enhan d ov r th las ical diffusion oeffi i nt. 

, with the olli ion fr qu n y giv n by quation (2.2), the diffu ion 0 ffi ient 

IS: 

(2.3) 
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wher DC is given by quation (2.1). The additional factor of q2 how that th 

nhanc m nt ari a a r ult of the toroidal geom try. 

In th high temp ratur of a fusion r actor, th collisionality will be lower, thu 

reducing the resi tivi y of the plasma J.Ls rv Te-
3

/
2

, and hence r tricting th validi y 

of the Pfir ch-Schliit r diffu ion regime. The requir ment on collisionality in this new 

regime is that colli ions are ufficiently infr quent that the trapping of particles in 

the r gion of lower magnetic field b come important. This occurs when the ollision 

fr quen y is les than the trapped particle bounce fr quency. 

Trapp d particle (a fraction of th total number of particle rv J2€), dominate the 

tran por in thi r gime and x ute banana-like orbits as hown by th olid bla k 

lin in figur 2.2 who e half width can b approximated a : 

(2.4) 

igur 2.2: In th banana r gim of the n 0- La icaL transport theory trapp d particl 
follow banana orbit. Th con tant d trapping and r trapping of th s particl produ 
a rondom walk with a larg t p l ngth which nhanc particl and h at tran port. Th 
n t flow b tw n two adja nt banana orbit aL 0 give ri to a curr nt which dominat 
th dg tran port and ov roll tability of th pla mao 

h fa tor q/ 1/2 i g n rally great r than unit, it follow that trapp d parti

hay a larg r t p I ngth han un-trapp d parti Ie. on equ ntly. th olli ional 

I tr pping and r trapping of th parti I produ a random walk wi th a larg r 
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step length, which considerably enhances the particle and heat transport. Diffusion 

coefficient Dr;:;n is expressed as: 

(2.5) 

This results in typical values of 10-2 - 10-1 ms- I . Typical ion heat diffusivities are 

expected close to 1 ms-1 . 

Finally, the plasma is said to be in the plateau regime when the transport is observed 

to be independent of collisionality. The regime links the Ptirsch-Schliiter and banana 

regimes, and allows both transport descriptions to be applied to the plasma. 

2.1.3 Anomalous Transport 

\Vith an established neoclassical theory, transport of heat and particles was long 

regarded in the tokamak community as an effective diffusion process, and the main 

focus was toward the scaling of collisional and neo-classical diffusion coefficients with 

respect to plasma parameters. However, a large number of experimental measurements 

soon revealed that heat and particle transport occur at a much larger rate than pre

dicted by neoclassical theories. As a result, transport was coined anomalous, i.e. larger 

than values given by the theories. 

The high levels of transport is a result of the state of the plasma equilibrium. ~luch 

like the Earth's climate system or an inverted pendulum, the tokamak equilibrium is 

unstable, and there exists a certain amount of free energy contained in plasma pressure, 

flow and current. Small disturbances are subsequently amplified and exist as fluctu

ations about the equilibrium state which serve to extract the free energy. Transport 

events are then often manifested through fluctuations in n, T, B and the electrostatic 

potential <I> which are much higher then the thermal levels. 

Anomalous transport was attributed to microscopic turbulence as early as 1949 by 

Dohm [14] who suggested that oscillating electric and magnetic fields due to plasma in

stabilitiC's can substantially increase diffusion. In the spirit of the previous subsections, 

a random-walk estimate of this anomalous diffusion is now estimated from electrostatic 

turbulence fluctuations alone. Indeed, electrostatic turbulence gives rise to fluctuating 

electric fields E = -V' 4> which affect the motion of electrons. The gyro-motion is not 
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much affected but superimposed on it is a drift: 

ExB 
VE=--

B2 (2.6) 

across the magnetic field. Thus, the turbulent electric field produces a random drift 

velocity of electron guiding centres. The random walk estimate for the electron particle 

diffusion coefficient perpendicular to B is: 

(2.7) 

where T is the time per step in the random walk, and 

~x V</> </> 
- =VE = -- rv--

T B ~xB 
(2.8) 

is the velocity. Taking the step size ~x rv A to be of the order of the perpendicular 

turbulent wavelength, it can be shown that transport coefficients are still about order 

of magnitude higher than neoclassical estimates. 

2. 2 Turbulence 

The term turbulence first appeared in fluid mechanics and was later generalised 

for solids and plasmas. It occurs in many natural systems and remains an unsolved 

problem of classical mechanics. Generally, turbulence is the state of physical systems 

whose macroscopic description is characterised by large degrees of freedom deviated far 

from equilibrium. Crucially, turbulence is a state with a "similar physics" occurring 

on many spatial and temporal scales. 

Studies of turbulence in magnetised plasmas has been driven by the need to under

stand the anomalously high loss of particles and energy across the confining magnetic 

field. Unfortunately, the ta.<;k of diagnosing turbulence in plasmas is at a disadvantage 

since the many-body plasma has not only all the complications of the neutral fluid, 

but also has much richer behaviour because of the presence of electromagnetic forces. 

Fortunately, the magnetically-confined plasma can exist in a quasi-stationary turbu

lmt state with {'ffective transport coefficients larger than neo-cla.<;sical values, provided 

ext('rnal driving sources are kept fixed. This is known as fully developed or saturated 

turbulence. Even more remarkable (as will be shown later in section 2.4) is the fact 
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that plasma turbulence is suppressed with increasing external driving sources. 

The Navier-Stokes equations governing fluid turbulence have been known since 1845 

[15], and their extension to l\lHD turbulence has been achieved [16, 17J. l\1any differ

ent models have been proposed, some of which are capable of describing turbulence 

successfully under specific conditions. One such example is the work by Reynolds who 

showed that an obstacle (such as a pipe) of size L placed into a fluid moving with 

velocity V provides for a turbulent wake if the Reynolds number Re = V Ljv is large, 

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

Turbulent eddies 

Turbulence is usually visualised as consisting of a sea of eddies of different sizes: 

fluid structures of variable sizes continuously stretching, twisting and spinning under 

the influence of their associated velocity fields. The angular velocity characterising 

each vortex is what is better known as vorticity w where w = V x u and u is the 

velocity. A schematic of these fluid elements are shown in figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Turbulence is often visualised as consisting of a sea of eddies: fluid-like 
structures of variable sizes spinning and twisting under the influence of their associated 
velocity fields. 

Spatial and temporal scales of plasma turbulence 
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The complexity in the study of tokamak el ctromagnetic turbul n arises due to 

the wide rang of patial and temporal cale of the turbulent pectra. Generally the 

turbul nt pectra can be elas ed into three categories d p nding on th wavelengths 

of the fluctuation. A schematic of this elas ification is shown in figur 2.4 where th 

large t ar the macro- cal which are characteri ed by wavelength of the order of 

th y tern ize rv 1 m and tim - cale approximating the energy onfin ment time 

(TE rv 0.1- 10 ). The meso-scales are th intermediate fluctuations characterized by 

wavel ngth betw n th ion Larmor radius (Pi rv 1 mm) and th 

time- al b twe n th Alfv'n time TA rv 1- 10 n and the on fin m nt t ime. Finally 

the small t cal , t rmed microscal ,ar haract ri d by Pi « 1 with frequenci s 

w» 500 kHz. 

Zonal Flows 

Streamers 

Dynamo 
currents 

Direct cascade 

Macroscale 

,~ I-~ 
~. --. , 

Mesocale Microscale 

Inverse cascade 

• igur 2.4: Diffi r nt turbul nc cale in a pla rna. 

n rgy ad 

dyn mi I proc(~ss(~S ar thought to b mediat d by inter a tion involving 

dir t (i .. , 1 w thigh wav numb rjfr qu ncy) and inv r e (high to low wav num-

id fir t po tulated by Ri hard on and 

Ko)mogor v[1 ]. Th e ar b d on th id a that urbulen on i t of large- al 

cldi br aking up into mall r tructur whi h in turn br ak up into even maller 
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structures in a cascade. Energy is inj ect d into the system at th macro-scale range and 

cascades down the micro-scales , at which point it is dissipated as heat due to viscosity. 

2.3 Plasma instabilities - turbulence starting point 

The strong gradients in density and temperature contain d in the tokamak plasma 

provide sourc of fr energy which drive a wide range of in tabilities which in turn 

provid a starting point for turbul nee. Here, an instability i a plasma motion (trans

port v nt) which decreases th free energy and brings the plasma closer to a quasi 

thermodynamic equilibrium. Th strongest instabilities are those describ d by the 

MHD fluid model of the plasma, and can be clas ified according to the type of fr e 

n rgy available to drive them. Small linear perturbations to the equilibrium grow to 

a ignificant iz and b gin to interact such that one in tability trigger anoth rand 

produ a r nge of non-linear dynamics and turbulent motion . The main d tabilis-

ing for ari e from: 

• Curr nt gradi nt and 

• Pr ur gradi nts in r gions of adverse magnetic fi eld curvature. 
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igur 2.5: Sid vi w of a toru showing good (inboard) and bad (outboard) l' gion of 
urvatur . 

Th r ulting in tabiliti s ar hara t ri ed by an infinit spe trum of pos ible 

mod d by a typical range of mod numb r . In the cas of a 
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circular , large aspect ratio tokamak the mode variation is written as xp i(mB - n¢ - wt) 

where m and n ar the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. 

In a tokamak the regions of good and bad curvature are on the inboard (near the centre) 

and out board ides respectiv ly. This can be seen in figur 2.5 which show a side vi w 

of a torus where a field line is indicated by the solid black line. The pr ure gradient 

\lp i alway directed towards the plasma core, whil t the curvature vector is always in 

the dir ction of major radius R. A perturbation to field-lines in a good curvature region 

r suits in ompr ion of th magnetic field , an increase in field strength and hence a 

r storing for . On the other hand , in a region of bad curvature a perturbation re ults 

in a t retching of field-lin s and a r duction in field strength . This reduces t he restoring 

for on the pia rna, resulting in further p rturbation and an in tability. ext , some 

plasma in abili t i related to di cu ions lat r in thi the i are briefly presented. 

2.3.1 Ballooning modes 

Ball oning in tabiliti ar a clas of MHD instability (an interchang mode) which 

r driven by th ombination of a pres ure gradient and adver e magnetic field curva-

tur [4, 1 J. Th rna ro-. al modes owe th ir name to th ir t ndency to hav large 

ampli ud u board plasma wh r the de tabilising pr s ure gradi nts origin at . 

Th tru tur of a imulat d n= 32 ballooning mode i shown in figure 2.6. 

ba ll ooning mode, 
n= 32 

Figur 2. Mod tructur, of a n=32 ballooning mod . Figure adapted from (19). 
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2.3.2 Drift waves 

Drift waves are a part icularly impor tant class of plasma in tability which occur 

in the micro-scale range and have been invoked as the source of plasma t urbulenc 

r spon ible for anomalous t ransport . An overview can be found in [21 , 22 , 23] and 

r ferenc therein. Drift instabilities are a class of electrostatic waves in which the 

E x B drift moves plasma radially. They are the basic low-frequency oscillations of a 

magnetically confined plasma, and re ult from tapping the free energy of the den ity 

and / or temperatur gradients. The drift instability i called "universal" because it is 

driv n by th gradi nt of the background density profile, which is inevitably pr sent in 

every on fin d pIa rna. 

t 
" 

DENSE 

+ 

LESS DENSE 

ISOBA R 

-" 
Figur 2.7: El ctron drift wave (21]. 

h simpl t t P of drift wav i the el trostati drift wave. Thi wave can be 

illu tra cel by on id ring a lab of pIa: rna in a uniform magneti field. In the pres n 

f a d nsity gradi nt p rp ndi ular to th magn tic fi Id hown in fi gur 2.7, an ion 

d n ity p rturbation will r at an I ctri field along the field lin . B cau e of th ir 

I w in rtia , I tr n will th n flow parall I to th magnetic field in order to tabli h 

a C r halan in hi Iir ion uch that: 

(2.9) 
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where Pe is the electron pressure, E is the electric field, and II denotes the component 

in the direction of the magnetic field. Linearising equation (2.9) leads to a relation 

between the perturbed electron density fie, and electrostatic potential ¢: 

(2.10) 

where ne and Te are the equilibrium density and temperature respectively. The elec

trostatic potential, and associated E x B drift enhances the density in the less dense 

regions and reduces it in the more dense regions, causing the density and potential 

perturbations to oscillate in time. The resulting wave propagates perpendicular to B 

and Vn, and no radial transport occurs when ¢ and n are out of phase. This situation 

is altered with some form of dissipation which could be in the form of resistivity. This 

would have an effect on the time response of the electrons and result in a phase shift 

bC'tween ¢ and n leading to growth of the mode and radial transport. 

Doth interchange and drift modes coexist in the regions of maximum density gradient in 

the low B-field side. Distinction between such modes could in principle be determined 

from phase shifts of density and electrostatic potential. 

2.4 Tokamak confinement modes 

Despite a wealth of experimental data obtained in fusion devices, understanding of 

turbulC'llce and transport in the edge of magnetised plasmas is still limited. For this 

fC'a.'ion, cxpC'rimental findings are mostly still categorised according to their empirical 

signatures into confinement "modes" - operating regimes which are characterised by 

sudJm transitions in the overall turbulence level, and routinely observed across differ

ent machines. The simplest regime is called Ohmic because energy is injected into the 

plasma by driving a current, as described in section 1.7.4. 

Fig. 2.8 illustrates qualitatively the characteristic pressure profiles of two other 

regimes in addition to the Ohmic regime. The L-mode ("low" confinement mode) is 

the most common mode of tokamak operation when auxiliary heating is applied. The 

inner part of the discharge is generally affected by periodic, crash-like turbulent re

arrangC'mellts of the temperature, density and current profiles ("sawtooth" crashes). 

The II-mode ("high" confinement mode), which was first observed in the divertor of 
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Advanced Operating Modes 

Pedestal 

Internal Transport Barrier 

(ITB) 

Normalised radius ria 

igur 2. : Typical pr un profil for diffen nt confinem nt modes in a tokamak. 

th EX t kamak [24 25] and lat r in oth r div rtor and ome limiter tokamaks i 

ri d by an impr v m nt of the nergy onfinement tim by a fa tor of about 

2 . mpar d t the tandard L-mod . Empirically it has b n found that th tran ition 

t -mod tak pIa abov a rtain thr hold of th h ating power . 

nfin m nt of th H-mod r gim i due to th build up of a transport 

barri r a 'h rt Ii tan awa from th L FS. A hown in Fig. 2. thi ur ov r a 

nHrr w r gi n in whi h th pr ur pr fil i ra1 d b yond th tandard L-mode I v ) 

t £ rm a p d tal. The t p f th harp pr ur n i oft n r ferred to a the h ight 

f th pd. tal. h width of the p d tal, known al a a th width of th tran port 

I arrirr, i. an qually imp rtant param t r u d in inv tigation of tran port proc 

in the dg. 

ru 'iall tran port ffi i nt of ro field diffu ion during H-mode and advan ed 

p a tr ng r du tion in anomalou tran port , parti ularly turbul n e-

driv n radial tran port. How ver, abov a ritical pr ur gradi nt MHD pI rna in ta

biliti d v»op whi h I ad to 0- all d dg locali d mode (EL~1 ). A bri f d cription 
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of this instability is presented in the following subsection. 

2.4.1 Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) 

ELr-.ls are repetitive instabilities which occur in the macro-scale in many ma

chines [26, 27, 28, 29], and are associated with the steep pressure gradient of the 

H-mode profile. They are observed as explosive events during which the edge plasma 

confinement is temporarily degraded, leading to (1) crashes in the pedestal pressure 

and (2) fast energy and particle transport through the transport barrier into the SOL. 

Crucially, although only a small fraction of the plasma energy content, the ELM-related 

energy loss can happen fast enough such that the associated heat loads may pose sig

nificant erosion risks to the tokamak first wall and divertor target plates. 

Despite the deleterious effects above, ELr-.Is provide a necessary relaxation process 

of the II-mode edge transport barrier, expelling a proportion of an undesirable impu

rity population which would otherwise accumulate in the core degrading the fusion fuel 

and enhancing radiative energy loss. 

Three main types of ELM are found. Type-I ELMs, or giant ELMs, are associated 

with the largest ELr-.l energy and particle losses, and a repetition frequency which 

increascs with heating power. Type-II ELMs and type-III ELMs are smaller events. 

ELr-.l stability studies have shown that combining peeling and ballooning modes gives 

a rcgion of stability in the so-called s - a diagram [30, 31], where a and s are quantities 

f(·lating to the pressure gradient and current density respectively. Here, the quantity 

s is the magnctic shrar, which is expressed as: 

= 2 (1 _ JLCFS
) s (J)' 

wh('re JLCFS is the current density on the outermost flux surface, and (J) is the average 

plasma curr('llt drnsity in the plasma. Similarly, Q: is given by: 

whrre r is the radial coordinate of the magnetic surface, Bo the vacuum magnetic field 

at the axis. A typical diagram is shown below in figure 2.9. Different trajectories for 

(,8eh type of EL~I (types I, II and III) in this parameter space are shown. 
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Figur 2.9: Typical s - a: diagram showing the stability boundarie of the edge pedestal, 
based on coupled peeling-ballooning MHD modes. Three distinct scenarios are indicated 
by (i), (ii) and (iii) and are related to ELM type. 

• Case (i) Th high pr sure and curr nt density case is denoted by the letter 

(i). In thi ase, both peeling and ballooning mode stabili ty crit ria are xc eded 

and I ad to a viol nt ype-I ELM. 

• Case (ii) In thi case, the pr ure gradi nt is suffici ntly high to d stabili e 

a b llo ning mode while the peeling mod r mains table due to a low current 

d n it. Th trigg r d ballooning mode may ubsequ ntly give ri e to a small 

yp -II ELM. Furth rmor ,th in rcased transport may drop the pres ure gra-

di nt b low th riti al valu and tabi li e the mode without giving ri e to an 

L 1. 

• Ca e (iii) If th pr sur gradi nt is low and the urr nt den ity is uffi iently 

high, h piing m d alon ould b trigg r d. Th e mod s have an xtr mely 

mall radial xt nt leading to mall typ -III ELMs. 

h bur t-likc du to the largest type-I ELMs is of no gr at concern 

in pr nt d m hin but x rapolation to futur d vic (e.g. ITER wher np d 

- X 1019m - 3, Tpcd= 3.5k V) how that th n rgy released by ELM (which for 

IT R w uld ur ov r rv 500 I-" ) might asily exceed the h at load limits of divertor 

and fir t wall , and I ad to damage or ignificant r duction of the lifetime of plasma 

fa ing omp n nt [2 J. In h cas of ITER, a crude calculation of the pow r balan e 

x mplifi th heat load problem, and pr nts an important i ue for the long t rm 

viability f fu ina a future n rgy our e. A uming a fu ion gain QOT rv 10, and 
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that approximately 40 MW of heating power is provided (i.e. a total of 400 l\1\V of 

thermonuclear power is achieved), it is expected that Po = 80 M\V with the remaining 

320 l\1\V to the neutrons (since QOT = 5Po / PH)' Assuming that 50% will be radiated 

away to the wall area rv 800 m2
, leaves roughly 40 l\1\V of power to the SOL. Assuming 

that 2/3 will also be lost in periods between ELMs (30 M\V), this leaves ELMs with 15 

l\1\V. l\loreover, inner-outer power deposition assymetries also imply that heat loads 

could easily exceed the steady state design limits currently set to 10 l\1\V m -2. 

In light of the above, a detailed description of transport events that occur in the 

edge is paramount in order to establish the nature of the anomalous transport and 

consequences for design of vessel components. Investigations should include not only 

the ELl\1 instability but also periods between ELMs. These, while not as short and 

violent a" the ELl\ls, are equally important due to the sustained transport during 

these p('riods. First, the context of the work of this thesis is now outlined by closely 

inspecting some H-mocle and L-mode edge profiles from the MAST tokamak. 

2.5 H-mode and L-mode edge profiles 

Figure 2.10 shows typical profiles of ne and Te obtained from the YAG laser Thom

son Scatt('ring (TS) system on MAST [32]. The data has been obtained from six 

L-mocle shots and dght II-mode shots. 

The profile'S show four distinctive regions of the plasma edge during the L-mode 

awl II-mode prrio<1s. For the H-mode, the innermost region (i.e. -4 cm :5 i::l.rLcFs :5 

-2 em) shows the outN-part of the H-mode pedestal - this being the region of high 

trmperature and dmsity that spreads over the whole core plasma and determines the 

pla."ana p('rformance. Around the LCFS, as indicated by the solid vertical line, is the 

gradie'llt rf'gion with a barrirr width of rv 1 cm, while the L-mode is characterised 

by a rdativdy broader profile. The steep gradient region evolves slightly further past 

its barrier width into the hot SOL (up to 1 cm from LCFS) with increased scatter 

particularly for the EL~ling II-mode. This region of the SOL is often referred to as 

the inn('r SOL. Beyond this region is the cold SOL where Te « 20 eV. Crucially, the 

main obs(lrvation is that cross-field transport is highly intermittent with fluctuations of 
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Figure 2.10: Typical midplane profiles obtain d from the edge Thomson Scattering sys
t m on MAST ov r ix L-mode shots and ight H-mode shot. Th position of the 
LCFS, indicat d by th olid lin, is tak n from the EFIT recon truction; in th ca e of 
th ElMing data th r con tT'uction prior to the ELM event is tak n. A vemges shown 
in r d aT obtain d by binning data to 10 mm. 

and t mp ratuf ob erv d far out as 10 m from th L FS in both L-mode 

of nand Te indicat that in addition to a diffu ive 

1 a kgr und, patially-Io ali d and tim -varying coherent vent al 0 ontribute to thi 

tion furth r vid nc for the non-diffu ive nature of 

th tran p rt i PI'. ent d from differ nt tokamak u ing a vari ty of diagno ti s. 

2 .6 Langmuir probe fluctuations 

An h r mmonly-u d approach for detection of turbulent fiu tuation i to view 

h raw ignal fr m Langmuir prob [33, 34, 35, 36J. The e are th mo t basic tool for 

pI tudi . Th y ar r lativ ly asy to d sign and hay 

tial r lution whi hid t rmin d by the prob ip and the ac urac of it po itioning 

within th pI rna. How v r, one limitation is that they cannot with tand v ry high 

flux f p rti I and h at· heir application is therefore limit d to he edge region in 
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toroidal plasma xperim nt (i.e. the LCFS at b t). 
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igur 2.11: Turbul nt flu tuation hown on the raw signal of the ion aturation cur
T nt d n ity m a ur d at th outboard midplan SOL using th MAST r ciprocating 
Langmuir prob , as adapt d from {3 'j. The time-averaged trac overlaid conceals th 
und rlying turbul nc int rmittency. 

Hi t ri ally, th traditional pi tur of a diffu ive-like SOL was in fa t ironi ally 

upp r d I Y Langmuir probe mea ur m nt whi h showed an apparently expon ntial 

d ay in h pi m param t r a ro the SOL. Thi under tanding wa further up

p rt dar th ommunity by imple interpretation of th SOL, a was hown in 

ti n 1.10, wh r n wa hown to have impl xpon ntial fall-off. ow, a differ nt 

d n h flu uation ompon nt i drawn from the am data. An exam-

pI h wn in figur 2.11 wh r th ion aturation current d nsity (J AT) from th 

M r ipr ating Langmuir probe i plotted as function of tim (low r axi ) and 

(top axi ) from th LCF during L-mod . I follow that ypical averaging 

pro dur f th data, hown by th sup r-impo d blue lin , do ind d how an 
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exponential fall-off from beyond the LCFS. However it is also evident that applying 

an averaging procedure hides the overall large scatter in the underlying data which is 

highly fluctuating with a significant component dominant even close (i.e. below 1 cm) 

to the separatrix. The inset in figure 2.11 shows an example of the temporal evolution 

of the data obtained at a fixed distance !1rLCFS= 2 cm from the LCFS. The data are 

composed of a series of peaks with a width of rv 20 J1S which are separated by 40 - 60 

J1S. These peaks constitute the bursty behaviour of the cross-field transport, for which 

the amplitudes are much higher than the standard deviation of the fluctuations. 

These observations, along with those from figure 2.10, not only questions the tra

ditional picture of a simple diffusive-like SOL, but also questions the relevance of any 

mean-value based model of cross-field transport. The cross-field transport of heat and 

particles has been represented in many leading edge fluid codes by perpendicular dif

fusivities; clearly, it is ill-motivated to represent a signal with its mean value when the 

fluctuating part is comparable, if not larger than the mean value itself. A detailed study 

of these fluctuations is therefore essential for a proper understanding of the transport. 

In this thesis, the use of the word "intermittent" is simply meant to imply that 

transport is generated in a sequence of randomly time-distributed rise and decay of 

burst-like events. Evidence for this is manifested in the experimental data of figures 

2.10 and 2.11 which show that the fluxes at the plasma edge are not stationary, but 

rather, exhibit fluctuations and that the energy and particle losses take place in nar

row randomly-distributed time intervals. A more rigorous statistical definition has 

been adopted in the community and will briefly be outlined in the following section. 

2.6.1 Level of intermittency 

In order to gain a better understanding of the properties of the underlying trans

port, various statistical methods have been applied to signals from edge diagnostics on 

both tokamaks [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] and stellerators [44]. In particular, the probability 

distribution function (PDF) of signals is often evaluated. PDFs are computed by di

viding the analysed signals in pre-determined amplitude bins and counting the samples 

of the signals in each bin. The PDFs may subsequently be normalised to their maxima 

in order to make comparisons between them easier. 
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Figure 2.12 show on a emi-logarithmic scale an example of five PDFs of J AT 
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igur 2.12: Non-Gau ian PDF of JSAT value during L-mode at different radial 
po ition in th MAST SOL) as adapt d from (38j. Th e d parture from Gaus ianity i 
indi ative of int rmitt nt tran port. 

11 t d at diff r nt radial po it ion from th LCFS during L-mod . It an b n 

th t th PDF mark d in r d corr ponding to th innermo t radial position wher 

CirL F < 1 cm i ymm tri about the mean and can b approximat d to a near 

p itiv 

f1' m n in r 

The significan 

IV DF ar al ul ated as a function of di tanc away from 

b om incr asingly non-Gau 'sian with th m rg n e of high 

xp n ntial day, indicat d by th tt'aight line in figur 2.12 

to be a haracteri tic f distribution which a1' "intermittent" , 

r producibility of int rmitt nt PDF has been confirm d 

f pr fluctuation m asur m nt in differ nt rna hine . 

f th xponential tail in th PDF i that the probability 

f large-amplitud v nt i anomalou ly larg . 

o th qu tion whi h naturall ari i not' wh th r th tran port i int rmittent" 

bu rath r how in ermitt nt i th ran port? ' . Th parti ular approach for det rmin

ing th 1 v 1 of int rmitt n y tati tica11y reli on quantifying the d gree f departur 
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Figure 2.13: Semi-logarithmic plot of the PDF of [SAT fluctuations in the TEXTOR 
tokamak normalised to the standard deviation at (a) the plasma edge (rja=O.95), and 
(b) the SOL (rja=1.07). The dotted line in each plot is the best Gaussian fit to the 
PDF curve. Figure adapted from !45j. 

of the observed distributions from the Gaussian PDF for which skewness (S) (mea

suring assymetry) and kurtosis (K) (measuring peakedness) characteristics are known; 

namely, S = 0 and K = 3 for a Gaussian distribution. For a signal [, skewness and 

flatness (F) parameters are clefined as: 

(2.11) 

and 

(2.12) 

where ( ... ) is the mean, and F is flatness factor defined such that K = F - 3. The 

significance here is that (1) a distribution that is sufficiently deviated from a Gaussian 

will have higher values of skewness and kurtosis, and (2) a higher kurtosis value indi

cates that more of the variance is due to infrequent extreme deviations, as opposed to 

frequent modestly-sized deviations. An example (adapted from [45]) is shown in figure 

2.13 where the PDFs of [SAT values during L-mode are calculated at (a) the plasma 

edge (rja=O.95), and (b) the SOL (rja=l.07). The PDF in the SOL has a higher 

skewness and kurtosis than those calculated for the PDF at the edge. 
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Having shown that fluctuations in plasma quantities in the edge region contribute 

directly to cross-field transport (which was originally thought of as simply diffusive), it 

is useful to analyse the spatial structure of these fluctuations. A wealth of information 

in this topic was compiled during this thesis. As a prelude, some of the important 

results will be outlined therefore eluding to answers to some of the questions this thesis 

addressed. 
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2.7 Spatial Structure of intermittency 

Assuming that the large scatter in TS profiles of figure 2.10 and intermittent events 

in Langmuir probe measurements (see figure 2.11) are correlated, forming the same 

transport event, it becomes useful to visualise these events as coherent density struc

tures which exist near the plasma edge. The scatter in the 1D radial profiles afforded 

by the TS system suggests a radial motion, while the non-stationary peaks in ISAT 

signals imply a toroidal motion at the midplane. Combining these two observations, 

a picture starts to form: the transport events can be thought of as spatially-localised 

structures in the toroidal direction that rotate with the spinning plasma and drift by 

some unknown mechanism outwards in the direction of the major radius. Indeed, the 

interpretation of ISAT peaks as localised structures rotating with the plasma past fixed 

Langmuir probe heads was originally supported by observations drawn in [46] where it 

was shown by these authors that the separation between ISAT peaks decreases as the 

toroidal velocity of the plasma increases. 

The interpretation described above has now been widely accepted and constitutes a 

major advance in our understanding of anomalous cross-field transport. Studies have 

focused on the spatio-temporal evolution of the density structures from formation to 

decay. The evolution can generally be categorised into three distinct phases: a gener

ation and growth phase, a saturation and detachment phase which is finally followed 

by a propagation and exhaust phase. Transport starts with a growth stage where it is 

assumed that an underlying instability in the micro-scale range leads to the formation 

of small perturbations in pedestal quantities which grow initially around the plasma 

pedestal region and remain connected to the plasma edge. This phase is then followed 

by a saturation phase where fully-formed coherent structures in the macro-scale can be 

seen at the periphery and detach from the main plasma by some magnetic reconnection 

process. Once detached, the structures are driven by some mechanism propagating into 

the SOL while draining energy until they decay. 

In order to set the research of this thesis into context, examples of experimental 

evidt'nce on the spatial structure and dynamics of intermittent transport gathered 

from different edge diagnostics will be outlined briefly. Thomson scattering, gas puff 

imaging, beam emission spectroscopy and infrared thermography have all been used to 
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probe the cro -field transport. De pit numerou xperimental investigations, most 

of the data ar concentrat d on the propagation and exhaust tage, while vidence for 

the gen ration , growth and detachment are far les fr quent. 

2.7.1 T homson scattering (TS) 

Whil the ne and Te profil pr ent d in figure 2.10 serv d to demonstrate the 

turbulent nature of th SOL fluctuations the data does not captur the fast dynami 

of these events. Howev r, the multi-time point dge d-YAG TS sy t m on MAST 

an b used to xplor th fast dynamics since ea h la er can be fired independently of 

oth r uch t hat th ir relative timing can be as littl as 1 I-Ls betw en th m [47]. Thi 

was fir t perform d in [4 ] wh re four independ nt lectron density and temperature 

radial profil were obtained during th ri e time of a single ELM. An example is hown 

in figur 2.14. 
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Figur 2.14: Tim volution of th (a) dge d n ity and (b) t mp ratuf, profiles for a 
ingl ELM. ( ) (in t) The target Do ignal indicating th tim of th d n ity pmfile 

r lativ to th ELM. FiguTi adapt d fmm (49) 

B £ r th ELM, h typica l t pH-mod gradi nt i ob erv d ( olid fill d cirel ). 

Th ub qu nt d n it profil (op n r d cir I ) how th formation of an outboard 

tai l. Th ponding I tron t mp ratur i '" 0 V, which i ight times hott r 

than th V) but not as hot as th p destal ('" 150 ). Th next 

d n ity pr fil (olid bla k quar ) obtain d 5 I-L later how th d n ity perturbation 

having xpand d radially by '" 2 m (orr ponding to a radial expan ion v locity of 
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4 km S-1) while remaining connected to the mid-plane plasma edge. Further proof 

for this observation (i.e, that the density perturbation has not detached) comes from 

the associated electron temperature in this tail being still I"V 80 e V - i.e no energy 

loss observed. The third density profile (open triangles) shows a sudden change: the 

density perturbation detaches from the mid-plane plasma leaving a depression (hole) in 

the profile. This detachment process occurs rapidly on sub 5J-ls timescales. Although 

the structure appears to be fully detached at the midplane, the associated electron 

temperature in this detached phase is still I"V 80 e V. This implies that (1) the coherent 

structure is indeed an elongated structure that is still attached to the plasma elsewhere 

and (2) that the exhaust of energy only occurs once the plasma has fully detached. 

Further evidence for the existence of density structures outside the LCFS using the 

Thomson scattering diagnostic can also be found in [49, 50, 51, 52]. 

2.7.2 Gas Puff Imaging (GPI) 

Further compelling evidence was introduced in seminal papers by Zweben in [53,54] 

using the gas puff imaging diagnostic. This was achieved by puffing Helium gas at the 

periphery of the NSTX spherical tokamak and recording the resulting HeI (587.6 nm) 

line emission. GPI images were recorded for Ohmic, L-mode and H-mode plasma 

conditions using a camera, and results were found to be the same. The 2D images 

often showed regions of strong localised light emission that move both poloidally and 

radially at typical speeds of 1 km s-1. An example of these structures is shown in 

figure 2.15. They have since been termed blobs since they appear as blobs of plasma 

which leave the edge. 

The main advantage of this diagnostic method is that unlike the 1D profiles afforded 

by the Thomson scattering system or single point Langmuir probe measurements, a 

large number of spatial points can be sampled in two dimensions. This is done rapidly, 

simultaneously using discrete detectors or fast cameras. However, the main drawback 

is the complexity of the atomic physics of the line emission which depends non-linearly 

on the electron density and electron temperature. This means that an independent 

measurement of either ne or Te is required in order to directly estimate the actual 

density or temperature fluctuation level. 
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Figur 2.15: Two dimensional structure of edge turbulence perpendicular to the mag
n tic fi ld in the Alcator C-mod tokamak, as measured by the GPI diagnostic near the 
out r midplane sepamtrix. Shown is the single of the HeI (587.6 nm) light emission 
in NSTX vi wed by the PSI camera with an expo ure of 10 f.LS. The 160 x 0 pixel 
PSI camera i indicated by the white rectangle covers an area ~ 32 cm x 16 cm in the 
poloidal vs radial plane. The gas manifold is located 3 cm radially outside the radial 
shadow of th RF ant nna. The intensity scale is indicated by the color chart indicat d 
at th top l it, and th magn tic separatrix i hown by the white dashed line. Figure 
corr, spond to Figur 2 as adapted from (54) 

2.7.3 B am emission spectroscopy (BES) 

Th radiation du to th int raction of the neutral beam heating particl with 

plasma lc tron and ion i u d to d rive local density and its fluctuation in the 

diagnosti m th d known as beam mi sion pectro copy (BES) [55]. 

Sh wn in figur 2.16 a1' vanou fram s from the BES diagno tic on the DIII-D 

tokamak [56] whi h l' V als the ELM as a density tructur app aring n ar the LCFS 

and m ving upward in the poloidal and radial directions. Th LCFS i indicated by 

th bla k solid lin . A tim progr es from the on et of th ELM mark d at ime to, 

tion (mark d with a whit ircle) produces a localised den ity perturba-

ti n n ar th paratrix. It evolution i followed in ubs quent frames at variou tim 

int rval from to, namely at to +3 7, 14, 16 f.Ls in figur 2.16 (b, c, d, e) r sp ctively. 

The d n ity tru ture i en to move radially at km S-l . Figure 2.16 corr ponds to 
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223 224 225 226 227 228 229 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 
Core Radial SOL Core Radial SOL 

Figur 2.16: Frames (b,c,d,e) from the EES DIII-D tokamak showing 2D den ity plots 
which ar: tak n v ry 1 J.tS. The type-I ELM tarts at to and the frames are taken at 
k y tim th r: after to illustrate the propagation of density structures associated with 
the ELM. Radial and poloidal motions can clearly be seen. 

figure 7 a adapt d from [56J. 

far , xp rimen al vid nce pr ented in previous ctions has demonstrated that 

int rmitt ncy in f AT ignal , which were long ignor d by av raging procedures, is in 

tructur in p d tal param ters that exist in the 

pI rna periph ry and contribut dir ctly to ross-field transport. Du to increasing 

on rn that th d n ity stru tur could r ach the first wall du to their radial propa

gation, infrar d th rmography ha b en u d in some machin in order to evaluate th 

r ulting h at flux to plasma facing component. It is th purpo of the next ection 

t drib bri fl th th rmographic measurements , but also sh d mor light on the 

patial tru tur of th blob - nam ly their di tinct filam ntary nature. 

2.7.4 Infrared thermography (IR) 

Thi was fir t p rform d on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak wher measurement 

u ing h high time r olution of heat deposition to non-divertor in-ves el component 
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were made [57J. The IR-camera was mounted at the mid plane viewing tangentially 

into the vessel. A mirror inside the vessel is used to split the field of view between the 

ICRH antenna and the limiter. Figure 2.17 shows snaphots of (a) the mid-plane view 

into the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak as s en from the position of the IR camera, (b) the 

calculated heat flux during an early phase of an ELM, and (c) the heat flux recorded in 

b tween ELM. A poloidally-Iocalised narrow vent on the scale of a few cent im t res 

i clearly observed in the ELM snapshot at the limiter with a heat deposition of 4- 8 

MW m- 2 . Whil t ill in the tolerable heat load range for an ITER-like tungsten wall , 

the heat d po ition from localised blobby structures is a serious is ue problem for next 

t p fu ion device . 

: ~ .. :. ~ -:,:': .::. -. 

igur 2. 17: Shown ar " midplane vi w of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (far left}) the 
al ulat d h at flux to in-v l components of ASDEX- Upgrade during an early phase 

of an ELM (middl plot) ) and an inter-ELM phas s (far right) (57). 

xp rim ntal vid n e pI' nted thu far wheth r 1D or 2D, has be n centred 

n h mi I-plan region of th pia mao However, imilar to first-wall m asurements, 

infrar d thermography w u d in th divertor r gion of tokamak pla mas in order 

s h at 1 ad at the targ t . Measurement reveal d th of patially 

po ition . n xampl i hown in figur 2.1 where h at flux mea

at th I w r div rtor of th MAST tokamak [5 , 59J reveals several toroidal 

t rip , in addi tion to th axi ymm tri trike line. Thi haracteristic piral

lik f otprint w int rpr t d a a direct signature of the mid-plane den ity perturba

t i n pI' viau 1 drib d. piral-lik pattern wer fir t ob erved at the target plate 

f'V 56 f'V 
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of the ASDEX Upgrade divertor - see [60] for detail . 
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Figur 2.1 : Shown ar (a) the calculated heat flux at the lower MAST divertor and 
(b) vi w of th IR-cam m image (for r ierence). Brighter spots in the form of piral 
patt rn with loads to th divertor 15- 25 MW m- 2 (59; 

2.8 Edge filamentary structures 

Global p lasma vi w 

Th oIl tiv vid n pr ent d 0 far from differ nt diagno tic and machine points 

to a 3 int rpr tati n of d n ity p rturbation a filam ntary tru tur which ar 

I ali d in b th toroidal/poloidal and radial dir ctions but ext nd further di tances 

in th parall I dir ion (i. along the magnetic fi ld). However, p rhap the mo t 

mp Bing vid n for th blobby-lik , or more ad quately term d: filamentary nature 

be t hown by th f t cam ra diagno ti u d in he MAST 

tokarn k. D tail f thi am ra will b pr ent d in hapt r 4 and only an exampl 

i 'sh wn hr. h midplan -mount d cam ra apture in ingl wid -angle nap hots 

th n ir pIa rna r 

mainly du t a larg 

tion. Th d tail of th dge pIa ma ar I arly r vealed 

2.19 hows th raw image of th MAST 

pJ rna during (a) L-mod and (b) H-mod phas . A can b n, th tructur in 

b th L-mod and EL 1ing H-mod ar I arly ob rved as long at d toroid ally whilst 

bing I ali d radially. Th of th EL 1 in tability, and it manif tation 

i parti ularly well demon trat d: Th pre-ELM LCF 

( mpar with figure 2.19{ )) i momentarily de troy d and plasma filam nt appear to 
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hit both the first wall and parts of the internal poloidal coil casing. L-mode filaments 

are also easily seen to dominate the edg , but in comparison to the EL f filaments, are 

much less explosive and appear more numerous. 

L-mode ELM Inter-ELM 

Figure 2.19: Typical raw images of the fast camera on MAST howing images of the 
MAST plasma in (a) L-mode, (b) H-mode and (c) inter-ELM periods. Filamentary 
tructur ar; n in both confinement modes. 

omm n £ atur f th L-mode and ELMing filam nts i that t h y appear to be 

lign d with th 1 al magneti fi ld . Thi prop rty is not surpri ing since the concept 

f a filam nt i the maniE station of t he abili ty of charged particle to travel along a 

magn ti fi Id and a Larmor radiu acro it. This, with the w 11-r cognis d fact that 

tran p rt tim al in th parall I dir tion are orders of magnitude faster than in the 

r dial and p rp ndi ular dir ctions. 

In tark n ra t both ELM and L-mode image the inter-EL tl figure show 

a qUI nt L and a harp LCFS manif t d in th narrow band of light intensity 

marking I ar r du tion in ro -field tran port. However, qu stions uch as 

• "1 th ro -fi ld tran port during inter-ELM periods compl tely uppressed or 

imply r; du d in magnitude?' 

• 'do filam ntary tructures in th periods contribute to tran port'?, and if 0, 

what ar tit ir pity ical prop rtie '? ar they similar to L-mode and ELM fila

m nt '? how do tit y differ?' 
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are questions which this thesis will address and forms the direct contribution to this 

field. 

Divertor view 

It was soon established from the MAST camera images that the elongated filamen

tary perturbations are responsible for the spiral patterns observed at the targets (with 

visible and IR-cameras), and playa direct role in the energy loss in the SOL. An ex

ample of a divertor view using the MAST camera is shown in figure 2.20(c). l\foreover, 

assuming that filaments are indeed aligned with the local magnetic field, Kirk and 

co-authors [49] showed through simulations using field-line tracing that small changes 

in radius of field-lines (Le. filamentary structures) due to radial propagation would 

lead to the spiral-like spatial structures observed at the targets. Figure 2.20 (adapted 

from [49]) shows the toroidal location at the target for 6 field lines which start at the 

same toroidal location at the mid-plane but step in 2 em intervals away from the LCFS 

(denoted by ro). The radial extent of a field-aligned filament at the midplane translates 

into a toroidal extent at the target. It is only as a filament moves away from the edge 

that a spiral signature is produced. Figure 2.20(b) shows the predicted target pattern 

(using the field-line tracing method) resulting from a single filament expanding 12 em 

[49] . 

The foregoing discussion has provided the context into which the work presented in 

this thesis may be placed. \Vhile efforts have been dedicated to the study of fluctua

tions in ELM and L-mode phases, few efforts have concentrated on the H-mode period 

betwe('n ELMs. As a result, understanding of edge transport phenomena during these 

periods is still limited despite the diagnostic advances. In order to address previously 

raised questions concerning the nature of the transport during inter-ELl\f periods, and 

how it diff{'rs from L-mode and ELl\fing phases, it is necessary to present a brief sum

mary of ELl\l and L-mode filament properties (such as size and propagation) that will 

be used in the discussion chapter. Note that results will simply be quoted without re

sorting to a detailed description of diagnostic or analysis method, whereas description 

of appropriate analysis methods that form original work undertaken in this thesis will 

be presented in the relevant chapters. 
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igur 2.20: Shown in (a) a1'1 ix EFIT-calculated fi eld-line chosen at the same toroidal 
Lo ation a a fun tion of di tance from the LCFS, (b) the divertor targ t pattern pr; dic
tion r; ulting from th radial propagation of a ingl filament with a SO toroidal width 
to a di tane of 12 em, and (c) view of the MAST divertor u ing the fa t cam ra. 

2.9 ELM filament characteristics 

Radi I and toroidal mot ion 

har t ri ing th motion of EL filament in toroidal and radial direction has re

iv d mu h atten ion du to th pot ntially damaging h at load as ociat d with 

th f1lam nt. Mea ur ment of radial and toroidal velociti , d not d Vr and V<t> 

tiv ly hav b n report d from a myriad of diagno ti , particularly fast vi ible 

imaging [49, 61 62]. It follow naturally in thi context that it i the toroidal om

pon nt of v 10 ity th t influen s th region of int raction of the filament with th 

fir t wall whil th radial ompon nt, and en rgy ontent of the filam nt det rmine 

he magnitud of th int raction. 
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Kirk and co-authors showed in their investigations using the fast visible camera that 

ELM filaments rotate at significant fractions of the pedestal velocity. After 50-100 J1S 

from the onset of the ELM, filaments decelerate toroid ally and accelerate radially out

wards. Note that all ELM filaments leave the edge of the plasma during the ELM 

event but they do not all leave at the same time. Furthermore, as the filaments propa

gate radially they follow the direction of the local field-line and remain approximately 

constant in width. Similar observations using the MAST camera were also reproduced 

on ASDEX Upgrade: An ELM filament initially rotates toroidally in the co-current 

direction, slows and then soon afterward hits the limiter located 12 cm from the LCFS. 

Although it was not possible to track rigorously the radial position of the filaments 

due to poor light levels, they are observed for rv 60 J1S before hitting the limiter, which 

gives a lower limit of the mean radial velocity of 2 km S-l. 

Table 2.2: Measurements of the radial (\1;.), toroidal (\1</» velocities and mode numbers 

of ELM filaments from a variety of diagnostics and devices. 

l\lachine Diagnostic v,. (km S-l) V,p (km s-l) Ref 

DIII-D DES 8 [56] 

Divertor tile currents 

CER 

AUG t(probe1) - t(probe2) 
TS 

C-l\10D Visible 

l\IAST Visible 

JET t(probelim) - t(DaJ 

~ 1 
0.8 

1-2 

1-9 

0.7 

13.5 [56] 

40 [63] 

10-20 [64] 

[65] 
[66] 

25 [67] 

[68] 

l\lea.<;urements of Vr and V,p from all devices are summarised in table 2.2. \Vhile there 

is general agreement, where data are available, that filaments rotate near to respective 

pedestal values, radial velocity measurements vary considerably in absolute magnitude 

as wdl as in qualitative behaviour (i.e. whether they accelerate or decelerate). Indeed, 

it was claimed in MAST [49] from analysis of the visible images that ELM filaments 

accelerate away from the edge while electric field measurements in DIII-D which indi

cate that filaments decelerate [56]. It was argued by Kirk in [69] that the discrepancies 

were largely attributed to the different analysis techniques used by different authors: 
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For instance, Kirk showed for the same data that the radial velocity calculated using 

the difference between the peak in the [SAT and the start in the rise of the Do light [70] 

is smaller than the velocity calculated using the time difference between two radially 

separated Langmuir probes [64]. 

ELM filament size 

In addition to Vr and V<t>, properties such as size and the number of filaments per toroidal 

angle range (a pseudo toroidal mode number), have also been estimated. These results 

are summarised in Table 2.3 where the radial size of the filament is denoted as Lrad , and 

L1. is defined as the size perpendicular to both the filament and the radial direction, 

i.e, its toroidal extent. 

Table 2.3: Measurements of the radial Lrad and perpendicular. L1. widths of ELM fila-

ments, along with observed mode numbers from a variety of diagnostics and devices. 

l\lachine Diagnostic Lrad ( em) L1. (em) mode number Ref 

AUG TS 1-2 6 8-20 [65J 
IR 2-6 10-20 [57] 

Visible 5-8 [70] 
RP mag 5-8 [64J 

C-~10D GPI 0.5-1 ~ 4.5 [66J 
DIII-D BES 1-2 2-5 [56J 

Visible 22 [71J 
MAST TS 4-6 [51] 

Visible 4-6 2-6 10-20 [67] 

JET TS 4-5 [72J 
IR outer limiter 10-20 11-16 [73J 

Furth('rmore, estimates of V<t> and L1. have also been obtained from the temporal 

width t5t and s('paration ~t of the peaks in ISAT signals of Langmuir probe arrays 

[46, 56, 70, 74J. S(\(' the inset in figure 2.11, section 2.6 for an example of ISAT peaks 

(for the Cfl.<;e of L-mode), and Table 2.4 which shows some of the data collected in [69J. 
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Table 2.4: Measurements of the temporal width (ot) and waiting time (Dot) of peaks 

observed in [SAT traces during ELMs on a variety of devices. Table adapted from [69j. 

These measurements have been combined with toroidal velocity (V</» to estimate the 

perpendicular width LJ.. and mode number of the filaments. 

~Iachine 8t (JLs) t1t (JLs) V</> (km S-1) LJ.. (em) Mode number Ref 

AUG 50-80 100-200 10 8-13 

DIII-D 50-100 150-250 13 8-16 

MAST 15 60 10 7 

NSTX 10 20-50 10 7 

JET 100-150 300 80 10-20 

JT-60U 10-25 30 4-10 

2.10 L-mode filaments 

10-20 

10 

10-20 

5-15 

10-20 

10-20 

[70] 

[56] 

[46] 

[46] 

[74] 

Though the L-mode tokamak operating regime does not provide the level of confine

ment available in H-mode operation, it remains an important scenario for ITER and 

fusion power plants because any tokamak must operate in L-mode prior to a transition 

to H-mode, and L-mode operation avoids the high heat loads associated with ELMs. 

Results for L-mode filaments are less frequent than ELM results and most of the data 

has been carried on the MAST tokamak. 

The dynamics of L-mode filaments on MAST show a complicated motion in both radial 

and toroidal directions. They are observed to gradually disintegrate into smaller struc

tures and occasionally collide. Radial velocities have been found to be in the range 

0.5-1.5 km s-t, toroidal velocities in the range 1-7 km S-1 in the co-current direction. 

L-mode filaments are also more circular than ELM filaments where LJ.. is in the range 

7-9 em while Lrad is in the range 5-10 em. 

Table 2.5: Measurements of the radial Lrad and perpendicular widths LJ.. of filaments, 

along with observed mode numbers from a variety of diagnostics and devices. 

Machine Diagnostic Type Lrad(cm) LJ.. (em) mode number Ref 

C-MOD GPI L-mode 1 [75] 

l\IAST Visible L-mode 5-10 7-9 20-50 [62] 
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2.11 Differences between ELM and L-mode filaments 

In order to make a comparison with inter-ELl\f transport, the main difference be

tween L-mode and ELM filaments is also briefly outlined. This is well demonstrated 

through their interaction with magnetic probes. Indeed, studies of magnetic signatures 

before ELl\ls have been performed for many years where authors usually focused on 

magnetic precursors [76, 77, 78]: these are magnetic oscillations at various frequencies 

that occur shortly before the onset of an ELM, and used mainly for ELl\f classifica

tion. Almost no studies on the magnetic signature during the ELM itself were made. 

However, interest in the magnetic signatures during ELMs has now been rekindled due 

to advances in current understanding regarding filamentary transport. This has been 

achieved in relatively few tokamaks, namely ASDEX Upgrade and MAST. In [52], the 

l\fAST reciprocating probe head was mounted with three coils to measure the radial, 

toroidal and vertical fields in both L-mode and H-mode phases. The magnetic coils 

were located 5 em behind the Langmuir probe tips. Shown in figure 2.21 are the (a) 

Do time traces (b) ion saturation current signals and (c) magnetic fluctuation signal 

dB/dt in the radial coil, for L-mode (dashed red) and ELM (solid black) filaments re

spectively. \Vhile the magnetic signatures of ELl\f filaments (which were cross-checked 

with visible images) were found to be well correlated with peaks in [SAT signals; L

mode filaments showed no significant magnetic signatures. 

In r('[C'r('nce [52], simulations were performed in which a moving current-carrying 

wire was us('d to r('present a filament. The induced field was calculated for the three 

coils. The best match with experimental data was found with an ELM filament current 

of'" 190 A whC're the filament was assumed to be aligned with the magnetic field and 

travelling mainly in the radial direction. Since magnetic signals decrease rapidly with 

distance, further investigations where the magnetic probe is reciprocated closer to the 

LCFS are required to verify with absolute certainty that L-mode filaments do not have 

a magnetic signature. 
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Figur 2.21: Shown are (aj the target DaJ (bj mid-plane ion saturation current and (cj 
magn tic flu ctuation signal as a fun ction of time during a type-! ELM in MAST. 
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Chapter 3 

Radial Motion of filaments 

This chapter reviews the theory of radial propagation of filamentary structures, in 

order to make a comparison with experimental results. Two sheath-limited and inter

change models will be discussed. Despite common underlying assumptions, predictions 

from these theories for the radial velocity of filaments as they propagate in the SOL 

differ. In chapter 6, these theories will be compared with experimetnal results. 

3.1 Introduction 

The mechanisms underlying the generation of filamentary structures and their sub

sequent radial motion in the SOL have recently become the subject of substantial inves

tigation. It is still not known whether observed filaments originate from a blobby-type 

structure that elongates along the local magnetic field line on rapid parallel transport 

timescales, or whether filaments are indeed immediately filamentary from the onset 

of underlying instabilities. As such, the terms "blob" and "filament" are used inter

changeably throughout this chapter. The assumption here is that blobs are the 2D 

representation of the filament. So, although the theories discussed are strictly 2D 

models that address specifically blobby transport, predictions from these theories are 

assumed to be applicable to filaments. 

The basic physics of filament/blob propagation was successfully identified by Krashenin

nikov [79] to be the polarisation of the filament due to (1) the non-homogeneity 

of the magnetic field, and (2) curvature effects. Several leading candidate theories 

[79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88] have addressed the radial motion of filaments, with 

varying predictions for the radial velocity. Despite common underlying assumptions, 

their predictions for the radial velocity differ. This chapter provides a brief review of 
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the most important theories. 

3.2 Filament polarisation and E x B Drift 

Charged particles in a magnetic field gyrate about magnetic field lines. Additional 

forces can cause the guiding centre of the particle motion to move perpendicular to the 

magnetic field. Denoting such a transverse force as F 1., the drift velocity of a particle 

takes the expression: 
V _F1.xB 

1. - eB2 ' {3.1} 

where e is the species charge. It was first shown by Krashennenikov [79] in the context 

of filaments, which are none other than an ensemble of charged particles gyrating 

around a field line, that two such forces, namely the centrifugal force due to curvature 

and \7 B forces, lead to a vertical polarisation of a filament and its subsequent radial 

E x B drift. 

Curvat ure of magnetic field 

As the guiding centre of gyrating particle motion move along a curved magnetic field, 

it experiences a centrifugal force: 

{3.2} 

where Rc is the curvature radius of the magnetic field. This force is perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. Expressing \7 BIB = - Rei R~, the charge-dependent drift velocity 

is: 

(3.3) 

Gradient of magnetic field 

Another example of a transverse force is the gradient of the magnetic field strength. 

Indeed, in a tokamak, the radially-varying toroidal field, Btl> ex II R, leads to varying 

particle gyro-radii p = mV1.leB. This causes an effective particle drift, the so-called 

\7 B-drift, 

(3.4) 
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Due to \l . B = 0, drifts due to both curvature and non-homogeneity of the mag

netic field occur simultaneously. The total drift velocity from both forces can thus be 

xpressed as: 

(3.5) 

Crucially, each drift is charge-dependent. Within the volume of a filament , the com

bined effect of both drifts leads to a charge separation within the volume of the filament 

as ions and electrons drift in opposite directions. This results in a polari ation cur

rent density (jplr) within the volume of the filam nt. This is illustrated in the cartoon 

picture in figure 3.1. For a filament of density nfll, j plr is given by: 

. nfilm (1 2 2) 
Jplr = B3 2V ~ + VII B x \l B , (3.6) 

and an a sociated polarising electric field E plr propel the filament as a whole in the 

radial dir tion with a chara teri t i E plr X B velocity. Jote that E plr is not the sam 

as E plr due to time-varying el ctric fields. 

Eplr 

Figur 3.1: Th curvatur and \l B drift drive a toroidal polarisation curr nt Jplr with 
an a ociat d l ctric .Ii Id Eplr that lead to a radial motion in the direction of the 
major radius R. 

ual qu i-n utrality annot b dire tly r -e tabli h d a tran v rse curr nt are hin

d r d by th magn ti fi ld: current an only run force-free parallel to the magnetic 

fi ld . In orc! r to tabli h quasi-n utrality within the filament , i.e balance the polari-
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sation current responsible for radial motion, two separate currents have been proposed. 

These are based on either: 

1. Parallel currents: A force-free current running parallel to the magnetic field along 

the filament . The idea here is that parallel currents could be bridged at the end 

of the filaments, for example by interaction with divertor target plates. Several 

theories for filament propagation based on parallel currents have been proposed. 

They will be describ d in section 3.3. 

2. Even though particle motion perpendicular to B is hindered, there could be a 

p rpendicular toroidal current that is provided through drifts. One such drift is 

the diamagnetic drift. This is a mechanism that provides a perpendicular current 

and is based on a pressure gradient perpendicular to the magnetic field. In the 

case of filaments, the pressure gradient is the filaments' own pressure profile. The 

origin of diamagnetic curr nt is illustrated in figure 3.2 

B o 

\7p 

Figur 3.2: Origin of diamagnetic current. The magnetic field is into the page and a 
d nsity gradient is down the page. On the higher density flux surface there are more 
particl p rforming Larmor orbits than a lower density flux surface. The result is a 
n t flow in the region between the flux surfaces (shown in the red box). 

For a filament d nsity nm, the result is mainly toroidal drift velocity: 

B x '\Ip 
V dia = B2 ' enm 

with an as ociated current density of the form: 

B x '\Ip 
J dia = --B-=-2-

'" 69 
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In light of the above, the continuity equation can be written as [80]: 

" . j = " . jplr + " . j II + " . jdia = 0, (3.9) 

and it states that the polarisation current Iplr (see equation 3.6) can be balanced by both 

the diamagnetic current ha (see equation 3.8) and the parallel current Iii. In the next 

few sections, the different theories discussing the radial propagation of filaments based 

on either of the two hypothesis described above (i.e. parallel currents or diamagnetic 

current) will now be outlined in more detail. 

3.3 Sheath-limited dissipative model 

The first model considered is the so-called "sheath-limited dissipative" model which 

is based on the presumption of electrostatic sheaths at limiters and divert or plates. 

Authors in [79, 82, 83, 84, 88] consider the scenario that is illustrated in the cartoon 

schematic in Figure 3.3. A filament detaches from the plasma core and connects to 

the target plates, thereby allowing currents of ions and electrons to flow parallel to the 

magnetic field. Parallel currents marked Iii flow along the filament and are bridged 

over the target plates where plasma sheaths with finite resistivity form at the tiles 

according to Debye theory. It is asserted by these authors that in order for the induced 

electric field to survive on the observed transport timescales of 50-200 /LS, the particle 

flow along the field lines must be hindered by either sheath or plasma resistivity. 

Sheath models with varying levels of complexity have been proposed. First is the 

seminal work of Krashenennikov with the simple ID sheath model. This was later 

extended to a 3D model of by D'Ippolito and Myra using modified Braginskii equations. 

l30th these models do not take into account the edge region; rather, blobs/filaments 

are considered as steady state structures already formed. However, the work of Bisai 

and co-authors is also briefly outlined since their model equations treat the edge and 

SOL regions in a consolidated manner [89, 90]. 

3.3.1 Simple sheath model 

\Vith the a<;sumption that curvature and "B are the underlying mechanisms for 

radial propagation (as described above in section 3.2), Krasheninnikov proposed that 
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(a) (b) 

Parallel cu rren 

A' 

Figure 3.3: A filam ent d taches from the plasma core and connects to the target plates, 
current of ion and el ctrons flo w parallel to the magnetic field . These currents are 
bridged ov r th target plates, where plasma sheath with finite resistivity form at the 
til according to Deby th ory. 

filamentary tran port i damped In the SOL by the formation of resistiv sheaths 

at th targ t plat . Thi sh ath i th result of fil aments touching the target plate 

whil propag t ing radially outwards [79]. Mar p ifically, Krasheninnikov' ID mod 1 

th r for in Iud d den ity variation along the filament in the parallel direction; namely, 

a d n ity nfil n ar th midplan and a density nt near the target. For a small plasma 

re i tivity, th potential (due to the polarisation) is con tant along B and was 

found u ing th ontinuity quation for I ctric curr nt (the quasi-neutrali ty condition ): 

\7 . j plr + B . \7 (~) = 0 (3 .10) 

wh r j plr i th polari ation current den ity. Thi current is the return current along 

B that neutrali harg flow. lnt grating along the field line , and using the sheath 

boundary ondition: 

(3. 11) 

wh re nt i th pI rna d n ity near the targets , C = JT / !If is the plasma sound 

p d,!If i th ion mas , a radial equation in [79] is derived from equ ation 3.10 such 
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that: 

(! + Vr 8~) nfi) = 0, (3.12) 

where Vr is the uniform radial velocity of the filament. An analytical solution for Vr 

follows: 

(3.13) 

where Pi is the ion gyro-radius, R is the tokamak major radius, L1. is the filament 

perpendicular size and LII rv qR is the filament parallel length, where q is the safety 

factor. Crucially, the prediction of this model (through equation (3.13)) states that 

the radial propagation speed is sensitive to both filament density and perpendicular 

(toroidal) size, i.e, smaller and more dense filaments travel faster radially than larger 

less dense filaments (assuming other parameters are constant). 

3.3.2 Model equations for the edge and SOL 

More recently, the sheath model was extended in slab geometry using a two

dimensional, two-field fluid model of density n{x, y, t) and potential ¢(x, y, t) where 

x and y denote the radial and toroidal directions respectively [89, 90J. Unlike the 

simple sheath model, the electron continuity and current conservation equations were 

derived so as to include both the edge and SOL regions in a consolidated manner. 

Following the approach by authors in [89, 90J, model equations take the form: 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Here g = Psi R is a measure of the magnetic field curvature, and ( ... ) II signifies an 

average along the field line. Parameters D 1. and v 1. are the normalised diffusion co

efficient and viscosity respectively. The full details cannot be described here but the 

main qualitative points consist of the following: 

• Parallel current jll in the first term on the RHS of equations (3.14) and (3.15) is 

treated differently inside and outside the separatrix. Inside the separatrix where the 

magnetic field lines form nested flux surfaces, jll has a finite parallel divergence and 

is determined by finite parallel resistivity TJ = meveln;e2 where Ve is the collision fre

quency of electron with the background. The turbulence in this region is characterised 
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by radially elongated streamers. Outside the separatrix, the parallel current depends 

on the sheath physics rather than on the collision frequency with th background. 

Boundary conditions associated with th formation of a plasma heath at th divertor 

plate are employed . 

• In order to connect smoothly the dge and SOL region, Bi ai and co-author have 

used spatially varying turn-on functions for the conductivity in the dg and sheath 

conductivities in the SOL [89]. 

-;: .... 

Figur 3.4: Dynamic of a blob marked by the "0" symbol. and ejection into the SOL. 
Th formation of mdial str amers and their subsequent detachment are observed. 

Num ri al imulation u ing thi model how that a sub tantial part of the radial 

particle tr n port in th SOL ('" 60%) is associated with blobs/ filam nts. An example 

i shown in figur 3.4 wh r radially-dir ct d treamers are observ d to form in the 

dg r gion that ub quently d tach and propagate in the SOL. Th trajectories of 

th blobby tru tur ar complicated near th dge-to-SOL region. They are found 

to move radially, toroidally and pin about their axis. Becaus of the complicated 

traj ctorie not all blob ar j ct d at the transition r gion. They show that ra

dial pr pagation only occur b yond a critical distance while many blobs decay before 
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reaching this distance. 

3.3.3 Braginskii equations 

Variants of the equations used by Bisai and co-authors were used earlier by D'Ippolito 

to elucidate the basic physics of blob propagation in the SOL. In [88], D'Ippolito and 

Myra extended the physical arguments of Krasheninnikov [79] by calculations using 

a three-field (density, temperature, potential) Braginskii fluid model. The Braginksii 

equations are a commonly-used fluid description of a plasma which describe the evolu

tion of the first three moments of the Fokker-Plank equation [4]. The modified version 

used by D'Ippolito consists of the following density, temperature and vorticity equa

tions: 

dn 
-;It + 'VII (vlln) - ~n (3.16) 

dTe 2 
dt + 'VII (vIITe) - 3n'VII{I>:II'VIITe) - ~Ei (3.17) 

c? d 2 
'Vllh + ~b x k.'Vp (3.18) -nm-'VJ..¢ -

B2 'dt 

where dldt = DIDt + VE.'V, V E = (c/ B)b x 'V J..¢, b = BIB, k = b· 'Vb is the 

magnetic curvature, VII is the parallel mass flow velocity, ne = ni = n, 1>:11 is the parallel 

heat conductivity, ~ = no(av) is the neutral particle ionisation rate (no is the neutral 

density) and ~ Ei is the total energy required per ionisation. Since ionisation in the far 

SOL can sustain the filaments longer against parallel loss of particles, a simple analytic 

model was used for the density decay time (Tn) to the plates such that Tn = 1/{a -~) 

is determined by the balance between the loss rate due to particle flow to the plates, 

a = 2p;J LII, and the rate of particles that are resupplied by ionisation, ~. 

Unlike I3isai and co-authors, the edge region inside the separatrix was ignored and 

blobs were treated as steady state coherent structures propagating at constant radial 

velocity. In their investigation, the SOL was divided into 2 regions. The first region 

is located within one-exponential decay length from the separatrix and is determined 

by radial diffusion from the core and parallel loss to the sheaths. The second is the far 

SOL, distinguished purely by filamentary transport and neutral ionisation. 

Assuming constant parameters along B, and integrating density, temperature and 

vorticity equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) along the field lines with appropriate sheath 
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boundary conditions leads to the result that density blobs/filaments with Gaussian 

profiles with a full width full maximum of L.l.. propagate outwards with velocity: 

(3.19) 

that is, smaller blobs move faster. Intuitively, smaller filaments move faster because a 

higher internal polarisation density results in a larger Ep1r , and hence a greater Eplr X B 

velocity. The result is the same as that derived by Krashenninikov (see equation (3.13)) 

but without density variations. 

Filament fragmentation 

Because the filament radial velocity (and hence radial particle flux) is sensitive to 

the filament toroidal width L.l.., D'Ippolito and Myra in [83] investigated mechanisms 

that influence this parameter. They showed through 2D simulations that secondary 

instabilities that are driven by the filament pressure profile can cause large filaments 

to bifurcate forming two smaller filaments, which in turn travel faster than the parent 

filaments. An example is shown in figure 3.5 where an initially circular blob distorts 

and splits into two smaller child filaments which are separated in the toroidal direction 

and elongated in the radial direction. Radial and toroidal directions are denoted as x 

and y respectively. Many more details were reported by D'Ippolito [88] and D'Ippolito 

and Myra [83]. These include for example: 

• The temperature decays much more quickly than the density because parallel 

energy transport is much faster than the particle transport . 

• An induced vorticity is also generated due to a radial potential in the filament. 

This subsequently leads to an azimuthal rotation of the filament about its axis. 

3.3.4 BOUT simulation code 

The BOUndary Turbulence (BOUT) code [91, 92] is a 2-fiuid edge plasma sim

ulation code. The equations solved are a reduced form of the Braginskii equations 

similar to those derived in ref [93] which reduce the 13 variables present in the Bragin

skii equations to 6: electron density ne , electron and ion temperatures Te , Ti, parallel 

ion velocity ViII, parallel current jll and vorticity. The code was originally written at 
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Figure 3.5: Blob propagation howing bifurcation due to curvature driven interchange 
in tability. R produc d from /83} 

Lawr n Livermore ational Laboratory (LL L) with the purpo e to model large as

p t rati pIa m ; how v r , it ha sinc been adapted and suitably modified by Ben 

Dud on to imulat mall p ct ratio plasmas and particularly the pherical MAST 

pIa rna. 

Th BO T cod i u d to model many plasma instabilitie including drift wave , 

pr ur driv n ballooning mod (ideal and resi tive) and current-gradient driv n 

mod . Fur h rmore, th imulation domain cover both the edg and SOL. The BOUT 

ode i th r for well placed for simulation of filam ntary transport. Initial BOUT 

r ult on rning th g neration and propagation of L-mode filament-like tructures 

at th pI rna dg w r recently present d by Dudson [62]. 

Th imulation produce blob-like tructures at the plasma dge. An exampl of 

thi hown in Figur 3.6 wh re den ity p rturbation of rv 101 m- 3 are located at 

th utboard MAST mid-plan . A plot of d n ity perturbations and ele tric potential 

at th utboard mid-plan as function of radiu and toroidal angle i al 0 hown in 

Figur 3.6(b) . This hows i olated plasma density structures (colours) moving acro 
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Figure 3.6: (a) colour plot of den ity perturbations in the B OUT simulation domain of 
MA ST pla mao (b) d n ity (colour ) and el ctric potential (contour ) at th outboard 
midplan . 

the eparatrix (mark d with a v rtical red line) into the SOL. bipolar structur to 

th 1 tri pot ntial can al 0 be e n, giving rise to a toroidal electri field a ross the 

d n ity blob, and h nc a radial E x B vel city. A phas shift can clearly be seen 

b tw n th den ity and 1 ctric pot ntial. 
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igur 3.7: D n ity (colour) and potential (contour) on flux urfaces for the core, 
paratrix and SOL. Fi ld lin s ar horizontal dashed lines. The location of the outboard 

midplan i indi at d by a vertical r d da hed line. 

Analy i of th magnitude of th BO T drive t rm contributing mo t to th tran-
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port, in both core and SOL regions, indicates a change of behaviour across the LCFS 

[94]: parallel electron conduction is more important in the core, while advection and 

curvature terms dominate in the SOL. An example illustrating this change of behaviour 

is shown in figure 3.7 where the density and potential contours in the core, separatrix 

and SOL regions are plotted as functions of toroidal and poloidal angles. The location 

of the outboard mid plane is indicated by a vertical red dashed line. In the core, the 

turbulence has a three-dimensional character with variations along the field lines, as 

well as in radial and toroidal directions. However, as the density and temperature 

perturbations approach the separatrix, they become aligned with the local magnetic 

field lines forming streamers with a purely 2D dependence. 

3.4 Diamagnetic current 

In contrast to the sheath-limited theories in which parallel currents balance the po

larisation current ensuing from curvature and non-inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, 

a fundamentally different model has been invoked by authors in [80, 95, 96] to explain 

the SOL turbulence: it is asserted by these authors that the turbulence is governed 

by non-linear interchange motions that form as part of the plasma inertial response 

due to curvature drive and the excess pressure relative to the ambient plasma. More 

specifically, the intrinsic pressure gradient of the blob in the region of unfavourable 

magnetic curvature is responsible for a diamagnetic current; this current represents 

the drive of interchange motions. In other words, when the charge separation in the 

blob is dynamically balanced by this diamagnetic current such that: 

(3.20) 

Le. the term V'. jll = 0 in equation (3.9), the result is a large scale radial flow and 

advection in the form of interchange motions. The mechanism is illustrated in figure 

3.8 for a blob of plasma with an excess pressure relative to the ambient plasma. 

ESEL code 

Accordingly, an electrostatic fluid model for the particle density, electric drift vorticity 

and electron temperature was derived and incorporated into a numerical ESEL code. 

This code is a simplified 2D model of the SOL in which blobs are advected through 
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Ie • 0 n 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of interchange mechanism leading to radial motion of a 
blob/filament structure with an excess pressure relative to the ambient plasma. The 
vertical polarisation current is balanced by the diamagnetic current leading to radial 
motion into the SOL. 

the curvature mechanism whil an analytic model is used to determine loss of plasma 

along field line to divertor targets. The dynamics of the parallel currents, the role of 

heaths, and the pre ence of neutrals and impurities were neglected by the authors. 

Howev r, d pit the implicity of the model, many features of the observed turbul nce 

hay be n reprodu d. Turbul nce simulations of TCV midplane SOL plasma was 

suc e fully ben hmark d against turbulence simulations. One example is shown in 

figure 3.9. The dge layer intermittently erupts blob-like structures into the SOL. The 

mu hroom-lik hap of the blob front is associat d with a dipolar vorticity field and 

thu a larg radial el ctric field. 

Evolution of a filament 

The volution of a filam nt has been mod lled by Garcia and co-authors by an 

adv ction-diffu ion equation for th density: 

(an z ) at + B x "V cp. "Vn (3.21) 

Th al ulation tart with a blob of cir ular-cross-section of the form: 

(3.22) 

Diffu ion with diffu ivi ty D would pread the filament as: 

n/ilO [ (x - XO)2 ] 
nfil = 1 + 2'Dt exp 2(1 + 2Dt) . (3.23) 
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Figur 3.9: Spatial structure of (a) the particle density and (b) the electric drift vorticity 
in the interchange simulation using the ESEL code. Exponential contour levelling is 
u ed for the particl density in order to reveal the structure across all regions. 

Figur 3.10 how the filament volution. Initially, the filament accelerat s rapidly and 

trav I a radial di tan of 1- 2 t ime its initial siz . A steep front and a trailing wake 

an b en. Aft r the initial acceleration phas ,the blob reaches a maximum constant 

v locity which i given by: 
v,. 

- rv 

C (
2L1. 6.8) 1/2 

R e (3.24) 

wh r !::::.() i the r lativ change of a thermodynamic variable, (P, Torn) , with respect 

to a background lev 1. Taking the thermodynamic variable to be filam nt density, and 

th background I vel to be that of the imm diate SOL (nsod , this scaling may be 

expr s d in th r duc d form as : 

v,. 
- r-.J 

C ( 2L1.~) ] /2 
R n OL 

(3.25) 

In the lat r tag , the filament/blob characteri tics depend on parameters such as 

th Reynold number (R == 1//)'1/) and Prandtl (Pr == /),/1/) numbers. Author have 

hown that filament undergo trong distortion and obtain a mu hroom-shape cap in 

th toroidal dir tion a hown in figure 3.10. The filament may ubsequently break 

into two ub-filam nt with oppo it vorticity, which might bring the filament to a halt. 

Surpri ingly, equation (3. 25) predicts that larg r filaments travel faster in the SOL 
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Figur 3.10: Evolution of the filament shape according to !80). The behavior has been 
hown to d pend on th R ynolds and Prandtl numbers. 

than mall r filam nt . This is in contrast to the pr diction for the radial velocity in 

th heath-limit d mod I which how an invers -proportionality of Vr with L.l ( ee 

equation 3.13). This would be a cau e for onc rn for first-wall tructures in a tokamak 

III he f t r-moving filam nt would carry mo t of the particle. 



Chapter 4 

Introduction to data 

4.1 Langmuir Probes 

Langmuir probes are one of the oldest ways of diagnosing plasmas, by directly 

sensing particle fluxes. Langmuir probes are bare wires or graphite disks, which are 

inserted into a plasma and electrically biased with respect to a reference electrode to 

collect electron and/or positive ion currents. Because they make direct contact with 

the plasma, they are limited to investigating plasmas that the probe is able to with

stand. This limits their access to the plasma edge. Because the measurement is made 

using particle flux to the probe, the reading is local and care must be taken to ensure 

that the probe is itself not perturbing the plasma to the point where the reading is no 

longer related to that of the unperturbed plasma. 

Langmuir probes can be operated as single probes, measuring either the ion satura

tion current or the floating potential, as sweeping single or as triple probes to determine 

plasma parameters [97]. 

Floating potential 

\Vhen a Langmuir probe comes into contact with a plasma, the electron flux to the 

surface of the probe is greater than the ion flux due to the higher thermal velocity of 

electrons. The surface collects a negative charge and the plasma, depleted of electrons 

acquires a positive charge which sets up an electric field. The field is localised to a small 

region close to the surface due to Debye shielding. The region is known as the sheath, 

and the electric field in this region acts to repel the slower electrons and accelerate the 
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ions until the ion and electron fluxes reach equilibrium. The potential of the surface is 

referred to as the floating potential CPl' 

\Vhen an electrical bias is applied to the probes, the probe tip collects electron and 

ion currents. The usual practice is therefore to either apply a large constant bias, or 

to sweep the voltage around either side the floating potential and record the probe 

current-voltage I-V characteristic. A typical I-V characteristic of a Langmuir probe in 

a plasma is shown in figure 4.1. 

Isat,e 

Ions collected Electrons collected 

sat,; <Pr <Pp \ V 
\ Plasma potential 

Floating potential 

Ion saturation current 

Figure 4.1: Langmuir probe /- V characteristic. 

The potential at the probe corresponding to the zero current is the floating poten

tial, CPl' A Langmuir probe will draw an electron current, Ie, when biased to a voltage 

VB > CPl' Similarly, an ion current is drawn Ii when the probe is biased to a voltage 

at VB < CPl' An expression for the current I to a probe of fixed area Ap , biased to a 

voltage V, is [4]: 

(4.1) 

At sufficiently high negative bias, I ----+ Aph and the current to the probe saturates 

at the level of the ion saturation current denoted ISAT,i: 

(4.2) 

which corresponds to the probe becoming sufficiently negatively charged that all elec

trons are repelled and so the current is limited by the flux of ions entering the sheath 
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at the ion sound speed given by: 

(4.3) 

where Te and Ii are th el ctron and ion temperatures respectively, mj is the ion mass, 

Z is the ion charge state and Ii is the adiabatic oefficient for the ions. 

At sufficiently high positive bias voltage, the electron probe current saturates at the 

level of the electron saturation current: 

( 4.4) 

where 

(4.5) 

i th el ctron thermal v locity. The po itive bias potential corre ponding to th lec-

tron saturation urr nt is referred to as th plasma potential. The electron tempera-

tur T. an be determined from the slope of a semi-log plot of th I - V characteristic. 

Langmuir probe measurem nts are taken at two locations in MAST: by an array 

on th div rtor target plates to measure incident plasma flux and by a reciprocating 

probe at th out r midplane. This second sy tern is equipped with a circular array of 

qually- pa d, flush-mount d Langmuir probe arranged in diam trically opposite 

pair ( figure 4.2). These Langmuir prob are each biased to -200V, and measure 

the ion aturation curr nt , IsAT · 

Figure 4.2: Sch matic (not to scale) showing the reciprocating probe configuration of 
Langmuir probes used in this thesis. 
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4.2 The Photron camera 

Fast Imaging in tokamaks 

The first attempts offast imaging in tokamaks dates back to the mid 1970s when high 

speed cine photographs of DITE [98], ALCATOR A [99] and the ATC [100] tokamaks 

were taken with film speeds running at 5000 frames per second (fps). At the time, 

the first commercial Charged Couple Devices (CCDs) were being designed offering a 

100 x 100 pixel resolution at 2000 fps. Since the 1970s there has been a sustained effort 

to measure and understand plasma edge phenomena through imaging. CCD cameras 

today are routinely capable of 128x40 resolution at 100,000 fps, thereby offering a very 

powerful tool to visualise plasma turbulence at the edge. 

Advantages of the MAST tokamak 

Imaging diagnostics are currently used on several tokamaks including TFTR [101], 

ASDEX-Upgrade [102], JET [103], ALCATOR C-Mod [104, 105, 106] and NSTX [107, 

108, 109, 110]. \Vhile successful in capturing the details of the edge turbulence, nearly 

all imaging diagnostics in these machines make use of localised gas puffing to increase 

light levels. Furthermore, these cameras are restricted to small sections of the plasma 

due to a small plasma-wall/limiter distance which does not typically exceed 12 cm. 

Both these disadvantages are alleviated naturally in the MAST machine which is well 

suited for imaging studies, particularly those of filamentary structures. Indeed, MAST 

benefits from both a large plasma-wall separation and a high neutral density. Owing 

to the large vessel volume/plasma volume ratio, the high neutral density results in 

significant levels of Do; light in the SOL which increases the probability of identifying 

the weakest of edge fluctuations as they propagate well before they hit the first wall. 

Furthermore, the open MAST vessel layout and easy diagnostic access (see figure 1.5) 

mean that cameras, when combined with a fish eye lens may view the entire plasma, 

as shown in the single snapshot of figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Example of full view image in MAST using the Photron camera 

Description of the MAST camera 

The Photron-APX RS camera, shown in figure 4.4, was installed on MAST in Oc

tob r 2005. It i a powerful visualisation tool which allows the capture of fast moving 

stru tur and ubsequent slow motion observation, image processing and analysis. The 

Photron am ra i used to capture a continuous set of images of the MAST plasma 

throughout an entir MAST shot. The unique wide angle view of the plasma and the 

gap b tw en the LCFS and the first wall in MAST allows the radial propagation of any 

moving tru ture to be c1 arly track d without interaction with vessel components. 

The am ra has no fil ters 0 that the light is dominated by Do emission from the 

xcitation of n utral gas by hot plasma electrons. The camera has a uniform (i.e. non 

rolling) 1 ctronic huttering system making it possible to control the exposure time 

regardl of th selected frame rate. By using an exposure time that is shorter than 

th fram time, high-sp d event may be captured as still images without any blur

ring. 

The camera has a CMOS sensor which, like a conventional CCD , consists of an array 

of 1024 x 1024 pixelated metal oxide emiconductors which accumulate the charge in 
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Figur 4.4: The Photron-APX RS camera used in MAST 

a h pix 1 proportional to the 10 al illumination intensity. How v r , in contrast to th 

tandard D t chnology wher (after on integration time) th charge packet of each 

pixel i s quentially ran f rr d to a common output structure for charge-to-voltag 

nv r ion proc dure in the CMOS d tector takes place in each pixel. 

in r adout t chniques allow cameras uch as th Photron APX-RS the 

apability of r ading out onl a ubsection of the sen or which in turn allow increased 

fram rat for mall r r gion . At th full frame size, th cam ra can only record up to 

10,000 fp in uffi i nt for following fast dge dynamics' however , smaller regions may 

b d whi h th n allow a high r fram -rate and tracking of individual feature. 

• r filam nt tudi in his the i , the preferred region of the plasma typically selected 

th midplan vi w, hown by the white re tangular box in figure 4.5. Thi is because 

h midplan vi w av id ref! ted light from poloidal field coils. This vi w also has 

he advantag that radial po ition (which changes the field-line pitch) has little effect 

n fi ld- lin hap a ro thi narrow strip and so the toroidal v locity component can 

b distingui h d fr m r dial v locity. 

igur 4.5 h w the poloidal ro ection of MAST with a typical equilibrium in a 

doubl null on figuration. Shown on the figure are the location of inboard and out

board targ t ,th midplane 10 ation of the reciprocating prob and th field of view 

f th am r wh n in fast mod . The bright spot on the midplane centre olumn is 

du t th g f dud for fu lling the pIa rna. 
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Figur 4.5: Poloidal cro s section of MAST with a typical equilibrium in a double null 
onfiguration. Shown on the figure are the midplane location of the reciprocating probe 

and th fi ld of vi w of the camera when in fast mode. The bright spot on the midplane 
ntr column i du to the gas feed used for fuelling the plasma. 

4.3 Background subtraction 

In ord l' to di tingui h th Dc> emi ion of the filament from the overall slowly

varying ba kgr und , an image-proce sing t chnique developed in [94] is used , whereby 

for a h fram , a minimum light intensity (i .. background) is calculated for each pixel 

ov l' a variable numb l' (6-21) of neighbouring frames, and ubsequently subtracted 

from h original pix 1. An example of this imag processing is pr ented in figure 

4.6: (a) a typi al camera imag during an inter-ELM period (resolut ion 512x462 at a 

p d of 3 kHz and 11 I-" xpo ur time) , (b) the minimum background calculated over 

11 fram (th intensity i a ignificant fraction (typically up to 80%) of th original 

imag ), and ( ) the re ult of ubtracting the calculated minimum from the original 
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image; note that this image (figure 4.6( c)) is also gamma-corr ct d and amplifi d for 

illu tration purposes only and does not form part of the imag analysis procedure. 

Figure 4.6: Full view images of the MAST plasma. Shown from left to right are a) the 
original b) calculated background and c) subtracted images. Note that in (c) gamma 
corn ction and amplification are also used for illustration only. 

Th ba kground ubtraction produces the image in figure 4.6( c) which rev als the 

f relativ ly dim features across the ntire plasma boundary - these are the 

int r- LM filament. It i important to note that while some filaments are observ d in 

th raw imag the background subtraction method allows the les bright fil aments to 

ily en. Figure 4.6(c) indicate that in common to both ELM and L-mode 

imag , and d pite a e mingly quiescent SOL marking a reduction in the magnitude 

of r -fi ld tran port , filam ntary structur s during H-mode int r-ELM periods also 

xi t , and as will be hown in the n xt chapt r, contribute dir ctly to t ransport . 

(1) varying th number offrames over which the minimum background 

cal ulat d , and (2) r p ating thi for a wid range of discharges and for different 

ph (L-m de and H-mod ), have been performed to verify that the subtraction 

t hnique do not rtificially generate these structures. Furthermore, a strong cor

r lation (whi h will be hown in chatper 6) between Langmuir prob and image data 

for th tructur provid further evidence for the robustnes of the background 

subtraction t chniqu . Th background ubtraction is valid for L-mode and inter-ELM 

ph but annot be applied to the ELM. 
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Analysis of camera images 

This chapter describes the analysis of the camera images. Features in the images 

are located by manual tracking of projected field-lines from EFIT magnetic reconstruc

tions onto the images. An automated method of field-line projection is used to calculate 

the mean image intensity along field-lines leading to intensity signals as a function of 

toroidal angle. Peak detection algorithms are then applied to these signals in order to 

determine properties such as pseudo mode numbers, sizes, toroidal and radial velocities 

of the filaments. Examples of radial and toroidal propagation are outlined and their 

dependence on plasma parameters is measured. Finally, properties of inter-ELM fila

ments are compared and contrasted with those of L-mode and ELM filaments. 

5.1 Camera calibration 

In order to extract any useful information from the 2D images, it is necessary to 

calibrate the camera so that the line of sight through each camera pixel on the CCD is 

known. From known 3D world (X, Y, Z) coordinates, it is possible to reconstruct the 

corresponding 2D (x, y) image coordinates in a simple camera model. Such a model 

d('pends on camera parameters, namely: 

• Position of the camera denoted here as X CAM , YCAM , ZCAM. In figure 5.1, these 

are expressed in terms of the world plane distance from the centre of the camera 

lens along the optical axis, and is denoted I. 
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Figure 5.l: Camera projection model 

• Focal I ngth f of th amera which i the distance of th imag plan from th 

entr of the am ra lens along the optical axis of the camera. 

• Tilt , pan and and wing angle denot d r pectively t , p and s. The pan angl i 

th h rizontal angl of the optical axis with r pect to th Y axis. The tilt angl 

i d fin d as th v rti al angle of the opti al axis of the amera relative to th Y 

ax] f the world coordinate y tern. Th wing angle i the rotation angle of the 

am ra along it opti al axis. 

• i tortion of th image due to fi h- y len. 

In th of di tortion, hi calibration i a hieved u ing a similar method u ed 

to alibr t a road raffi amera for vi ual traffic surveillanc [l11]. A suming that 

Q(XQ, YQ, ZQ) i an arbitrary point in the 3D (X,Y Z) world , and q(xq Yq) is it cor

r ponding imag point in th (x,y) plane, a forward mapping function <1> : 

q = <1> (Q) (5. 1) 
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is calculated according to the projection equation: 

x XQ 

Y 
=T.R.P 

YQ (5.2) 
z ZQ 

0 1 

where T, Rand P are translation, rotation and perspective transforms respectively. 

Further details can be found in [111] and the expressions of these matrices are given 

below for completeness. 

The rotation transform is expressed as: 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 
(5.3) T= 

0 a 1 0 

-XCAM -YCAM -ZCAM 1 

The rotation transform is the product of three matrices, Rx, Ry and Rz - each repre

senting rotation with respect to the X, Y and Z axis respectively. 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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Finally, in order to simulate perspective distortion, the projection equation as expressed 

in equation (5.2) includes: 

1 0 0 

0 0 1/ f p= (5.7) 
0 1 0 

0 0 0 

By substituting XCAM = 1 sin p cos t, YCAM = -1 cos p cos t, ZCAM = -1 sin t and re

arranging equation (5.2), the x-coordinate Xq is given by: 

X Q ( cos p sin s + sin p sin t sin s) 

f +YQ(sinpcoss - cospsintsins) 

+ZQ cos t sin s 
x - ---==---------------=--

q - - XQ sin p cos t + YQ cos P cos t + ZQ sin t + I' 

and the y-coordinate Yq is expressed as: 

XQ( - cos psin s + sinpsin t sin s) 

f +Yd - sinpsin s - cospsin t sin s) 

+ZQ cos t cos s 

Yq = -XQ sin p cos t + YQ cos pcos t + ZQ sin t + I 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

The general expressions for the image coordinates given by equations (5.8) and (5.9) 

take simpler forms due to the MAST camera set-up: Mounted at the mid-plane and 

located approximately at 2.16 m in major radius, the MAST camera is fixed hori

zontally and views the entire plasma through a relay fish-eye lens of focal length 4.8 

mm, with no tilting, panning or swing. The relevant projection equations thus become: 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

These equations were adapted into an initial IDL code where refinement and cali

bration of the camera model was subsequently necessary to ensure accurate projection. 
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A eri of y tematic te t was conducted by projecting MAST vessel components 

uch as th centre-column and poloidal field coils (whose 3D coordinates are known to 

b tt r than a centimetre) and matching their locations in the images. 

igur . .2: Th 3D oordinat of MAST components within vessel are known at an 
(Lerum y of ±1 em. hown i th 3D graphic repTi s ntation of the MAST vessel in
cluding fit . P5 and P6 poloidal oil (in white), the center column (in red) and the 
rlil ri01' plat (in blu ). 

igur .2 sh w ' a 3 r nd ring of th MAST v sel with the poloidal oil and the 

nt r 11II11n and the liv rt r plat mark d by th white, r d and blue lines re pec-

tiv ly. 

ull vi w imag ' fr m th tart and nd of di harg s during breakdown and at di -

rupt ion: r sp ,tiv Iy w r u ' d ince th v I i w ll-illuminat d during these time 

wit hout bing b:cur I by th pIa mao In ord r to verify accurat projection, the align-

1!l nt f th 'am rc w ' hang d manually (in oftware) through a series of iteration , 

until a fit was found t all tructur . Figur 5.3 hows an exampl of this calibration 

wh r in (a) v sel 

p I idal (' ils and th 

en during di ruption and (b) P5 , P6 

nt r- olumn are proj ct -d by the whit lines. 
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Figur .3: hown in (a) i th Photron image of the MAST vessel at di ruption 
l arly indi ating th location of c rtain ves el components used in th benchmarking 

of th proj ction (b) th am imag a (a) with projected PS, P6 poloidal coil and 
nt r- olumn in whit . 

am r 

am ra 1 I n with a barrel-type di tortion , i.e. the di -

rti n wh r th magnification d creas wi h di tance from th optical axi . Th 

borne urv d. Inve tiga ion into th <Ii torti 11 has th traight lin 

ff arri d out in th laboratory. Th orre tion w re de-

t rmin d analyti ally by m urem nt of distorted images of traight lin s forming a 

r tangulc (' (.r y) grid: d viation in x and y oordinat s of point tracing a line are 

m asur I n a r tangular grid. line of b t fit to the deviation th n determin th 

nalyt i 'al rr ti n t pr j tion quation. It w found during th inve tigation 

that thi ' dd rti n w not ignifi ant. 

am 

h larg .' t 

I n. which r 

n t 

Ul' of rl' r in he proj tion w due to th movem nt of the relay 

in th . mov m nt of th opti al axi. Thi occurred mainly dur-

illg aM T 'h t dll t I mov m nt ially at breakdown and di ruption . 

n MA T operating day wh r routine main-

t nanc task. n th r diagno ti in he 

m rc w r id ntified to b the in vitabl 

xperimental ar a urrounding the 

au e of camera mov ment. It was there-
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fore essential to account for both sources of movement on a shot-to-shot basis without 

intervention in the ~IAST area. This was achieved by allowing a small adjustment in 

software of pixel offsets ~x and Ay of the optical axis. The ~x and ~y pixel offsets 

would be used to re-align the image relative to a known component. An automatic 

method was also introduced where the difference between the projected contours of the 

centre-column and that of the image would be determined and corrected throughout 

the shot if this difference was larger than 5 pixels; however, manual checks were always 

pr{'ferrro. 

5.2 Magnetic reconstruction using EFIT 

Since the filaments appear to be field-aligned density structures, equilibrium mag

ndic fidd lines are used to track the filaments. This analysis procedure is now de

scril)('d in this s('ction. Having calibrated the camera system and optimised the projec

tion, magnetic r('('onstructions of equilibrium l1AST discharges using the EFIT code 

[112, 113, 114, 115, 116] are used to calculate the 3D shape of magnetic field-lines at 

varying radii and toroidal angles. The 3D structures are then projected onto the 2D 

image's to match the observed filam{'nts. An example of this procedure is shown in 

figure 5.4 w}l('re a fidd line is projected at 20 cm from the last closed flux surface 

(LCFS) to match the observed filament which is shown more clearly in the background 

subtractC'ci images (b) and (c). 

This analysis pro('C'dure described above is done in the following steps: 

• A lllagnd ic ('quilibrium is calculated for the discharge at the required time to. 

This is achi('v('(1 by calling the EFIT code and is done to within 200 J1S of to· 

This [('suits in a 20 cross-s('Ction (assuming toroidal symmetry) of poloidal and 

toroidal magn('tic fidd strmgth and the location of the LCFS in major radius is 

also <kt<'rmilH'd . 

• Starting at the mid-plane z = 0 and radius of the LCFS, and for a given toroidal 

angle, the magn('tic fi('ld is followed in both directions towards upper and lower 

targ('ts. This giv('s the shape of a single field-line in 3D. Due to the toroidal 

symlllf'try of the total magnetic field, this field-line can then be rotated toroid ally 
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to map out the flux-surface at the chosen radius . 

• The 3D calculated field is then mapped onto 2D pixel locations using the projec

tion method taking into account camera characteristics. To fit fi laments in the 

toroidal dir tion, th toroidal angle is changed and the mapping re-calculated 

until the ob rv d filament in the image is matched to the observed field-line . 

• To fit filam nt in th radial direction, the proc dure described above is usually 

r p at d for a range of field lines which are g nerated in 1 cm step from the 

L F . 

"igur .4: hown a11 (a) half vi w imag of the MAST pla ma with a filament clearly 
mark d by a whit olid lin. (b), (c) the background subtracted images of (a) showing 
til proJ(ction of a fi ld lin proj ct d at 20 cm from the LCFS providing a good fit to 
tit ob rv d filam nt. Th 11 i no difference between (b) and (c) except the projected 
fi ld lin in ( ). 

ru ially h tra king f fil am nt i made po ible not only because of their field

align d pr p rty but b au hang in radiu of th field-lin from the LCFS in the 

MA rna hin hay an b rvabl ffe t on the field-line pitch. This in turn i due 

t th sph ri al t karnak ge m tr. hown in figure 5.5 are the 3D repre entation 

f fi ld-lin . at an arbitr rily-fix d toroidal angl proj cted in 1 cm tep from the 

L h twi ting ff t i b tter illu trated in t he second plot figure 5.5(b) where 

th " IT-g n rat d fi ld-lin ar plotted in (</>, Z) pac . Thi hows more clearly 
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that a th filament is radially-propagating, and in order to follow the local magnetic 

fi ld-lin th filament becomes st eper as it moves outward starting from a position 

(a) 

I 
N 

(b) 
a 

0.2 

E N 0.0 

2 " 
'. 

, . 

1 

" 

0 

, , . ' , 

, 1 

separatrix 
Inside separatrix 

Outside separatrix 

-20 o 
~ [deg] 

20 40 

• igm 5,: hown ar (a) 3D r pr ntation of a field-line for a fixed toroidal angle in 1 
rTn 'I p from til L 'F . Th filam nt in gr en i at the LCPS, (b) 2D r pr sentation 
of a fi ld-lm in Z ¢ pa from ~rLCF = -2 em inside the separatrix (blue), at 
Iii . pam/1'ir (r d) to a po ition ~TLCF = 15 cm outide the eparatrix (black). A 
~i.9nifi ant chang( of fh pit h angl i ob erved out ide the paratrix. The varying 
fi ld-linc pzirh fore . th . filam nt to b come t eper (i .. mor inclined) with distance 
in til OL to follow tit magn tic fi ld line. 
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in ide the eparatrix ~rLCFS = -2 cm, through the separatrix marked by the r d lin , 

to a po ition ~rLcFs = 15 cm. The implication here is that there is significant change 

in the field-line pitch angle that a tracking of filaments during their radial motion is 

po ible out id the eparatrix. 

In addition to the above, and when mapped onto t he 2D images, the toroidal po ition 

an b det rmin d to wi thin 10. This estimate for the radial accuracy is determin d 

b me uring th minimum angular hift between adjac nt field-line which can be 

r olv d for a fixed radial tep. So, for a radial accuracy of lcm (i.e, field-lines are 

g n rat d, mapp d and follow d in lcm steps), the difference in angle in (</J, Z) pac 

for a h pair of on ecutive fi ld-lines in the SOL at a fixed height around the mid

plan must xc d th minimum angular r olution of 10. This has b n determined 

by al ulating th inclination diff rence b tween adj acent field lines at a height of 

Z = - O.ISm blow th mid-plane. 
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• igur 5. hOUln ar (a) th m a u~ d pitch angle change at Z = - 0.15 m below the 
mid-plan Jorach pair oj OT! cutiv fi ld-line a a function of ~rLcFs) (b) show 
th inl r dion of th Z = -0.15 m lin with EFIT- calculated fi eld-lines which have 
b n gcn rat .d in 1 em t p 

igur 1':. '(a) h w th m ur d pitch angle chang at Z = -0.15 m below the mid-
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plane for a h pair of can ecutive field-lines as a function of !:::..rLcFS (the distance away 

from the LCFS). Figur 5.6(b) how the intersection of the Z = -0.15 m line with 

the gen rated field-lin which have been generat d in 1 cm step. 

A an b en, a radial accuracy of 1 cm is maintain d up to a di tance of 15 cm where 

the minimum angle hange i approximately 10. Beyond thi di tance the minimum 

angular paration fall to 0.50 but filaments in this thesis will not be tracked beyond 

thi distanc. Howev r, it i important to not that in reality radial and toroidal 

motion are not entir ly decoupled. A will be shown later, filaments are seen to 

propagat in toroidal and radial directions simultaneously. 

Div rtor vi w 

It follow fr m figur 5.6 that th optimum choice of cam ra views for tracking fi ld

lin ar th e n ar th mid-plane because of th ignificant changes of pitch angle 

as a fun tion f L di tanc . Thi i in stark ontrast to r gion near he X-point 

r gi n: igur 5.7 h w th twi t ing of field-lines in 1 cm t p near th magnetic 

·1.05 

·1.10 

·1.20 L
---

Outside separatrix 

-40 -20 o 20 40 

~ [deg] 

• igur .7: Tw· ting of a filam nt n ar the X-point region a it propagat s radially in 
1 em . !('po' from lh LeF outward. Th filament in 1"< d i at the LeFS. Di tinction 
b !wan filarn nt b yond Q m out id th LeFS i more difficult. 

null point fr m 6rLC'F = -2 m in id the paratrix (blue), at the eparatrix (red) 

t up .'iti n6rL F = 10 moutid the 

distincti n b tw n fi lei-lin mu hI 

paratrix (black). It can be s en that th 

obviou near the X-point region, p cially 
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after a distance of 2 cm. 

5.2.1 Manual tracking of filaments 

Since the analysis process involves several steps, ranging systematically from: 

• loading the images according to the time and discharge, 

• reconstruction of the magnetic equilibrium and field line generation using the 

EFIT code, 

• proj('('tion of the 3D data (field lines and vessel components) onto the images, 

all the while allowing for easy use and simple comparisons between consecutive frames 

from the same/or different discharges, a suite of analysis codes was developed to max

imise effidC'llcy of performing all these steps. 

The DEFI:\ER code was developed, and makes use of the IDL interactive widget 

facilities. A sample snapshot of the interactive widget can be seen in figure 5.8. In 

addition to the steps outlined above, the code also allows the user to: 

• ea.o.;iiy optimise the important projection parameters such as the focal length, 

and ('orrect for any mis-alignement of the optical axis by projection of vessel 

components, 

• ('l1han('e images by increasing the image brightness and applying the non-linear 

gamma correct ion process in order to enhance certain features, 

• manually track fidel-lines in single or consecutive frames, in both radial and 

toroidal din'('t ions. Indt'<,d, a crucial feature is the straightforward selection of 

the raelial position of gen('ratrd field-lines, which can then be easily changed and 

mapl}('d when sei('ct('d. The field-line for a given radius may also be rotated 

toroidally hy moving the cursor on the sliding bar representing the full range of 

toroidal angle'. The radial and toroidal positions of individual filaments can then 

he manually dd('rmin('d by choosing the best fit between the mapped field line 

and the ohs('rwd filam('nt. 
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igur' r: The definer program: Du to axi ymm try of the magnetic field, mapped 
jif'ld-llT/uj mn b ro tatcd toroidally at any giv n radiu , or moved radially for a fixed 
toroufai angie TIl radial and toroidal po ition of individual filaments can then be 
ril'lf'nTllTl((i manually by choo ing th b t fit b tw en the mapped field line and the 
ob. enJ( d filaTflent. 
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5.2.2 Semi-automated tracking of filaments 

\Vhen locating filaments and tracking their radial and toroidal motions, manual 

analysis has the advantage that unusual situations or spurious noise can be dealt with. 

However, manual analysis is time-consuming and limited to small samples. An auto

mated mode of analysis is needed in addition to the manual tracking, to overcome the 

limitations of small samples, time constraints and subjective judgements. To this end, 

a semi-automated mode of analysis is also adopted in which a radial position is fixed 

a priori and the toroidal locations are determined. As will be shown, although this 

solution is not perfect since the radial position needs to be fixed, it has the advan

tage of removing subjective judgements from the analysis, and is particularly useful 

for inter-ELM filaments since measurements of their spatio-temporal evolution (as will 

be shown in section 5.4) show that the majority of filaments remain near the LCFS. 

More specifically, the following stages are followed: 

• The radial position is fixed at the LCFS (or another chosen radius), and field-lines 

are mapped in 0.50 steps over a chosen toroidal range b.¢. The toroidal range 

can be chosen so as to span the whole plasma in full view images, or a smaller 

range for smaller camera images. 

• For each toroidal location, the intensity is calculated as the mean image intensity 

along a projected field-line at that angle. Each field-line is then ascribed an 

average intensity (J) which is stored along with the field-line angle. 

The toroidal locations of the filaments are subsequently obtained by: 

• unfolding the total intensities so as to obtain an intensity as a function of toroidal 

angle trace I ( ¢ ), where 

[ '"' i=t:l¢>[-( AR .) ¢> = Li=O U LCFS,Z, (5.12) 

corresponding to all mapped field-lines, and 

• and applying suitable peak detection algorithms. 

A veraging along the field line has the advantage of picking out peaks in intensity which 

are aligned with the field-lines, while reducing the amplitude of noise which will not 
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b aligned with th proj t fi ld-lin ote al 0 that ince the image inten ity 

may vary ignifi antly acro th imag p cially in the div rtor r gion (where the 

light int n 'ity dominat ), the 1 ngth of proj ct d field-lines in the analy i method is 

ropp d to a p ifi r gion of int re t which i elected at the tart. This has the effect 

f r dueing th t of ambi nt light in bright ar as which would oth rwise di tort 

th r 'ult '. Finally. not that the umption of a fixed radial po ition introduce a 

furth rune rtainty of f'V 2° in toroidal angle for each 1 cm d viation in radial po ition. 

An ('xamplc f thi · t hniqu i illu trat d in figur 5.9. H r , the radial po ition of 

fi ld-lin i: cho. n to b th L F . 

10 20 3Q 40 50 60 
~q> (deg) 

i~III(' 5.( : (a): full I U III imag with up rpo ed fi ld Line, (b): average intensity 
1Tl({l 1lT((/ alon,! ((/ch 1J7U)(ricd field lin panning th toroidal angl hown in (a). The 
TT/(umlfL (1fIOTI..(([ by conflTltLow d lin ) co"..,., pond to filam nt , and the minima 
(do , hid btl/( !tw.). (c) fhl .1 di t dfilam nt numb r, d 1 3 in (b) ar, hown along 
IIllh Ot/If 1 jll Irl· il1l( 8. (d) the background. ubtracted imag hown for rep r, nee. ote 
III( far Itfl jii(lTT/c7If /11 (c) I not con id d in toroidal rang b.¢>. Th filam nt Labell d 
1 / ... a IO/J/ 11Ifl71 Ify ftla1n( lIf . 
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Shown is (a) the background-subtracted inter-EL:~I image with 130 projected field

lines on the near side of the plasma at 0.50 intervals covering a toroidal angle ~<fJ == 650 

as indicated by the white arrow, (b) the unfolded total intensity as a function of ~<fJ 

clearly showing the existence of three peaks with varying intensities within ~<fJ, (c) is 

the result of this technique applied for the same inter-EL~I frame to a full toroidal turn, 

(d) the background-subtracted image is shown for reference. The field-line averaging 

procedure is limited to the image intensity bounded by the red box. 

As can be seen from the I(<fJ) trace, peaks (marked by solid red lines in 5.9(b)) and 

troughs (blue dashed lines) are found within ~<fJ and their positions recorded. \Vhen 

projecting the field-lines at the toroidal locations of the three maxima, the field-lines 

are indeed found to correspond with the locations of the visible filaments seen in the 

image. The minima which exist either side of each maximum are also stored sin~e 

their locations can be used as a first approximation for filament boundaries. Applying 

this technique to the full toroidal turn in (c) leads to all filaments being detected. 

Filaments on the side nearer the camera (near filaments) are marked by solid blue lines 

while those on the far side of the plasma (far filaments) are marked by the magenta 

lines. As can be seen, despite the initial assumption of a fixed radial position, filaments 

are successfully localised using this technique. 

5.2.3 Effect of far/near filaments on J(¢) 

Effect of far/near filaments on I( if» 

Since the measured image intensity in the field-line fitting procedure is a combination 

of the intensity of the far (near) filaments for a given angle with a contribution from 

the near (far) filaments, a clarification of the effects of spurious contributions on the 

field-line fitting is now made. For this, it is important to note that near filaments are 

located at "" 0.7 m, and will appear as a result to be wider than the far filaments 

located at "" 3.5 m from the camera. As a result, although the total amount of light 

from near filaments is greater than from far filaments, the increased apparent breadth 

of the near filaments makes them appear faint relative to the far filaments which appear 

brighter. It is for this reason that, when fitting field-lines on the far side of the plasma, 

the contribution from the broad faint near filaments can be ignored since it is spread 
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ov r many far filam nt. n xampl f t hi i wn ill figur .10 wh r th n ar 

fil am nt indi at d b th r d d ubi arr win th r tangu lar b x 

far filament . 

pr ad.' r man 

Figure 5.10: (aJ: full view image of inter-ELM fram . In region A the contribution 
of near filaments i pr ad over many far filam nts. Region B ha the advantag of no 
background light. A compari on of I (</» trac obtained in r gion B and C confirm that 
far filaments have no ignificant effect on th I (</» ignal. Example of J (</» m asured 
along centre-column i the vertical ignal n xt to main image. 

Furthermore, the rver e ituation i al 0 tru : al hough th fil am nt on th far sid ar 

g nerally brighter and ' apparently" narrow r, th ir ontribution to th light inten ity 

when fitting field-line on th near id can al 0 b ignor d du mainl to th diff ren 

in field-line pitche betw n n ar and far id fil am nt . it i the 

average inten ity that i calculated for ea h n ar fi Id lin hi m an th ontribution 

of even the bright t of far filament will onI aff t a mall numb r of pix I along th 

near filament. In order to verify thi a ompari on i mad of th I I/> igna l obtain d 

from the analy i proc due i appli d parat ly to tw di tin r gion : (1) th 
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column region where there is no contribution of background light (see region I3 in figure 

5.10) and (2) an adjacent region (region C) where the image intensity is a combination 

of both near and far filaments. It was found from the comparison that no significant 

effect was found on the shape of the Icf> signals. Inclusion of the far filaments may result 

in a small distortion to the measured shape of the peak in the I (<p) trace, but does not 

significantly alter the location or number of observed peaks. 

5.3 Light intensity comparison 

Another example of semi-automated detection is presented in figure 5.11. Posi

tions of filaments in L-mode, inter-ELl\1 and ELM phases that cover the toroidal angle 

A<p f"o,J 110° on the near side to the camera are found, and their light intensities are 

measured and compared. Note that light intensity measurements of field-lines, when 

mapping at half-degree steps, are restricted to the centre column region only (marked 

by the dashed white box in figure 5.11(a)). 

Shown are (a,b,c) full view images ofinter-ELl\l, L-mode and ELl\l phases from the 

same discharge (# 15586), and their corresponding traces of light intensity as a function 

of scanned toroidal angle. In (d), the intensity traces of all phases are superposed in 

order to compare the fluctuations of each phase. Because the ELM filaments dominate 

the light emission, all intensities are normalised to the maximum peak ELM ampli

tude. Filaments of each type have been overlaid onto the images such that inter-ELl\I, 

L-mode and ELM filaments are marked by the blue (dotted), red (dashed) and green 

(solid) lines respectively. 

The magnitudes of the relative light intensity fluctuations across the discharge vary 

considerably in the SOL, with maximum registered relative amplitudes of 14, 40 and 

140 in arbitrary units for inter-ELM, L-mode and ELM regimes respectively. 

A complementary piece of information can also be obtained: the number of filaments 

per fixed toroidal angle Ac/>, which is an indicative figure of the quasi toroidal mode 

number, is largest for the L-mode phase, followed by the inter-ELl\I, and lastly the 

ELl\1. 
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(a) Inter-ELM (b) L -mode (c) ELM 
Toroidal angle (deg 0) Toroidal angle (deg 0) 
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Figur 5.11: Intensity trace of mapped fi eld-lines as a function of toroidal angle span
ning the centre-column during (a) inter-ELM, (b) L-mode and (c) ELM periods within 
the sam discharge (shot # 15586); detected filaments ar subsequently projected on 
the carre ponding full view camera images. In (d) the intensity traces are superposed. 
These ar normalised to the peak ELM intensity showing the contrast in measured in
tensities acros the three phases. 

A tati tical analysis of th light intensity for each type of filament is obtained by 

rep at ing th procedure abov for many frames within the same discharge. Though 

fluctuations in the Do light intensity I = noneJ (Te) are due to fluctuations in ither 

n utral den ity no electron d nsity ne or electron temperatur Te, a compari on of 
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light intensity measurement i still useful given that neutral density level do not vary 

ignificantly for a MAST discharge. However, no attempt at directly unfolding density 

fluctuation from light emi ion fluctuations will be made in this thesis. 
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Figur 5.12: PDF of light intensity corresponding to L-mode (dashed-red), inter-ELM 
(dott d-blu ) and ELM (olid-gr: n) filam nts, for the same discharge. The mean inten
ity of ach di tribution and the RMS are plott d in (b). Light intensity of fluctuations 

in th SOL vary con id rably: inter-ELM filaments are the lowest-level fluctuation, 
follow d Lo Ly by the L-mode phase, whilst ELM filaments dominate the light emi -

ion. 

hown in figur 5.12 ar (a) the probability di tribution functions (PDF) for the 

light int n ity, (b) a quantitativ plot howing th mean of each di tribution; the error 

bar ar th RM of each di tribution. Mean values of th PDF are 12, 22 and 63 (in 

arbitrar unit) for int r-ELM, L-mode and ELM phases respe tively. ot that the 

P F int n iti ar not gamma- orr ted or amplifi d. Whil the inter-ELM filament 

w ak t Au tuation in the MAST SOL, the light emi sion of L-mode filament 

i twi that of th inter-ELM; and both th e are much maIler than the stronger 

ELM di turban . 
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5.4 Physical properties 

F ilament w idth m easurement 

As mention d previou ly, estimates of the filament width (L¢» hav b en obtained from 

the width of its corresponding peak in Do. emission. For any given p ak, the method 

is to take the point in the I (¢) trace wher the intensity falls to half the difference be

tw en it maximum and the lowe t of the two neighbouring trough as the half-width 

half maximum (HWHM). The angular siz of the filament is sub quently defin ed as 

twice the HWHM. Indeed, using the HWHM corresponding to the lowe t minimum en

sur the deviation from the actual filament width is minimised. An example is shown 

in figure 5.13. A measur of this angular size, and the plasma outboard edg radius 

(typically 1.4 m on MAST) then allow a conver ion to a width in cm. 

underlying filament profile 

total intensity from 1(<1» 

measured maxima 

measured minima 

Toroidal angle 

half width between maximum and lowest minimum 

distance between measured minima 

filament width quoted as full-width half maximum 

igur 5.13: M a u~ m nt of filament width: method is to take the point in the I (c/J) 
tmc wh r th int n ity fall to half the difference between its maximum and the lowest 
of th two n ighbouring troughs as the half-width half maximum HWHM (indicated by 
th gr n doubt arrow) . Filament width i then quoted as Full Width Half Maximum. 
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The m asurement of fi lam nt widths using this method are a good first approx

imation wh n the filam nts ar regularly spaced; however as will be shown later in 

tion 5.5, paration between filament are not constant and du to toroidal motion 

ar on tantly hanging. Figur 5.14 shows one xample where the close proximity of 

a mall amplitud filam nt ( ee red curve in figure 5. 14) to a neighbouring large am

plitude filam nt (black urve) may I ad to an ov r-estimation of the width of t he larg 

amplitud filam nt. Ind d, due to the cIo e proximity of both filaments, the algorit hm 

for p ak d t tion in the J( cp) ignal only picks out t he larger filament, and record 

th larg filam nt with an ev n larger width (see blue curv ) becau th minimum is 

di pIa d furth r from its true minimum. 

Single large 
filament 

I 

missed filament 

igur .1·1: 'JYLrnpl oj lh a wh r th close overlapping of fi laments lead to an 
Ot em';! ima! ( of the 1i idth of th larg t amplitud fi lament in the J (cp) trace . 

lurril'l fJ 

h m astir d width' fr m th J(cp) tra are overe timat due to broadening which 

r .'IIIt: fr m filmn nt r tati n v r an int gration time. Thi t imated 

in sillllllati 11: wh r th DO' mi ion of a fil am nt i pr crib d as an init ial Gau ian 

pr )fll' and t h 1111 Width Half Iaximum (FWHM) corre ponds to a pre-determin d 

initi I width. sSlIming an a rag toroidal v locity of 9± 2 km S-l (a will be shown 

Int r), it Wf S C und that during a t pical int gration t ime of 10 f.Ls, the final simulated 

filamcllt width (whi hi ' th int grated urn of all Gaussian profile) i broadened by 
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Lt == 4- 6 m. Taking al 0 into account the field line pitch the perp ndicular filam nt 

width (L.t) i given b : 

(5.13) 

wh r Q" i th pit h angl typically'" 30° on MAST. 

PDF of filam nt widths 

Examination of 2000 filament widths in beam-h ated MAST di harg #15622 (Ip 

'" 0.73 1A; B</> '" - 0.51 T; ne/nGW '" 0.3 - 0.5; q95 '" 5.5 - 6.5) reveals the PDF 

hown in figur 5.15. Th PDF i non-gau ian with a p ak value (mo t likely) '" 10 

m and a mean valu L.1 '" 1l.5 m. 
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. jgllr .1 : Probability d n ity function (PDF) of filament p rpendicular widths (L.1) '
tit lop x-axi carr , pond to th original m asur: d widths (L</» . Peak and m an valu 
ar: marked by long and hart da h d lin s r: pectively. 

Th . I ng tail in th di ribu i n i mainly due to th r a on outlined arlier: (a) 

th . urr ne . [ I - pa d and ov rlapping filament who e parate width hav 

filam nt width , and/or (b) nhanced blurring re ulting from 

9 km - 1. In order to t t wh th r the oc urr nce of cIo ely

'pac cl and v rlapping filam nt may lead t a non-gau ian PDF, artificial data w 

t randoml chang th filament eparation. For thi 1 a fixed 

nllmb r f au ian of a giv n width wer add d at random locations on a circular 
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grid , and the inten ity a a function of toroidal angle recorded. The effect of randomly 

changing the filament eparations was to produce a spread of filament separations such 

that the underlying PDFs for fil ament eparations and widths were indeed non-gaussian 

with long extended tails. Crucially, the peak in the distributions was recover d. 

Filament separations 

Th s paration (6.r) between filaments have also been measur d: the PDF, shown 

in figure 5.16, has a peak value (most likely value) of 6..r rv 15 ern and a mean value 

6.r rv 1 m. 
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igur 5.16: PDF of paration betw en filaments (6.r). Peak and mean values are 
mark d by long and hort dash d line respectively. 

Quasi T r idal mod numbers 

lthough r idal mod numb r n is tri tly only defined for a regularly spaced 

tru ur with n p ak toroidally around the tokamak, som measure of quantifying th 

pa ing and th numb r of filaments i still ne d d . For this reason, the terminology 

f a "qua i ' t r id ) mod number i u ed in tead. One method to stimate the quasi 

t r ida) numb r during he int r-ELM period d noted herein a niehn , i to measure 

th fi) m nt parati nand h n to u e the xpr ion: 

nj 1m = 27r R/ 6..r, (5 .14) 

wh r R i th pI m radiu. U ing th peak paration of 6.r rv 15 em (see figure 
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5.16), a peak quasi toroidal mode number nie1m '" 24. The econd m thod is to count 

directly the numb r of ob rv d filament which span the full toroidal circuit in the 

full vi w imag . When maller views ar u d, the method would then consist of 

counting the number of filament over a toroidal domain, and th n to define nie1m = 

number x 360/toroidal domain. Using the cond method wh n filam nt are count d 

over th full toroidal domain , qu i mode numb r within the arne di charge ar found 

to vary ignificantl : th yare found to be in the range 10- 40 with a peak valu of 20 

and a m an, iii 1m '" 26. This estimate i in agreement with th arlier estimat 

of nie1m '" 24 from u ing th peak filam nt paration. Furthermore, the range of 

ob rv d qu i mode numb r for the int r-ELM period is also in good agreem nt with 

th ob rv d mod numb r rang on ASDEX Upgrade using the v rtical Thorn on 

att ring t m [50]. 
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igur .17: Probability d n ity function (PDF) of the number of filaments per toroidal 
irctlil (qua i mod -numb r). P ak and m an value are mark d by long and hart 

da h d lin 1' . P eli ly. 

5.5 Toroidal propagation 

quantitativ m' ur m nt of the patiot mporal evolution of filaments during 

utboard midplan ( 

int grati 11 tim f 7'L . 

apture th fast dynamics, narrow vi w of th 

figur 5.1 ) ar obtain d at a frame rate f 100 kHz and an 
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Figure 5.18: An example of an analysed image with superpos d fi ld-lin marking th 
positions of far filaments. 

Filaments at the far ide of the pIa rna are d t cted in con utive fram for a fix d 

toroidal range I:::.¢ spanning 90° for MAST di charg #16040 (Jp ,....., 0.63 MA; Bcj> ,....., -

0.4 T' (n~ed) rv 1.65 X 1020 m-3 . q95 ,....., 7.2). Figur 5.1 how an xampl of an 

analy d raw mid-plan image (fram #3831) over which sev ra1 field line indi at 

the po ition of the localised filam nts. For ea h frame toroidal po ition of the far 

filament in th toroidal range I:::.¢ have been found from th [ (¢) signals (of that 

frame) using th semi-automated analy is technique. Th e filament po ition ar 

sub equ ntly collected and concat nat d as a function of fram number (time) . Note 

that 10 J.L parate ea h frame. The r ult i pr nted in figur 5.19. Shown are (a) 

the midplan Do ignal as a function of time showing th int r-ELM period, (b) plot 

of the filam nt toroidal location as a function of frame numb r (f=100kHz). 

Th traj torie of individual filam nt are id ntifi d by manually joining int n ity

orr lat d p ak and ar mark d by continuous lines. ote that the error bars ar an 

indication of the r lativ uncertainty in the toroidal po ition. 

Th filamentary tructures can be tracked ov r 5 to 12 fram , i. e, tim scales 1" ,....., 

50 - 120 J.L. In pection of the image al 0 reveal that int r-ELM filam nts for this 

MAST di harg how little sign ofradial propagation (though as will b hown later, 

filam nt do propagate radially outward ): they are found to remain in the immediate 

vicinity of th LCFS, i. . I:::.RLCFS ::; 2cm, while continuously rotating toroid ally in 

th co- urr nt dir ction. During th ir volution the filament ar found to rotate by 

a on tant 2 - 5° v ry 10 J.Ls which corr spond to a toroidal v locity in th range 

5 12.5 km - 1. A uch filament rotate in the arne direction a the ped tal, and at 

a ignificant fraction (up to 75 o/c) of th toroidal pede tal v locity measured by the 

harge x hang r combination p ctro copy sy t m. 

It i al 0 found that wh reas toroidal step for any given filament ar on average 

n tant, the olle tive motions of the filament i more omplex: filaments are not 
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Figur 5.19: (a) The Do signal at the lower outboard target showing in blue the inter
ELM p riod, and (b) plot of the peak toroida llocation in the 0-9(f' range a a fun ction 
of tim . Trajectori s of distinct filaments are marked by continuous lines. 

regularly pac d, and du to differ nt toroidal v locities, t h ir spacings are constantly 

changing. It i for thi r a on that inter-ELM quasi-mode number vary within the 

rang 1040 ( ee figure 5.17). It i important to note that due to the finite lifetime of 

the filam nts , ollision between filament are not ob erv d. 

Finally, a comm nt i made regarding poloidal motion of filament . Du to toroidal 

g ometry, it i impo sible to distingui h between toroidal and poloidal motions, since 

geom trically rotation in both directions are equivalent. Thi is known as the 'Barber 

uch a poloidal motion can be de cribed as a toroidal motion (and 

vic v r a) such that: 

V¢)Vo = tan Q p (5 .15) 
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where Vo is the poloidal velocity and Q p is the inclination of the field lines. In l\IAST, 

Q p rv 30°, and the conversion factor for the velocities is VI/>/Vo rv 1. 73. All rotations 

quoted in this thesis will be assuming only toroidal rotation. 

5.6 Dependence on plasma parameters 

In order to investigate any dependence of filament motion on various plasma pa

rameters, the toroidal rotation of filaments has been tracked in MAST plasmas with a 

wide variety of parameters involving the line-averaged density (fie), the toroidal field 

(B</» , plasma current (Ip) and neutral beam heating power (PNBI ). 

The density scan was performed at similar values of Ip rv 670 kA, toroidal field 

BI/> rv 0.52 T and heating power PNBI rv 3.2 M\V. Note also that mea~urements were 

recorded in the current fiat-top phase of the discharge where all parameters are kept 

constant, and in time intervals of rv 1 ms before and after ELMs. The densities quoted 

here-in are normalised to a critical density called the Greenwald density, new. This 

is an empirically-observed limit of plasma density in tokamaks, and is given by the 

expressIOn: 

(5.16) 

where r is the minor radius measured in m and Ip is the plasma current measured in l\IA. 

As shown in Table 5.6, the low density discharges are characterised by a line-averaged 

plasma density normalised to the Greenwald density, such that 0.3 ~ fie/new ~ 0.5, 

whilst high densities are characterised by 0.55 ~ fie/new ~ 0.8. The threshold be

tween high and low density intervals is simply the definition adopted in this analysis, 

and is not physically motivated. 

Table 5.6: A list of MAST discharges considered in the density scan showing the line
averaged plasma density normalised to the Greenwald density (fie/new), parallel con
nection length (LII) and pedestal density (n~ed) 

Dataset Shot # range Tie/new (LII)(m) 

Low density 18347-18353 0.3-0.5 

High density 18354-18357 0.55-0.8 
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Figur 5.20: PDF of filament toroidal velocity in the case of plasmas at (a) low density 
0.3 ~ fie/nGW ~ 0.5, (b) higher density 0.55 ~ fie/nGW ~ 0.8; (c) plot of the mean 
toroidal velocity as a function of fie/nGW for all scans, where the color coded and 
r pres nt th low and high density cases respectively. PDFs at low fie show no significant 
changes with Vet> rv 9 ± 2 km s-I,- however, PDFs at high fie show a systematic shift 
toward lower toroidal velocities (Vet> rv 5 ± 2 km S-1) with increasing fie. 

Examination of 1000 filaments leads to the result presented in figure 5.20. Shown 

are (a) PDF for the low density scan, (b) PDFs from the high density scan, and (c) 

plot of the mean toroidal velocity values for all scans with error bars ±10" as a function 

of fie/nGw, Wh reas the PDFs in the low density discharg s how little change with 

mean valu of rv 9 km -1, it i found that the PDFs in the high density interval show 

a distinct hift toward lower toroidal velocitie with increasing fie/nGw , The choice of 

cut-off do not change thi overall trend. Regardless of the choice of cut off density the 

main r ult h re is that th ob erved toroidal velocity of inter-ELM filaments d creases 
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with increasing ne/nGW' Furthermore, as will be shown in th following s ction, th 

mid-plane camera images reveal that while lower toroidal propagation velociti s are 

recorded in the higher density intervals, a significant radial propagation of filaments 

into the SOL also occurs in this case. 

Filament angular widths have also been measured in order to inve tigate any de

pendence on density. A total of 350 filaments were sampled in each case and r suIts 

are shown in figure 5.21: there is no significant change in filament widths at high and 

low densities. 
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Figur 5.21: PDFs for filament angular widths at high (solid) and low (dahsed) density 
pla mas. There i no ignificant change of filam ent width with density. 

Scans of toroidal velocity in Ip , B¢ and R B1 have also been performed. Shown in 

figur 5.22 are (a) th PDFs for the two-point current scan, at Ip = 630 and 940 kA, (b) 

th PDFs for the thr e-point NBI power scan taken at PNB1 = 1.4, 2.2 and 3.2 MW and 

( ) th PDF for the two-point toroidal field scan B¢ = 0.42 and 0.51 T; note the B¢ 

can have b n p rformed at high density. For each scan, the mean toroidal velocity 

(V¢) of a h distribution is plotted as a function of the scanning parameter. The error 

bars represent ±la. The PDFs in Ip and PNB1 parameters show no significant change 
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in the mea ured toroidal v lociti . A mall hang annot b - rul d ut for th BI/> 

parameter but it is not significant . 
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Figure 5.22: Shown are (a) the PDFs for the two-point current can at Ip values of 
630 and 940 kA, (b) the PDFs fo r the three-point NBI power can taken at R BI = 
1.4, 2.2 and 3.2 MW and (c) the PDF for the two-point toroidal field can of BI/> = 
0.4 and 0.5 T. Note that the BI/> scans are preformed at high density, whereas Ip and 
R Bl wer performed at low density. For each can, the mean toroidal velocity, Vt/>, of 
each distribution is plotted as a function of the canning param ter. The error bars 
repr sent ±(J. No ignificant change is observed in these scans. 

5.7 · Radial propagation of inter-ELM filaments 

Whilst it was shown in the pr vious e tion that filam nts during int r-ELM peri

od usually remain cIo to the LCFS (6.RLCFS ::; 2cm) with a dominantly toroidal 

rotation, it is found that they do occasionally propagate radially outward; i. . be

yond th inner SOL r gion defined as 6.RLCFS ~ 2cm. Th motion of uch filam nts 

is markedly different from the pr vious description of continuou toroidal rotation. 
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Figure 5.23: Colour plots of inten ity in mid-plane image show a radially-propagating 
tructur . 

An xample i hown in figure 5.23 wh re the mapped image int nsity at th edge of 

a mid-plane image show a radially propagating filament. Similar ob ervations hay 

b n r port don STX [119j· howey r , pr viou ly mentioned in section 2.7.2, their 

vi ws wer con fin d to th poloidal-radial plane due to the diagno tic set-up. Thi 

ction pr nts new data concerning the radial propagation of inter-EL filament. 

5.7.1 Tracking of radial motion 

In ord r to gain more in ight into th radial propagation on MAST an xample i 

hown in figure 5.24 wher the motion of one protruding filam nt and its imm diate 

neighbour are tracked u ing the manual tracking method de cribed in ction 5.2.l. 

For ach frame, the radial di tance of fi lam nt from the LCFS (tlrLcFs) and th 

toroidal st p (tl¢) are imultaneously measured. Figure 5.24 hows in th top left 

corn r the Do: t ime tra e and a equence (a-i) of imag howing th temporal volution 

of four filam nts on th outboard mid-plane during the green-shaded tim lice. The 
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projected field-line for each tra k d filament ar mark d by olour- od d olid lin 

which for clarity xtend beyond th imag boundari . Th EFIT- I ulat d L FS 

i also mapped onto the images mark d by the d h d whit and mag nta lin . Th 

0.25 
0.20 
0.15 
0.10 
0.05 

Da (a.u) versus time (s) 

0.00 ~O.2~88-::----:::0~.28-:-:9-~0.2~90-::------=~-~~-~ 

Figure 5.24: Example of radial propagation of one filament during an inter-ELM pe
riod. Shown are (a) Time trace of the Da ignal showing the inter-ELM period, and 
a quence of images from frames 2338 - 2346 showing the temporal evolution of one 
filament and its immediate neighbours during the period shaded in green. The filament 
marked by the r: d solid line rotates from frame 2338 to 2340 inclusive; the toroidal 
rotation then stop and the radial expansion into the SOL starts from frame 2341 . 

filament marked by the red fi Id line initially rotat s near the LCFS for the first 60 

J-ts until frame 2340; soon after this, the toroidal rotation lows and as it does so, 

the filament accelerate radially outwards leaving the LCFS uch that it i no long r 

attach d to the plasma at the midplane. The tart of the radial expan ion is mpha i ed 

on the image by increased filam nt light emi ion due 0 incr a d intera tion of 

filament plasma el trons with neutrals in th imm diat SOL. The subs quent outward 
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radial drift lasts for '" 60l1s, making th total lif t ime roughly'" 120 11 . During this 

propagation, th radial excursion measure'" 2 cm which orre pond to a on tant 

radial expansion velocity of'" 2 km S-l . 
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Figure 5.25: Radial and toroidal excursions as a function of time for tracked fi laments 
ar shown in (a) and (b) respectively. During the radial expansion of the filament 
marked by th r< d triangle neighbour filaments continue to rotate. 

Shown in figur 5.25 are measures of t he toroidal and radial excursions of each 

track d filam nt from figure 5. 24 a a function of time. Despite o-existing with the 

radially-expanding r d filam nts, the yellow, green and blue fi laments do not I ave the 

dg of th plasma, but continue to rotat . This indicates that the radial motion of 

individual int r-ELM fil am nts are uncorrelat d. 

5.7.2 Dependence of radial motion on plasma density 

In pection of many images across a wide range of discharges with varying plasma 

ondition and parameter indicate that radial expansions during the periods are 

poradic: the number of fil aments which leave the boundary plasma and their relative 

p ne ration into the SOL varies considerably. 

Similarly to toroidal rotation, the radial motion on inter-ELM filam nts is found 

to d p nd trongly on plasma den ity fie . In order to how this a olid line is drawn 
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on two mid-plane images, as shown in figure 5.26. Th Image ar nap hots from a 

high and low density di charge respectiv ly, considered in s ction ( ee Table 5.6). Th 

intensity along thi line is then recorded as a function of tim for ach di charg for 

a period of 4 ms. Figure 5.26 (a,b) shows the colour intensity plot a a function of 

time and distance along the solid line in pixel , for low and high d n ity discharg 

respectively. It is not po sible to convert each pixel into a distance from the LCFS 

ince the midplan view is not tangential to the local field-line and so ob rvation 

here are only qualitative. 
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Figur 5.26: Colour plots of intensity along white solid line as a function of time 
(up to 4000 J-Ls) and distance (in pixels) for (a) low and (b) high den ity discharges. 
The triking ontrast in the radial transport between high and low Tie is immediately 
apparent. At high Tiel there i an enhancement of the radial transport which is marked 
by a significant increa e in the number of fi laments leaving the edge. 

The olour inten ity plots show a dramatic change with Tie : at low Tie a total of 3 

intermittent v nt are detected' these correspond to hort-lived filam nts which leave 

the LCFS and penetrat into t he SOL. At higher Tie, t here i a ignificant increase 
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III the number of intermittent events for the same time window, corresponding to 

an enhancement of the radial transport. There are approximately 5 tim s as many 

filaments leaving the edge of the plasma - compar a frequency of 6 kHz at high fie 

with a minimum of 1 kHz at low fie for these MAST discharges. 

5.7.3 Radial propagation speed s 

The radial po ition from the LCFS (6. rLCFS) of individual inter-ELM fil aments has 

been tracked as a function of time for high and low density discharges as a function of 

time in e l aving th LCFS (see figure 5.27) . Due to the fact filaments leav the LCFS 

individually and at different times in any given inter-ELM period, to has been defined 

as th tim at which ach filament is last in contact with the LCFS. The data has been 

binned in 10 J.L time intervals relative to the to for each filament . For each time period, 

th m an valu and h R.M.S of the distribution has been determined. Figure 5.27 

shows a pI t of th m an value of 6.rLcFs at each bin as a function of time relative 

to to for filam nt at low (0.3 ::; ne/nGW ::; 0.45) and high 0.55 ::; ne/nGW < 0.75 
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igur 5.27: Th radial di tanc of filaments from the LCPS (6.rLcFs) as a function 
of tim r lativ to th point at which the filament left the LCPS (to) for inter-ELM 
filam nt in a low d n ity di charge 0.3 ::; ne/nGW ::; 0.45 and a high density discharge 

hara t ri d by 0.55 ::; ne/nGW ::; 0.75 . The dashed lines represent fits to the radial 
xpan ion a uming a con tant velocity. 
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densities. 

Filaments at high and low densities have been tracked in their radial propagation 

for periods up to 80 J1S and up to distances rv 10 - 12 em from the LCFS. 

During this time, there is no evidence to suggest that, after an initial acceleration, 

filaments accelerate radially away from the edge: For both sets of data presented, linear 

fits corresponding to a constant radial velocity are good fits to the data. 

Filaments in high density discharges expand away on average faster than fila

ments in low density discharges. l\lean radial velocities are rv 1.65±0.15 km S-l and 

rv 1.2±0.1 km S-1 respectively for high and low densities. These results will be dis

cussed later. 

5.8 Comparison with L-mode and ELM filaments 

Having established some of the physical properties of inter-ELM filaments using 

the camera diagnostic alone, it is interesting to compare with L-mode [94J and ELM 

[48, 52] filaments in order to shed some light on underlying driving-processes for inter

ELM transport. These results are summarised in Table 5.7 for the observed lifetime 

(7), radial and perpendicular widths (Lrad and L.1), toroidal mode number n and ve

locities (\1,. and V¢). Note that the radial size of filaments is measured by manually 

fitting field-lines to a side-on filament. Several differences between the filaments are 

apparent, as will now be discussed . 

• ELM and inter-ELM filaments are found to be longer lived than L-mode filaments . 

• Inter-ELM filaments have the largest perpendicular widths (L.1) and are followed 

closely by L-mode filaments. The ELMs, however, are much narrower and have 

a similar extent in the radial direction; thus they are circular structures. The 

inter-ELM filaments are more elliptical in shape and have a narrow radial extent 

relative to their perpendicular width, as shown in the schematic of figure 5.28. 

Both inter-ELM and ELM filaments have a similar radial extent, which is smaller 

than L-mode. 
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Table 5.7: M a urement of the lifetime (r), radial width (Lrad), perpendi ular width 
(L1..) defined as direction perpendicular to both filament and Lrad mod numb r (n) 
range, radial velocity (v,.), toroidal velocity (V</) and standard deviation of filam nt 
during inter-ELM, L-mode and ELM phases. The range of mode number orre pond 
to the numb r of filaments ob erved p r toroidal circuit. Toroidal rotation v lociti 
(V"') ar m a ured from both camera and probe data (des crib d later). Radial velociti 
(Vr) corr pond to measur ments from the camera data only. 

L1.. (cm) Lmd (em) n 11;. (kms-l) V", (km - I) 

9- 12 3- 5 10- 40 1- 2 3- 12.5 

(±1O%) (±10%) (±1O%) (±5o/c) (±5%) 

L-mod 40 60 7- 9 5- 10 20- 50 0.5- 1.5 2- 9 

(±lOo/c) (±10%) (±1O%) (±5o/c) (±5o/c) 

ELM 100 1 0 2- 6 4- 6 10- 20 1- 9 10- 30 

(±1O%) (±10%) (±lOo/c) (±5o/c) (±5%) 

Lperp Inter-ELM ELM L-mode 

igur 5.2 : Illu tration of ELM L-mode and inter-ELM filament izes in both per
p ndieular and radial dir ction . 

• r idal r tation of all fi lament i in t he o-curr nt dire t ion. Th rotation p d 

for L-m d filam nt i typically 3-4 km S-1 , t hough filam nt are ob erv d with a 

hown in table 5.7. In H-mode, th plasma edge rotat faster and 

LM fil am nt how ver, do not rotate much faster t han L-mode filam nts with 

typi al l' tation v 1 itie roughly 3 t ime that of L-mode filam nt . A pos ibl 

xplanati n for thi i that inter-EL and L-mocle filam nts origin at in a imilar 

r gion within th p d tal 10 r to t h plasma edge where the bulk plasma 
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rotation i lower, wherea the ELM filament origin at from d p r within th 

plasma wher the bulk plasma rotation is fast r . Thi would th n indi at that 

the driving m chani m for L-mode and inter-ELM ar imilar, whil both bing 

diff r n to th underlying mechani m r pon ible for the ELM . 

• For both int r-ELM and L-mod filaments, th toroidal rotation v 10 ity w 

found to be on tant for any given filament but to vary between filaments. This 

I ad to con tantl hanging eparation betwe n filament. Thi i in contra t 

to the EL 1 v nt wh re th pacings between fil ament ar on tanto Se figur 

5.29 wh re it an be een that filament are r gularly pa ed with a w 11 d fin d 

mod numb r. It i for th e reasons that a ignificant pr ad in th rang of 

qu i toroidal mode number for L-mod (e Table 2.5) and int r-ELM pha e 

rved wher as the spread in ELM toroidal mode number i I 

ignifi ant ( tabl 2.3). Again the e observations would indicat that int r-

EL 1 and L-mode turbulenc condition are similar whereas the ELM i a di tin t 

1H pI rna in tability markedly different from th g neral turbulent tat of 

int r-ELM and L-mode. 

I. ~ ! \ 
..;.. ~.' .. _. -: ----~ ... : 

I 

.... - . ,,' 

~;<~t ~_ ._ ..... _.~_~. _ 
. -. . -

_ .......... ___ ~l~., .... """-..! •. .... ,_ ._-'- _--:. ... ~ _ ...... ~~ ........ , ~ __ i 

igur 5.29: (a) Do ignal at the midplane showing everal mall ELM. (b) Midplane 
vi w oj a mall ELM on MAST. The mode structure shows a clear pacing between 

ELM filam nt . 

• Alth ugh th dg turbul n IS uppr ss d and the confin ement improv d , th 

tran ition to H-mode doe not m an that filament in inter-ELM periods do not 
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leave the edge plasma. Indeed, the radial propagation of filaments in all regimes 

has been observed. Radial velocities for inter-ELM and L-mode filaments are 

similar in the range 0.5-2 km S-I. ELM filaments, however, are observed to travel 

at much faster speeds which are in the range 2-9 km S-1. A crucial difference is 

that the radial propagation for inter-ELM and L-mode is found to be constant 

(after an initial acceleration), whereas the ELM filaments accelerate explosively 

on the observed transport timescales . 

• The non-global nature of the radial expansion in inter-ELM periods is also unlike 

the EL~l event where all filaments leave the plasma boundary (-albeit at different 

times [69]); instead this transport bears a strong similarity with L-mode filament 

b('haviour where individual filament motions are largely uncorrelated. The non

uniformity of the motion of filaments during inter-EL11 periods is thus suggestive 

that the transport mechanism for inter-ELM periods is similar to that for L-mode 

pcriods, whcreas a different transport mechanism is responsible for the ELM 

filamcnts . 

• ~lca.'iurcm('Ilts of toroidal velocities for L-mode and inter-ELM filaments are also 

similar despite the increase in the pedestal rotation velocity through the L-H 

transition - this may indicate that filaments do not necessarily rotate at the 

plasma rotation velocity. The differences in toroidal velocities between inter

EL~l and ELM filaments may also indicate that both these types of filaments 

originate from different locations within the pedestal, and therefore would point 

to differrnt drive mechanisms. 

Transport during inter-ELM periods bears some similarity with L-mode filament 

behaviour. This is perhaps suggestive that the transport mechanism for inter-ELl\l 

preiods maybe similar to that of L-mode periods, whereas a different mechanism is 

responsible for the ELl\l instability . 

• The non-global nature of the radial expansion is unlike the ELM event where all fila

m('nts leave the plasma boundary (-albeit at different times [?]); instead this transport 

bears a strong similarity with L-mode filament behaviour where individual filament 
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motions are largely uncorrelated. The non-uniformity of the motion of filamC'llts dur

ing inter-ELM periods is thus suggestive that the transport mechanism for inter-ELl\! 

periods is similar to that for L-mode periods, whereas a different transport mechanism 

is responsible for the ELl\! filaments. 
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Chapter 5 

Langmuir Probes Results 

A cross comparison with camera data reveals that small amplitude H-mode fluctu

ations in the ion satuation current (ISAT ) signals correspond to inter-ELM filaments. 

These are found to exist immediately before and after an ELM. Physical properties 

such as width and toroidal motion of inter-ELM filaments are derived from probe data 

and found to agree with camera estimates. Density estimates are also obtained based 

on ISAT values, and a comparison with L-mode and ELM filaments is presented. Fur

thermore, the exponential fall-offs of ISAT are determined experimentally and confirmed 

through simulation of a simple model. Results are combined to test the sheath-limited 

and interchange theories of radial motion of propagating filaments. 

6.1 Intermittency of ISAT trace 

The outboard midplane reciprocating probe (RP) system on l\IAST is equipped 

with a circular array of 8 equally spaced, flush-mounted Langmuir probes arranged in 

diametrically opposite pairs (see figure 4.2). These probes are biased to -200V, and 

measure the ion saturation current, I SAT . An example ISAT time trace for beam-heated 

discharge # 18057 from Langmuir pin 2 is shown in figure 6.1: (a) is the target DOl 

trace as a function of time through the L-H transition, (b) is a plot of the distance 

of the reciprocating probe head from the EFIT-calculated LCFS as a function of time 

and (c) is the resulting time series of the ISAT signal. In addition to the ELl\1 peaks, 

the time series of the ISAT signal reveals a number of intermittent peaks above the 
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standard deviation in several periods separating the large EL:~1 events. These peaks 

are found consistently across all probe pins, albeit with different amplitudes. ~loreover, 

the frequency and amplitude of ISAT fluctuations increase as the probe approaches the 

LCFS. This is particularly evident when the reciprocating probe is near the LCFS, as 

indicated in the shaded band region in figure 6.1. 

6.2 Camera identification of ISAT peaks 

In order to determine if the peaks in the ISAT traces during inter-ELM periods 

are due to filaments, midplane views using the fast camera are combined with the 

reciprocating probe measurements. Figure 6.2 (a) shows a magnified interval of the 

ISAT time trace from figure 6.1{c). The peak highlighted by the shaded region lasts for 

f"V 50 J-ls, is situated at the LCFS, and is shown in the magnified figure 6.2{b). 

Also shown are the successive background-subtracted mid-plane images which span 

the duration of this ISAT peak, obtained at 10 J-lS intervals. A sampling frequency of 

300 kHz for the RP system implies that data is acquired every 3.33 J-lSj so the time 

resolution of 10 JlS is sufficient for a diagnostic comparison with RP data. 

The motion of the filament on the images is tracked and its physical boundaries, 

marked by the solid green lines, are located using the manual tracking method described 

in the previous chapter. The reciprocating probe position corresponds to the dark full 

circle on the midplane views. The filament makes first contact with the probe in frame 

2, establishing a steep front in the ISAT signal. In the following frames, the filament 

rotates past the probe, and the background ISAT level is subsequently restored until 

the arrival of the next filament. 

6.3 Contribution of filaments to ISAT levels 

The cross-comparison between Langmuir probes and fast camera images is proof 

that the small-amplitude peak (relative to ELMs) in H-mode periods corresponds to 

visible filaments passing the probe. \Vhile this is useful, it is not sufficient to assert 

with absolute certainty that the origin of most large-amplitude fluctuations in the ISAT 

signals are due to inter-ELM filaments. It is important therefore to verify whether the 
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Figure 6.1: Data from MAST hot #18057: (a) is the target Da signal as a function of 
tim howing th L-H transition and the appearance of several ELM, (b) is the po ition 
of th 1'< ciprocating probe head r lative to the EFI T-calculated LCFS a a function of 
tim , and in (c) i the ion saturation current ignal as a function of time howing th 
xi t nc of a number of intermittent peak in several inter-ELM period. The ampli

tude of th p ak i above the tandard deviation of the entire ignal. Furthermore, the 
f1'< qu ncy and amplitude of intermittent fluctuations increa e as the probe approaches 
th LCFS. Th dark band corr spond to the inter-ELM period analysed in Figure 6.2. 

peak in th ignal an routinely be u ed to r pr ent the fi lament en in the camera 

imag , or whether th e peaks are ju t the larg fluctuation of a larg r und rlying 

continuou di tribution of I AT signals. In order to check this, th probability density 

of all th I AT valu recorded during an arbitrary inter-EL if p riod i calculat d. 
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Shot- 18057 
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[b] 
0.15 

0.1 

0.0 

248400 

Isat (A) 

Probe tip 2 

248450 248500 248550 
Time (~s) 

Figure 6.2: Analysis of inter-ELM periods for MAST shot 18051: (a) The ion satu
ration current signal as a function of time showing intermittent p aks. (b) A single 
I SAT peak as a function of time lasting rv 50 J-L . Shown to the left of (b) i a sequence 
of mid-plane images showing the toroidal propagation of a ingle inter-ELM filament 
past the probe (seen as a dark circl). The filament boundaries are marked by the gre n 
lines. The filament makes first contact with the probe in frame 2 a hown establishing 
a st ep front in the I SAT trace. In subsequent fram es, the filament rotates toroidally 
past the probe in the camera images, leaving a trailing wake in the I SAT trace. 

The raw data are taken at the LCFS. Figur 6.3 how (a) th I AT from pin 2 (b) 

the target Do ignal of an inter-ELM period la ting over 100 m eparating two large 

ELM and (c) the PDF of ISAT value recorded for the duration of the inter-ELM 

p riod. The data reveals that the und rlying distribution i not continuou . Rather, 

it consi t of a main di tribution with the mergence of a mark d bump-on-tail. Th 

main di tribution ha b n fitted to a Gaussian, marked by th r d dash d line and 
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is centred around 0.03 A. The latter repr nt th ontribu tion of h high fr quency 

low amplitude background of th I SAT ignal. Cru ially, th ontribu tion f the higher 

amplitude fluctuations (corresponding to filaments) is suffici ntly larg that it an be 

seen in the raw dat a (as the bump) . 

1 .2 

1 .0 

co 0 .8 

~ 0 .6 
0 .4 

en 

0 .2 

0 .0 

0 .4 

~ 0.3 

> 

0.0 

Isat signal 

Da 

0.1 0.2 
ISAT (A) 

Shot: - 18355 

0.3 0.4 

Figure 6.3: (a) the I SAT signal from pin 2 (b) the target Do< signal of an inter-ELM 
period lasting over 100 ms separating two large ELMs, and (c) the probability density 
of f SAT values recorded for the duration of the inter-ELM period. 
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6.4 Density of inter-ELM filaments 

\Vhile the ISAT signal is not the fundamental property of the plasma, it is related 

to the number density and the temperature through: 

(6.1) 

where nfil is the filament density. The linear dependence of ISAT on the number density 

and its weaker square root dependence on ion and electron temperatures (via Cs ) are 

sometimes used to justify the assumption that ISAT fluctuations are a reasonable proxy 

for variations in the number density. l\1aking this assumption, and having established 

the physical origin of the fluctuations in the ISAT signals, a number density estimate 

is obtained for filaments in inter-ELM periods from their corresponding ISAT values, 

taken at the LCFS. In order to isolate the structures from the high frequency back

ground, an event detection technique (a standard peak detection algorithm) for the 

ISAT traces is employed: this is performed by defining a threshold level, fixed at 2.50', 

where 0' is the standard deviation of the whole ISAT signal. As such, a total of 233 

filaments are detected and their ISAT values are systematically collected. 

0.30 

~ 
0.25 +oJ 

en 
C 
Q) 0.20 -C 
~ 

+oJ 
0.15 -

.0 
CO 

0.10 .0 
0 
L-

a. 0.05 

0.00 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Isat (A) 

Figure 6.4: PDF of ISAT values corresponding to inter-ELM filaments; the mean value 

is 0.12 A. 
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Figure 6.4 shows the resulting PDF. Inter-EL11 [SAT values are found to be in the 

range 0.04-0.25 A. A peak value of 0.08 A and mean value of 0.12 A are found. 

The ion saturation current density JSAT is given by the measured ion saturation 

current divided by the pin cross section: 

J _ [SAT _ [SAT 
SAT - 2 - 78 5 2 . 

7rTpin . mm 
(6.2) 

From a comparison based on 160 inter-ELU profiles obtained from the edge TS system, 

the edge electron temperature Te during these periods is found to be in the range 10 

- 25 eV at the LCFS [47, 51]. Assuming equal electron and ion temperatures for the 

probe collecting area, a range of ion sound speed values is found such that C~in rv 

32 km s-1, and C:ax rv 49 km S-1. Note that the background SOL temperature is 

estimated at 5 eV. A lower limit for inter-ELU filament number density is estimated 

such that nfilin == JSXT/eC:ax = 6.5 x 1016 m-3. Similarly, a maximum value is 

such that nfilRX == Js;fleC~in = 6.7 x 1017m-3. In conclusion, nlil = f(ISAT, Ii) = 

6.5 x 1016 - 6.7 x 1017(±20%) m-3 . 

A similar analysis has been performed for L-mode filaments: ISAT values are found 

to be in the range 0.2-0.8 A. For measured temperatures in the range 10-40 eV, i.e., 

Cs values in the range 32-63.5 km s-1, the density for L-mode filaments is found to be 

in the range 2.5 x 1017 - 2 x 1018m-3 • The density estimates of inter-ELU, L-mode 

and EL11 filamrnts based on their [SAT values are summarised in table 6.8. 

Table 6.8: The estimated densities for L-mode, inter-ELU and ELU filaments based 
on the mra.'mred range of [SAT values. A range of electron temperatures taken at the 
LCFS from the edge Thomson scattering system is also assumed in this calculation. 
The range of infC'rred densities correspond to the minimum and maximum of both [SAT 
and Te ranges. 

Inter-EL~I 

L-mode 
EL~1 

Ion saturation current 
[SAT[AJ 
0.04-0.2 
0.2-0.8 
0.5-3.5 

Filament temperature 
Tfil[eV] 
10-25 
10-40 
50-80 

Filament density 
nfil[m-3j 

6.5 X 1016 - 6.5 x 1017 

2.5 X 1017 - 2 X 1018 

1 X 1018 - 2 X 1019 

\Vhile the densities for filaments in the inter-ELU phase are lower than those in 

L-mode, both are much smaller than the density of ELU filaments. This observation is 

in qualitative agreement with the PDF of light intensity from imaging data presented 
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in figure 5.12. The agreement is expected since both Do light emission from the camera 

data and ISAT are proportional to the number density. 

It should be noted that filament density estimates, as described above, assume that 

filaments hit the reciprocating Langmuir probe pins flush, and rotate past with a purely 

toroidal rotation, i.e. move past the pin with no net radial motion. In this "ideal" 

scenario, the pin maps out the entire density distribution of the filament; the maximum 

value in the ISAT peak would then correspond to the central area where the filament 

is most dense. However the radial motion of filaments complicates the situation. A 

small velocity component in the radial direction would mean that the Langmuir pin 

would not map the entire filament. Rather, it could make contact with the filament 

in either the dense (central) part or the less dense boundary region of the filament, 

depending on the finer details of each individual filament motion. The implication 

therefore is that ISAT peaks corresponding to radially-propagating filaments would 

underestimate the peak values, and hence affect measurement of the number density. 

The error changes with the velocity ratio v,.jV,p. Nevertheless, despite the complications 

of radial motion, this effect will not present significant deviations from the true values 

when measurements are taken at the LCFS. As such, the values can be treated as good 

first order approximations to real filament density. 

6.5 Toroidal velocity 

From the time shifts (~t) of the ISAT traces of probe tips, and a knowledge of the 

arc tip separations (~s), toroidal rotation velocities of filamentary structures are given 

by: 

V,p rv ~s j ~t. (6.3) 

This calculation is based on two assumptions: firstly, that an inter-ELM filament 

remains as a coherent entity as it rotates past the probe, and secondly that the probe 

does not significantly slow down the filament as it rotates past. Both assumptions 

are reasonable since in figure 6.2, there is no evidence to suggest that filaments either 

disintegrate or that the toroidal velocity decreases. Furthermore, if the filament did 

slow, this would not be problematic for the determination ofthe peak since the position 

of the peak is established in the steep front (see figure 6.2(b)). 
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In order to determine V.p using this approach, 250 peaks are located in the ISAT time 

traces of diametrically opposing probe tips 1 and 5, and the time shift for each peak in 

both signals is subsequently measured. In this case, ~s is simply the diameter. Note 

the caveat of radial propagation as discussed in the previous section also applies to this 

calculation, and therefore measurements are taken at the LCFS to reduce this effect. 

Data are binned according to the maximum sampling frequency of 300 kHz. Shown 

in figure 6.5 is the probability density of the measured time shifts; these have been 

converted to toroidal velocity in the upper horizontal x-axis. Toroidal velocities are in 

the range of 3-12 km s-1 with a peak velocity of 9 km S-I. These ISAT-based estimates 

are in good agre('ment with estimates using the fast camera (see section 5.5). 

Toroidal velocity (km/s) 
0.5 0 10 5 3.3 

~ Time resolution limit. 
0.4 

~ .... 
:= 0.3 
..0 

('CJ 
..0 
00.2 
~ a. 

0.1 
t 

t t 
5 10 15 

Time shift 0.15) 

Figur(' G.5: PDF of toroidal velocity (top x-axis) as calculated from the time shifts 
(bottom x-axi8) in ISAT signals between diametrically opposing tips. The error bars 
rfP'TY'SfTlt the RMS of di8tributions for each bin. The shaded region corresponds to the 
limit of sampling frequency of the RP system (3.33I1 S). 
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6.6 Width estimates 

With a knowledg of toroidal v 10 ity filam nt wid th (L</» may b in f IT d fr m 

the tim duration of corr ponding I SAT p aks, b.T uch tha : 

(6.4) 

T h method here i to take the t im duration width b tw n th maximum valu of th 

I SAT P ak and the fir t minimum (to th left of th peak) typi all the 1 AT P ak 

ar asymmetric as hown in figure 6.6. A hara t ri d 

by a steep front and a slower tra iling wake. Although th t railing wake i only lightl 

t p than the front an over timate of th filam nt width would r ul t if h 

whole I SAT width was u d (i . . th di t anc betw n t he blue da h d v rt i a l lin in 

figure 6.6) . Instead t he widt h of th fi lam nt i defin d as twi e the Half Width Full 

Maximum, as shown by the red line at the base of t h I SAT profil . 

0.7 
steep front . 

0.6 ~ 
,,-... 
.c 0.5 
L-

eo 
'-" ... 0.4 eo 
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Figur 6.6: Characteristic shape of J AT peak showing a teep front with a trailing wake. 

M asur ment ar t aken at the LCFS. Although in general V</> rv 3 - 12 km - 1 , clo 

in pection of t h toroidal x ur ion of the fil ament in th am ra image in the p riod 

of intere t show d that V</> for the majority of fi laments vari on a much mall r range 
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of - 10 km S-l (see for xample figure 5.22) and th refor a m an toroidal v 10 ity 

i u d (V4» rv 9 km - 1 rath r than calculating V4> for each filam nt. Analy i of 250 

filament peaks in a high and low density discharg I ads to the PDF hown in figur 

6.7. The peak width value for inter-ELM fil aments i L 4> rv 13 m, with m an rv 16 

cm. These are similar to the angular width inferr d from th amera da a ( e figur 

5.15). We note that th filament width inf rred from prob data do not vary with 

den ity, again in agr em nt with fast cam ra data (e figur 5.21). 
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Figur 6.7: PDF of widths estimated from duration of I SAT peaks at high (solid) and 
low (da hed) d n ity di charges. Mean value are repre ented by the dashed line. 

6.7 Prox imity to ELMs 

Whil he amera data erved to demonstrate the exi ten e of filaments in the inter

ELM p riod , it was not po. ible to analyse how oon the e appear after the EL 1, 

or how long th y last till th ELM onset. Indeed, int r-EL i.l filament could be seen 

t ill rv 150 11 befor th on et of th EL 1; after thi an underlying ELM precur or 

mod dominat d th image inten ity to the extent that dim int r-EL t1 filament an no 

long r b n. The e d n ity fluctuation are ob erved in th line-integrated d n ity 

xcur ion from int rferometer data, and details can b found in th Ref [51J. Fur-
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thermore. it was not po ible to int r how oon filaments app ar after the ELM v nt , 

due to an incr ase in ov ralllight emi ion resulting from th xplo ive ej ction of the 

(EL~f) filam nt . Th e di advantage are overcome by analy ing ISAT signals which 

how with larity the charact ri tic int r-ELM behaviour b fore and aft r he ELM. 

Figur 6. how (a) an xample I AT from Langmuir pin #2 wh re the fiu tuation 

b twe n two larg t pe-I EL tIs are magnified by a factor rv 15, (b) the corr ponding 

Do: ignal and ( ) the bias voltage of the pin with resp ct to th ve sel (fixed at -200 

). 
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igur .: (a) th J AT from pin 2 (b) the targ t Do: signal of an inter-ELM period 
La l ing ov r 100 m paroting two larg ELMs and (c) th bia voltage on the pin. 
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Two large type-I ELMs are shown in the blue shaded region. For both ELr..fs, [SAT 

peaks can be seen immediately prior to the ELM crash indicating the existence of inter

ELr..1 filaments until the ELM onset. Subsequent to this, a loss of voltage to the pin 

is observed because the power supplies cannot sustain the large currents seen during 

the ELMs. The implication is that a finite amount of time is required for the voltage 

to regain the fixed value of -200 V. Denoting TREC as the time duration between the 

ELM onset and that at which the power supplies recover to the pre-fixed value of -200 

V, it can be seen that in the case of the first ELr..1 in figure 6.8(a) that there exists 

a time delay rv 200 J-LS between TREC and the appearance of the first inter-ELM peak. 

However, this situation is different for the second ELM where the first inter-ELr..l fila

ment appears as soon as the bias voltage resumes to the standard -200V. This example 

therefore shows that inter-ELM filaments appear almost immediately after the ELr..L 

In light of this, it may be speculated that the driving mechanism of the inter-ELr..l 

filaments appears to be distinct of that of the ELr..l phenomenon. The picture which 

emerges is that intermittent filaments in the inter-ELr..f periods exist independent of 

the ELr..l, and are dwarfed by the onset of the ELr..r. Almost immediately after the 

ELM crash, the inter-ELr..l filaments re-appear. 

6.8 ISAT fall-off lengths 

r..lotivated by the radial propagation observed in the camera data, the radial ex

pansion of the filaments can also be captured through Langmuir probe data in terms 

of a radial e-folding length of particles. Assuming [SAT is a good proxy for number 

density, the [SAT fall-off can be taken as a first order approximation for the density 

fall-off. In order to measure the [SAT fall-off, the ISAT peaks corresponding to the fila

mentary structures are selected using the standard peak detection algorithm, and the 

corresponding values are recorded as a function of distance from the LCFS, !:l.rLcFs, 

Furthermore, motivated by the fast camera data where filaments in high Tie were found 

to travel faster than filaments in low Tie discharges, these measurements are performed 

at high (0.55 :::; ne/nGW :::; 0.75) and low (0.3 :::; ne/nGW :::; 0.45) density discharges 

(see table 5.1, section 5.6). Figure 6.9 shows on a log-linear scale the measured values 

of [SAT as a function of !:l.rLcFs. Data have been binned in 1cm intervals and the 
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rror bars are the RMS of the distribution at a h bin. xp n lltial fit f th f 1'111 

xp( - xl A) where A is the e-folding length hay b b th ttl f lata fr III 

1 - 6 em from the LCFS and ar hown by th d hed lin Th fit i lei -£ lcling 

lengths of A rv 41±3 mm at high fie, and A rv 2 ±3 mm at I w fi . 
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Figure 6.9: Log-linear plot of ISAT values corre ponding to int r-ELM filam nt a a 
function of distance from the epamtrix (6.rLCFS) in high (0.55 ::; nelncw ::; 0.75) and 
low (0.3 ::; nelncw ::; 0.45) density discharges. Exponential fits of the data indicat a 
high r fall-off length at higher den ity. 

A simple paradigm frequ ntly u ed in the lit rature (se [11 1 ar r £ ren 

in) i one which as urn the radial extent of a radially-propagating filament to b 

dir tly r lated to the time required for all th parti I within th filam nt to b 10 t 

through parallel transport. For the simpl id ali ation wh re a filam nt propagat 

radially with a y locity 11,., and 10 particle on the ion parall I tran port tim cal 

Til = L lllGs (wh re L II is the conn ction length and s i th ion ound pe d), th 

I SAT -folding I ngth con ider d as a radial ext nt, i d rib d in t rm of LII, Vr and 
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Cs parameters through the relation: 

(6.5) 

\Vhile this paradigm may appear to be a reasonable first approximation, inserting 

typical values for the different parameters leads to values far from those observed 

experimentally. Indeed, taking for the inter-ELM, LII rv 7m, Cs rv 49 km s-1 (Le. 

Te I'V 25eV) and v,. = 1.2 km S-1 (see figure 5.27) yields A =17 cm. This "simple" 

paradigm is therefore not sufficient to explain the number density variations during 

the complex dynamics of a radially propagating structure from the edge. The reason 

for this is that there is no account for the variation of these parameters with radius. In 

order to verify this, simulations of the ion saturation current are performed taking into 

account variations as a function of radius. A filament is assumed to propagate radially 

outwards with a velocity v,. , and lose particles on Til such that: 

v,.(r) Cs(r) 
= 

A(r) LII(r)' 
(6.6) 

where r is the radial coordinate. The code was originally used to successfully describe 

the target profiles and the fraction of power arriving at the targets during EL11s on 

MAST and AUG [120, 121]. 

Filaments are modelled through a flux-tube representation. Two simulated filaments 

with initial radial velocities of 1.65 and 1.20 km s-1 respectively (see figure 5.27), and 

an initial ion temperature of 'Ii =30 eV are populated with 1 million particles which are 

initially distributed according to a Gaussian in the radial and perpendicular directions 

and uniformly in the parallel direction. Each particle within the filament has a velocity 

as derived from a Maxwellian velocity distribution according to the initial temperature 

set above (Le. 'Ii=30 eV). The method here is that for each time point in the simulation, 

the position of each particle is tracked along the relevant field-line until it arrives at the 

target, or intersects the wall. Naturally, as time increases, the total number of particles 

within the filament decreases. It is in this way that the total number of particles is used 

to represent the density variation within the filament (and therefore the corresponding 

[SAT value). In addition to this, the velocity distribution is also re-calculated at each 

time point, and the resulting mean absolute velocity is used as a measure of the ion 

temperature 'Ii. This therefore includes the radial variation of Cs (through 'Ii). The 
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r ult of th imulation is hown in 6.10. Th radial di tributi n f J AT £ r high 

and low den ity cases ar rover d (with e-folding 1 ngth ) in th 

p cifically, the imulated fall-off carr ponding to th high d n it 

1.65 krn S- 1) is A~l~H rv 40 mm while the fall-off length 

(wh r ~. rv 

th 1 w 

d nsity case (wher Vr rv 1.2 km - 1) i A~mv rv 30 mm. Th ar in go d agr m nt 
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Figur 6.10: The radial distributions of (a) ion aturation curr nt, and (b) ion temper
ature at the mid-plane for two simulated filam ents moving with constant radial velocitie 
of 1.65 km S- 1 (dotted) and 1.2 km -1 (dashed) re pectively. 

The r ult of the simulation therefor confirms that the model as hown in quation 

(6.5) i not ufficient in de cribing th campI x dynamic of a filam nt in it radial 

motion, but rath r , the radial d pendence of parameter mu t b indud d. When 

thi i the cas , the phy ics of filament particl 10 eem to b well captured in th 

paradigm. 
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6.9 Comparison of theories with experiment 

Motivated by the discrepancy in the prediction for the radial velocities, experimental 

data is used to test the theories in the following subsection. 

The quantities L.l.., LII, cs, nt, nSOL expressed in equations (3.13) and (3.25) from 

both sheath and interchange theories were found to be approximately the same for the 

high and low density discharges presented. This allows a comparison of the predictions 

in a model where the ratio of the velocities at high and low density from equations 

(3.13) and (3.25) is used such that: 

v:high (high) Q (Ihigh ) Q 
r nlU SAT 

--IV -- fV --
V:1ow n low pow 

r iii SAT 
(6.7) 

Here the a exponent, would equal 0.5 and 1 in the case of interchange and sheath 

scalings respectively. In the following, the radial velocity measurements obtained from 

the Photron camera images, and the ISAT measurements expressed can be used to 

identify the experimental value of Q, and therefore the underlying theory. 

~10 
~ (a) Data 
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~ 
.;:::::.. 

ro 6 
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t 
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(b) Simulation 
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Figure 6.11: Ratio of (a) experimentally measured and (b) simulated ISAT values at 
high and low density, binned in 1 em steps from the LeFS. 
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Figure 6.11 (a) shows the ratio ofthe measured ISAT values at high and low fie binned 

as a function of distance from the LCFS, for !::,.rLCFS 2: 1 cm. The immediate SOL 

has been avoided since filamentary transport dominates this region. The solid line 

is the exponential fit obtained by taking the ratio of exp( -xl A~i~~)1 exp( -xl A~inp) 

where A~~~ and AEkp are the experimental particle e-folding lengths at high and low 

fie estimated in section 6.8. Furthermore, simulations of the ratio of ISAT signals at 

high and low fie also yield a similar trend, as shown in figure 6.11 (b). The difficulty 

which arises when relating to the predicted velocity scalings is immediately apparent 

since the ratio of the ISAT values is not constant as a function of distance from the 

LCFS. 

Nevertheless, taking the radial velocity measurements drawn from section 5.7.2, 

namely, v:,high = 1.6 km s-t, vjow = 1.2 km S-1 at high and low densities respectively, 

and re-arranging equation (6.7), the Q exponent is given by the expression: 

(

lhigh) 
Q '" 0.291 In I~:: . 

SAT 
(6.8) 

Figure 6.12 shows a plot of the Q exponent as a function of distance. Experimental 

values of Q decrease from 0.3 in the proximity of the LCFS to 0.2 approximately 6 em 

from the edge, and are therefore factors of 4 and 2 smaller than sheath and interchange 

limits respectively. In fact, both experimental data and simulation confirm that the 

scaling of the Q exponent varies as a function of distance in the SOL - a feature which 

is not captured in either model. 

So far, predictions from both theories have been compared in a model where the 

filament density and related radial velocity are correlated, and L.l., LII' cs, nt, nSOL 

are a<;sumed to be constant to a first approximation. Because the conclusion drawn 

from the absolute value of Q are very dedicated, the effect of the neglected parameters 

is now discussed. In other words, can the fluctuations in the background SOL density 

nSOL for example account for the small deviations or even increase the values of the Q 

exponent. 

It was shown from both camera data (see section 5.21) and probe data (see sec

tion 6.7) that inter-ELM filament widths are similar at high and low ne' The electron 

temperature profiles from Thomson scattering data are also similar, meaning the con-
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Figure 6.12: Plot of the Q exponent as a function of distance from the LCFS. The two 
dashed lines indicate the interchange and sheath dissipative limits. Experimental values 
of Q are below both limits. 

tribution of the Cs term when taking the ratio also cancels out. The same applies 

for LII since the magnetic geometry is the same for the set of high and low density 

discharges. The remaining quantities are nSOL and nt. Since they play equivalent roles 

in equations (3.13) and (3.25) (see chapter 3) only the nSOL parameter is discussed. 

In order to investigate the effect of nSOL variation on the Q exponent, changes in the 

background ISAT signal in periods separating filaments are assumed to be proportional 

to a first approximation to changes in nSOL. Figure 6.13 shows on a log-linear scale 

the ISAT values recorded as a function of (~rLCFS) in high and low density discharges. 

Data have been binned in 1 em intervals and the error bars are the R.l\LS. of the 

distributions at each bin. Also shown in the bottom plot of figure 6.13 is the ratio 

of n~odn~~~ for ~rLCFs 2:: 1 em, since this is the range over which results for the Q 

parameter are drawn. Now, taking into account variations of nSOL, the expression for 

Q from equation (6.8) is given by: 

[ (
Ihigh) ] 

Q rv 0.29/ In I~~; + In f3 , (6.9) 
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A cording t quation ( .9), in rting th valu of nloodnh~t = 0.96 would increase 0' 

fr m 0.26 to 0.27±251t at 1 m from th L FS. The ff ct of n OL variation on th 0' 

param t r i th r fore n gligibl for th t of di charg drib d in thi the i . 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

An improved confinement regime such as the H-mode is critically important for 

the realisation of a fusion power plant based on a magnetically confined plasma. The 

performance of the plasma core, stability and confinement are strongly influenced by 

the interaction of many diverse physics processes. Among these processes is transport 

at the plasma edge, and particularly during an ELM where field-aligned filamentary 

structures have been observed using high resolution cameras to leave the edge and hit 

the confining wall. The impact of the power loadings during these events onto material 

surfaces is one of the main constraints on the design of future tokamaks such as ITER 

and DEMO (and other fusion devices). However, transport in the relatively quiescent 

inter-ELl\1 periods is also found to be a complicated process in which plasma is inter

mittently ejected from the core into the scrape-off layer (SOL). This results in particle 

and heat flux far from the last closed flux surface (LCFS), which is very different to 

what is expected for a diffusive process. So while the H-mode is the main reference 

scenario for the ITER tokamak, understanding the mechanisms underlying these pro

cesses is therefore important in calculating and controlling the resulting power loads 

on the vessel components. 

In this thesis, experimental analysis of filamentary structures at the plasma edge 

in the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST) during H-mode inter-ELM periods is 

presented using both a midplane-mounted ultra fast camera and reciprocating Lang

muir probes (see chapter 4 for details of these diagnostics). A background subtraction 

code is applied to the camera images in order to distinguish the Do light emission 

of filamentary structures from the overall slowly-varying background. Camera images 
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recorded at a rate of 100 kHz during these periods have provided the first evidence 

which shows that similar to L-mode and ELl\1 events, field-aligned filamentary struc

tures also exist during inter-ELM periods. A comparison of their corresponding Dcr 

light emission shows that inter-ELl\1 filaments are the lowest amplitude fluctuations in 

the l\lAST SOL relative to L-mode and ELM filaments. 

Using reconstructions of the magnetic equilibrium, field-lines are projected onto 2D 

images to track filaments in radial and toroidal directions. Projection codes which take 

into account the camera properties have been developed to perform these tasks. The 

tracking of filaments is done both manually and using semi-automated codes. Analysis 

of the spatio-temporal evolution of these filaments confirms that despite the reduction 

in turbulence levels seen in the H-mode, inter-ELM filaments exist on timescales rv 

50-120 ps, and during this time contribute directly to the cross-field transport: they 

are found to rotate in the vicinity of the LCFS with a mean toroidal velocity of 9 

km S-1 in the co-current direction, and propagate radially outwards with a constant 

velocity in the range 1-2 km s-l. 

It was also found that whereas the toroidal steps are on average constant (i.e. no 

toroidal accd{'ration) for any given filament, the collective motions of the filaments is 

more compl{'x: similar to L-mode and unlike ELM phases, filaments are not regularly 

spac{'d, and due to different toroidal velocities, their spacings are constantly changing. 

Toroidal and radial excursions of filaments have also been tracked in order to deter

mine any d('p{'ndcnce of these motions on plasma parameters such as the plasma density 

fie, currmt lp, heating power PNB1 and toroidal field Bt/>. \Vhile no significant variation 

was obs{'rvcd with lp, PNBI and Bcf>' the motion of these filaments was found to de

pmd strongly on plasma d('nsity: with increasing fie, a marked decrease in the average 

toroidal rotation velocity has been observed, and an enhancement of radial transport 

cI{'arly manifest{'d by the departure of a higher number of filaments. Furthermore, fil

am{'nts at higher densities (0.55 S ne/ new S 0.75) have been found to travel radially 

fa.<;ter Cv,. '" 1.65 km S-I) than filaments at lower densities (0.3 S ne/neW S 0.45) 

(v,. rv 1.2 km S-I). Similar observations from a number of machines have reported that 

increa.<;es in fie are associated with a broadening of the particle density profile, higher 

fluctuation levels and stronger turbulence-driven radial transport [122, 123, 124, 125]. 
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Experimental findings on the Alcator C-mod tokamak have also elucidated a possi

ble link to the density limit in References [126, 127] which postulate that the density 

limit is simply the extreme case of many filaments leaving the edge. The observation 

of faster and more frequent filaments leaving the edge plasma at higher densities in 

11AST discharges is consistent with the conjecture made in [122] which suggests that 

filamentary structures may become electrically disconnected from the target sheaths at 

large collisionality, and thus experience less sheath dissipation, resulting in a substan

tial enhancement of the radial convective transport. The precise relationship of the 

filamentary transport in the SOL to the density limit remains to be checked in future 

dedicated experiments. 

Semi-Automated methods are also applied to the inter-ELM camera images in order 

to determine physical properties of these filaments. A wide range of toroidal mode 

numbers is found (6-48) with a mean 24. Analysis of toroidal and radial widths indi

cate that inter-ELM filaments are elliptical in size with an average toroidal width of 

16 cm and a radial width of 4 cm. 

Camera images recorded at a rate of 100 kHz have been compared to data recorded 

simultaneously by the mid-plane reciprocating probe. The cross-comparison shows 

that intermittent fluctuations in ion saturation current (Is AT ) signals correspond to 

inter-ELM filaments passing the probe. Peak detection algorithms have been applied 

to ISAT signals in order to isolate the peaks corresponding to filamentary structures 

from the high frequency background. The contribution of inter-ELM filaments can be 

seen in the PDF of the entire ISAT signal as a bump-on-tail. The probability density of 

corresponding filament ISAT values is in the range 0.05 - 0.25 A. Assuming that ISAT 

is a good proxy for number density (with a weak square root dependence on temper

ature), a number density estimate for inter-EL11 filaments is obtained based on these 

values. Density is found to be in the range 6.5 X1016 - 6.7 X 1017 m-3 • A similar 

analysis was repeated for L-mode and results compared with ELM data. 'While the 

densities for filaments in the inter-ELM phase are lower than those in L-mode, both 

are much smaller than the density of ELM filaments. This observation is in qualita

tive agreement with the PDF of light intensity from imaging data. The agreement is 

expected since both DOt light emission from the camera data and ISAT are proportional 
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to the number density. 

Closer inspection of peaks in ISAT signals indicates that these filaments appear im

mediately before and after the ELM. The existence of these filaments in the precursor 

stage of the ELM (lasting 150 J-LS till ELl\1 onset) is suggestive that the driving mech

anism of the inter-ELM filaments is independent of the ELM. Equally, the immediate 

appearance of filaments following the ELM crash also suggests that the critical gradient 

threshold for inter-ELM filaments, if any, is far lower than that of ELl\Is. 

The ISAT signals from single and and neighbouring probe tips have been used to 

verify the properties of filaments at the edge, finding toroidal widths, mode number 

and toroidal velocity - in good agreement with camera estimates. 

The radial motion of inter-EL~1 filaments is also captured in Langmuir probe data 

through measurements of the radial fall-off of I sAT , denoted ASAT. Exponential fits of 

the ISAT values as a function of distance from the LCFS yield particle e-folding lengths 

of ).~1~ fV 41 mm at high density discharges (0.55 ~ ne/ncw ~ 0.75 where ne is the 

line-averaged electron density and nGW is the Greenwald density), and AkoAT I'V 28 mm 

at low density (0.3 ~ ne/nGW ~ 0.45). Similar trends are also obtained in simulations 

of a filament propagating radially with a velocity v,. and losing particles on ion parallel 

loss timescales 'TIl, such that A fV v,. 711 where 711 == LII / Cs (L II is the connection length 

and Cs is the ion sound speed). Crucially, it is shown through simulation that this 

frequently used model is only valid, (Le. that agreement with experimental data is 

only obtained) when the radial dependence of Cs and LII parameters is included. 

Radial velocity and ISAT measurements reported in this thesis have been used to 

test predictions for the radial velocity made by the interchange and sheath-limited 

regime models. Taking the velocity scalings from each theory, predictions for the ra

tio of the velocity scalings at high and low density were instead used and expressed as 

Vrhigh /V;'ow I'V (I~~~ / I~AT ) a where a: = 0.5 and 1 for interchange and sheath-dissipative 

regimes respectively. Radial velocity and ISAT measurements were subsequently used 

to determine the experimental values of the a: exponent. The observed data were found 

to be at least a factor of 2 smaller than both models. In fact, the scaling observed was 

found to vary as a function of distance in the SOL - a feature which is not captured 

in either model. For a better comparison with experimental findings, a future model 
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which takes into account interchange dynamics, parallel motions and the collisional 

resistivity in the SOL is required. 

Finally, physical properties of inter-ELl\1 filaments have been compared and con

trasted with those of L-mode and ELM filaments. A common feature between all 

filaments is that they are field-aligned structures and contribute directly to transport. 

However, collective observations from data collected in this thesis and previously re

ported data regarding EL}'l and L-mode filaments (summarised in chapter 2), indicate 

that on the whole physical properties of inter-ELM filaments and their behaviour are 

more similar to L-mode than they are to ELM filaments. The original idea that inter

ELM filaments are mini-EL}.I events, or "failed" ELMs can be ruled out. Rather, 

inter-ELl\1 filaments are distinct from ELl\ls. The understanding of the EL}'ls is the 

same: that these are repetitive plasma instabilities which are associated with a steep 

pressure gradient, marked by a strong magnetic signature and appear with a regular 

spacing of narrow filaments which accelerate explosively in the radial direction. This is 

in contrast to the inter-ELM and L-mode filaments whose motions indicate no acceler

ation in the radial direction, and spacings are constantly changing (due to individual 

filament motions) leading to complex dynamics with a considerable spread in toroidal 

mode numbers. 

No noticeable magnetic signature has thus far been detected for inter-ELl\f filaments, 

suggesting therefore that these are electrostatic phenomena (although this remains to 

be checked in future experiments with an improved magnetic diagnostic). 

The transition to H-mode means that the plasma edge rotates faster and inter-ELM 

filammts do indeed rotate faster than L-mode filaments. However, both L-mode and 

inter-ELl\f filaments are slow-rotating relative to the ELM. A possible explanation (as 

suggested in chapter 5) is that inter-EL}.f and L-mode filaments originate in a similar 

region within the pedestal closer to the plasma edge where the bulk plasma rotation is 

slower, whereas the ELM filaments originate from deeper within the plasma where the 

bulk plasma rotation is faster. 

Finally, the fact that inter-ELM filaments persist all the way till the ELM despite the 

onset of a precursor mode 150 IlS before the ELM crash is suggestive that the driving 

mechanism for inter-ELl\1 filaments is different and independent of the ELl\f. 

In light of the above observations, it may be speculated that the inter-ELM filaments 
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are the "H-mode manifestation" of the L-mode filaments, i.e., L-mode filaments in the 

presence of a transport barrier. One possible interpretation is that L-mode and inter

EL}'1 filaments are drift waves since all that is required is a density gradient which is 

universally inherent in each plasma. ELM filaments however are the manifestation of 

ballooning modes. 

7.1 Future work 

One important area of study would be to simulate inter-EL}'1 filaments using a 

global 3D code. This is currently challenging, because the L-H transition is relatively 

poorly understood and self-consistent simulations of H-mode on transport time-scales 

have yet to be performed. This is partly because H-mode involves large gradients 

in temperature and density spanning a range from collisionless to collisional regimes 

which introduces a wide range of length and time-scales. Observations reported in this 

thesis can be used to test the simulation codes when these challenges are eventually 

overcome. 

Statistical analysis of data from the reciprocating Langmuir probe in MAST could 

also form part of ongoing research. Recent work in references [40, 41] identifies two 

scaling r('gions for MAST L-mode data, and finds that the rescaled PDFs associated 

with these two scaling regions are different, with good fits to the Frechet and Gumbel 

extreme value distributions respectively [40, 42]. It would be interesting to apply these 

statistical techniques to inter-EL!\1 data to test the conjecture made in this thesis 

that L-mode and inter-ELM fluctuations are similar. Furthermore, it was recently 

shown in [128] that the statistical properties of turbulent ISAT fluctuations in the 

ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak in H-mode are not modified when compared with L-mode; 

this statement echo's the observations made in this thesis, and has lead the authors in 

[128] to suggest that suppression or modification of turbulence is neither a necessary nor 

a sufficient condition to achieve H-mode in tokamaks. A comparison would therefore 

be worthwhile. 

It was shown in Ref [52] that no magnetic signatures were observed in inter-EL!\f 

periods using the current reciprocating magnetic coil which is only capable of reaching 

the LCFS to within 2.5 cm. It would be particularly useful to check this at the LCFS 
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since magnetic signatures are quickly attenuated with distance from the LCFS. This 

would require the design and implementation of a new magnetic probe head on UAST. 

Finally, since it is possible that resonant magnetic perturbations (R!\lPs) will be 

applied to the edge in a future tokamak fusion device in an attempt to mitigate large 

EL~ls, it would be interesting to determine the effect of these on the motion and 

properties of inter-EL!\f filaments in a new set of experiments using camera, Langmuir 

and magnetic probes. 
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